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By M. L. REID
A 19-year-old Hamilton High
school senior, Nelson Kendall,
who lives with his grandmother,
Mrs. Rosie Webster, and other
relatives at 1572 Wilson st.,
caught up on his homework last
Wednesday night, and then walk-
ed into the living room to watch
a little excitement on television.
He had been sitting there for
only 10 minutes when the most
exciting moments of his youngife began. The nightmare began
when his six.year-old niece, Leo-
la Taylor. who had gone into the
kitchen to get a glass of water,
raced back to where the adults
were surrounding the television
and screamed th at the house
was on fire.
"When I ran to the kitchen the
flames were already leaping up
to the ceiling," he said. "and
my grandmother said, 'Somebody
get the children.' "
In no time at all, the teenager
had raced from the flaming house
with the nine-year-old twins, Je-
well and Russell Hancock, jr.; Lo. 




W. C. Patton, director of the
Citizens Non-Partisan Registra-
tion campaign, will be the guest
speaker when annual installation
services for officers of the Or-
ange Mound Civic club are held
on next Monday night, Jan. 19, at
the Beulah Baptist church.
On hand to discuss an impor-
tant topic and to install the offi-
cers will be Rev. Alexander Glad-
ney, president of the Bluff City
and Shelby County Copncil of Civ-
ic clubs. The program will be
conducted by the members of
the Orange Mound Junior Civic
club, of which James Estes, jr.,
is president.
Officers to be installed at the
Bprogram are Samuel radle y, 
SAVED FIVE — Nelson Ken-
dall, who saved five young
children from burning to
death when their home at 1572
Wilson st., was destroyed by
fire last week, was burned
and barely escaped with his
life after a vain attempt
to rescue six.year-old Donell
Hancock. A senior at Hamil-
ton High school, the 19-year•
old student had just complet-
ed his homework and w a s
watching a late TV show
when the fire started. Noth-
ing was saved by the family
in personal property.
A Believe It Or Not:
Man Fined For Looking
At Police Too Hard
Looking too hard at a Memphis police lieutenant cost
Robert Scruggs, an assistant professor of chemistry at
LeMoyne college, $10 last week when he was fined on a
charge of disorderly conduct.
Preferring charges against Mr. Scruggs was Police Lt.
J. L. Vaughters, who told Judge 
Beverly Boushe that he arrested I looked up he was staring a hole
the teacher "because every time through me.o
The policeman explained that
he was working as desk sergeant
on Dec. 23, when Mr. Scruggs
came to the jail to see about hay-
See FINED, Page 2
Church Fire
president; Rev. S. P. Sawyer,iSatan
/
s Work
vice president; Mrs. Josephine,
Winbush, secretary; Mrs. Patri-
cia Taylor, assistant secretary;
Cecil Goodlow, treasurer; M r s.
*
arrie Shields, chaplain; M r s.
aura Thomas, business manag-
er; and James Nesbit, assistant
chaplain.
The public Is invited to attend
the services. Rev. W. C. Holmes
is the pastor of the church.
Tri-State Bank
Adds A Director
Rev. J. W. Golden was added
as a member of the board, and
Dr. W. H. Young named to the
advisory committee when t h e
members of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Tri-State Bank of
Memphis met here on last Fri-
day afternoon.
Ill
All officers of the bank were re-
appointed for another year, and
they included A. Maceo Walker,
president; Jesse H. Turner, vice
president and cashier; G. W.
Lee, vice president, and H. L.
Chandler, assistant cashier.
Rev. Golden retired as director
of the Department of Motivation
of the General Board of Evangel-
ism of the Methodist church in
1956, and the same year was nam-
ed chairman of the Jurisdiction
Board of Evangelism of the Me-
thodist church.
Dr. Young, a dentist, who has
his office at 154 Beale ave., has
practiced in Memphis since 1944.
lie formerly lived in Blytheville,
Ark.
At the same time the board
voted to pay 76.50 a share to
stockholders, an increase of 50
cents over last year. Thc increase
was effective as oi January 1959.
1111 The hank deposits were report-
1111, od to be 82,886,000. an increase
of 8.83 percent over last year.
Pastor Says
(SEE PHOTOS INSIDE)
A fire which caused damaged
to the Cummings St. Baptist
church last Friday morning was
regarded by the pastor, Rev. W.
L. Varnado, as the work of Satan,
trying to prevent him and his con-
gregation from moving from the
old Jackson Ave. Baptist church
into their new home building at
1222 Cummings St.
It was only the lack of heat
which prevented the congregation
from worshipping in the building




1. Fire At Cummings
Street Baptist
Church
Turn To Page 2
2. Vote Registration
Drive Kick-Off




Uncle Sam is calling for teach-
ers for posts in Germany, France,
Italy, Japan and Okinawa for the
1959-60 school year, and teachers
who have longed for a chance to
see those places they have stud-
ied and taught about have an ex-
cellent opportunity to travel, with
the U. S. Army paying for the
ticket.
The greatest need at present is
for elementary teachers with ex-
perience in the prtini.ry grades
for Army-operated schools for
American children. Secondary
teachers who qualifY in two ma-
jor fields are also needed.
Opportunities generally exi st
for school librarians, guidance
counselors, dormitory supervisors
and a limited number of adminis-
trators.
Government transportation is
furnished, and rent-free Ii v in g
quarters are available in most of
the areas. The salary for the in-
structional staff i.. $415 a month.
The qualifications include a ba-
chelor's degree, teacher training
and two years of experience.
Teachers who want to be con-
sidered for the coming school
year should inquire about appli-
cation procedure immediately to
Teacher Recruitment, Memphis





In his recent State of the Un-
ion message, President Dwight
D. Eisenhower said that the coun-
try was making noticeable prog-
ress In Oa JALrights struggle.
and that it would be in the best
Interest of all citizens for this
progress to continue.
The President also revealed
that new legislation in the field
of civil rights would be presented
to the 86th Congress early in the
coming session.
Following Is the President's
statement on civil rights as con-
tained in his annual message to
the Congress:
"We are making noticeable pro-
gress in the field of civil rights
—we are moving forward toward
achievement of equal opportunity
for all people everywhere in the
United States. In the interest of
the nation and of each of its
citizens, that progress must con-
tinue.
WILL BACK COURTS
"Legislative proposals of t h e
administration in this field will
be submitted to the Congress ear-
ly in the session. All of us
should help to make clear that
the Government is united in the
common purpose of giving sup-
port to the law and the decision
of the courts.
"By moving steadily toward the
goal of greater freedom u nder
law, for our own people, we shall
be better prepared to work for
the cause of freedom under law
throughout the world.
"All peoples are sorely tired of
the fear, destruction, and t h e
waste of war. As never before,
the world knows the human and
material costs of war and seeks
to replace force with a genuine
rule of law among nations.
HIS PLANS
''It is my purpose to intensify
efforts during the coming t w o
years in seeking ways to supple-
See IKE WILL, Page ;
Hard To Believe, But True
4
Mother, Six _Kids Suffer
In This City Of Plenty
PONDER PLIGHT —
Mary Jane Harris and three of
the six 1.1iiihren living with her
at 238I9 Mullen rd. wonder
what conies next in their pill-
ful existence. Mrs. Harris' bus-
' band, Georg, H. r16, lists
Wally abandoned them, leav-
ing her to take care of the chil-
dren. Mrs. Ilarris explained
that due to her poor health
she is not able to work and
By BURLEIGH HINES
If you lived at 2380 Mullen rd., where Mrs. Mary Jane
Harris "exists" with her six children, chances are your
daily prospects would be as dim and dismal as hers.
You'd wonder, as she does, as you went to bed at night
in the little two room run-down house, if the two little
pieces of coal in the bedroom
stove will last until morning in
order to keep your children fr o m
freezing.
And, chances are you'd wonder
Top Zeta Officer Will
Speak Here On Sunday
DR. D. C. PARTRIDGE
Dr. Deborah Cannon Partridge,
grand basileus of the Zeta I'hi
Beta Sorority, Inc., will be t h e
guest speaker here on Sunday, Jan.
18, when members of the organiza-
tion's Alpha Eta Zeta chapter cele-
brate the first public Founder's
Day program at the Mt. Pisgah
CME church.
The theme for the program be-
ginning at 5:00 p.m. will be
"Guiding Youth Through Richer
Educational, Social and Econom-
ic Opportunities."
Much in demand as a public
speaker, Dr. Partridge is often re-
ferred to as "Zeta's traveling basi
leus." Presently professor educa-
tion at Queens college, Flushing,
N.Y., she was among a group of
See TOP ZETA, Page 2
' mud depend as of of her
grown daughters, Georgia, for
what little assistance she can
give her. Pictured with her,
(left to right) are: Timothy,
4; Evelyn, 3; and Ruthie, 8,
what you were going to tell your!
children the next morning when
they came 4n you, tearfully, ask-
ing for something to eat. Probably,




And, if this were not enough,
on Jan. 8, Mrs. :Tams received
a letter from a real estate loan
firm stating that on Jan. 27, the
house in which she now' lives,
which she thought was rightfully
hers, would be foreclosed on.
Mrs. Harris said she had been
living in the little house now for
about 17 years. She saidi proudly,
that she was the mother of 12
children although only 41 years
old. She said that 10 of her chil-
dren were living, six with her:
Gladys, 14; Abraham, 16; Jerry-
lene, 10; Ruthie, 6; Timothy, 4;
and Evelyn, 3. One of her daugh-
ters, Georgia, now grown. works
at the Big Apple restaurant, on
Alcy rd., and helps her out when-
ever she can.
Her husband' Mrs. Harris said
her husband, George Harris, al-
though, according to her, is cur-
rently working at a mill on La-
mar, has practically deserted her.
She said that the last time she
saw him was on Jan. 3. More
that, she related, he hdd visited
her and the children two weeks
before Christmas When asked f 
he contributed to her or the chil
dren's welfare, she said:
GAVE LESS THAN DOLLAR
"Well, when we do see him,
Batista, Part Negro, Hates Dark Cubans
EDITOR'S NOTE: The writer of this article is managing editor of
the Philadelphia Tribune, and was guest of Batista while in Ilavana
on business.
By JOHN A SAUNDERS,
Special To Defender
Although he is part Negro, and looks it with his light
brown hair, Fulgencio Batista, deposed Cuban dictator ap-
parently hates and despises all dark Cubans, who under his
iron rule existed as little better than erfs and slaves.
I met Batista in 1956. I was one of several score
Americans who were entertained
by him in the Presidential Palace'
in downtown Havana.
By contrast, Batista and 1 were!
the darkest persons at the re-
ception for, besides one other ,
person, all the rest were white
Americans or white Cubans.
A 'NUISANCE' THEN
At the time Batiata was disturb-
ed, btlt not worried, by Fidel Cas-
tro. the man responsible for his
leaving Cuba and abdicating his
personal throne. Castro then was
but a nuisance to Batista, so Ba-
tista held this recepuor for the
American delegates to the Na-
tional Boxing Association Cow
vention without bothering to have
armed troops gua.ding his every
move.
Batista was flanked on each straight black
' side by tall, handsome Cubans





far the most impressive-looking
of them all.
And yet it was actually strange
not seeing one dark.skinned Cu-
ban in . Batista's Presidential
palr.cr, not even a waiter or
waitress or scrubwoman, OT por-
ter.
LOVES UNITED STATES
Batista spoke F.nglisn with a
heavily-accented tongue. He chose
his words carefully and was most
specific in reiterating his love for
the United States. He shook hands
with every American delegate
present. He even smiled when he
shook my right hand.
It is a matter of record that at
least two-thirds of the people of
Cuba are dark-skinned and of
African origin. But you never see
had dark Cubans at any
 of the finer
' establishments of Havana, not
hair and a few had even as waiters or bellhops or
blonde hair. And being the dark- chambermaids. They are almost
21 scarce as hen's teeth ... and
there's a reason for it as I learn-
ed before leaving Havana.
In Cuba, a man can't be any-
thing other than a laborer, taxi
driver, bus driver or domestic for
rich Cuban families their pri-
vate home, if he has dark skin.
You never see dark-skinned Cu-
bans in any of the fine hotels.
restaurants, cafes or gambling
casinos.
WORSE THAN DIXIE ,
While in Havana we lived in
the fabulous Hotel Nacional,
which is In the suburban section,
about five miles from the center
of activity sad the Presidential
palace. I never saw a dark-skinn-
ed Cuban doing anything in the
Nacional, not even emptying gar-
b-.ge cans.
One man, and one man alone,
was responsible for the sorry lot
of dark ("bans ie Havana, and
that man was Folgencio Batista.
He apparently felt about dark
Cubans as any southern bigot
feels about southern Negroes.
Perhaps worse, for at least Ne-
groes can rise above the status of
serfdom in the United States, but
dark Cubans evidently can't in
Havana.
Dark Cubans live like serfs and
slaves in Havana. They live in the
worst sections of the city, dress
poorly, and have little reason to
feel any love for a man who per-
mits them to exist as "third
class" citizens.
Lesson For Castro
Fidel Castro, new Cuban strong
man, has to be better than Ba-
tista was, an far as the dark-
skinned Cubans are concerned.
For if he is any worse, the darker
people of Cuba will he in for par-
tial serfdom and slavery all over
again, and Castro may find him-
self where Batista is now,
-s
The other three, not pictured I I
are: Abraham, 16: Gladys, 14;
and Jerrylene, IC, Mrs. Harris, I •
41, has ten living children- I
(SEE ANOTHER PHOTO ON
PAGE E). I
which is seldom, he might give
me a quarter or fifty cents for
the children, but that's all."
She said that her children, other
than the ones living with her, are
seattered throughout the land and
the only relative she has is her
mother, who lives nearby in th•
same community. She has been
depending on the help of her
daughter, Georgia, for food. But
Georgia, understandably, can't
offer much more than the mini-
mum of food help to the pitiful
family, as she has her own home
to attend.
WON'T LAST LONti
The Urban League, headed by
Executive Director J. A. Mc-
Daniel, heard of the family's con-
dition and purchased groceries
for them last week, but these ra-
tions can only last so long.
Mrs. Harris said she has worked,
but since her husband started
staying away from home, which
began about 15 years ago, she
has been so run down and hall.
starved that she just couldn't hold
down a regular job. Besides, she
(See MOTHER, page 2)
Alphas Backing :
1
A national citizenship drive
based on the theme, "A Voteless
People is a Hopeless People,'
was one of the principal topics
discussed by some 575 members
of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraterni-
ty, inc., at its 44th general con-
vention held in Philadelphia re-
cently.
Another subject which was con-
sidered of major importance by
the group during sessions at the
Sheraton hotel was that of streng-
thening the undergraduate pro.
gram of the fraternity.
Re-elected general president of
the fraternity at the meet was
Judge Myles A. Paige, of Brook-
lyn.
WANTS QUALITY
Speaking at the hanquet-we
Belford V. Lawton, former gen-
lL.\
eral president, who urged t Is.
group to have more concern for
the general quality of its mem-
bership.
"Fraternities must justify their
existence by responsible and pro-
gressive participation in t h •
world today," he told the mem-
bers.
The members of the fraternity
voted to hold their 1959 conven-
tion in Cincinnati during t 1•
Christmas holidays.
colleges, the Universities of Illi-
nois and Michigan, and New York
and Columbia universities.
Providing music at the program,
at which Mrs. Annie M. Naylor
will serve as chairman, will be
the members of the Zeta Ensem-
ble.
PUBLIC INVITED
' Mrs. Mildred P. Horne, grand
basileus of the local chapter of the
sorority, which is nearing its
twentieth anniversary, said that
founders and charter members
will be honored at the program.
The public is invited to be present.
A reception will be given in the
lower level of the church follow-
ing the program. The Rev, D.
Warner Browning is pastor of the
host church, and Mrs. Bernice A.
E. Callaway, publicity chairman.
(Continued From Page 1)
ing his brother, Ralph, a postal
transportation worker, released
on bond.
Ralph Scruggs, 30, had been ar-
(Continued From Page I) rested and beaten on the night be-
fore, and later jailed on charges
50 American educators who visited of disorderly conduct and resist-Russia last summer to observe tog „Text.
teaching techniques on all levels
in Communist schools.
EXPERIENCED TEACHER
Dr. Partridge was educated at
NOW Jersey Teachers college,
where she received her bachelor judge to decide, but the man con-
of science degree, and at Colum- tinued to argue with bins.
bia university, where she complet-
ed her work for both the masters
and doctoral degrees in education.
The Zeta grand basileus has
served on the faculty of Tuskegee, me, so I took him in and lock-
Institute, Grambling andTexasi ed him up for disorderly c o
duct," the officer stated.
Mr. Scruggs was represented in
court by Atty. Russell B. Sugar-
mon, jr.
Lt. Vaughters said that the
teacher came to jail and insisted
that he tell him what constituted
resisting arrest. He said that he
told him that it was up to the
"I told him to go away, and
he went over and stood against
the wall. Every time I looked up
he was staring a hole through
PTA Prexies To Meet
The Bluff City Council of Par-
ent-Teacher Associations will meet
at the Vance Ave. branch of the
YWCA on Friday morning, Jan.
RI, at 11:00 a.m., and all PTA
presidents are asked to be pres-
ent.
The meeting has been called by
the president, Mrs. L. Price.
Manassas Prof. III
Richard Banks, English In-
structor at Manassas High school,
is reportedly ill and confined to
Kennedy Veterans hospital.
Blaze Halts Service At Baptist Church
DAMAGED BY FIRE — The started there early last Fri.
Cummings St. Baptist church, day morning, agd which was
located at the corner of Cum- said to have ban started bywings st. and Talley pl., was defective wiring. The pastor,
damaged by a fire which Bev. W. L. Varnado, and his
congregation from the old
Jackson Ave. Baptist churcli
had planned to hold opening
service there in spite of the
damage, and it was only the
lack of heat in the building
which caused them to meet
In the parsonage. In photo at
right. Joe Lee Nelson. chair-
man of the board of trustees
and the building and grounds
committee, is seen inspecting
damage. The building and the
parsonage were purchased
from members of the Holy
Trinity Episcopal church, a
white congregation, which is
planning to build a new edi-
fice on ite at 3749 Kimball
rd. in East Memphis. (With-
ers photos)
'Dark Shadows'
Suggests A Local 'Social Chart' For Debutantes Be Made PublicBy NAT II. WILLIAMS ards for the selection of the beat, The trend may be said to have
To an incridlsing extent Hem_ i most attractive, and most socially' started some 13 or 20 years ago; 
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River" John Garfield, Brenda Marshalland William Lundigan
ed at Washington High school. pression of the local Negro's ideas
Maybe some folk would say the and standards for the best and
trend began when the Cotton- most acceptable types of girls in
Makers Jubilee started commu-
nity-wide competition for the se-
lection of its "queens," their
-
"ladies-in-waiting," and the Jubi-
lee's "Spirits of Cotton." Still
others may say the selection of lContiniied From PaSe 11girls to serve as majorettes for
the growing number of high
school bands in the city accel-
erated the trend.
And of great importance in any
consideration of the stepped-up ex-
(Continued from page 1)
last Sunday, but the pastor re-
ported "a great day in Zion" oc-
curred with them holding services
in the parsonage located in the
rear at 1062 Talley pl.
Fire Marshal E. P. Lovell said
that a preliminary investigation;
seemed to show that the fire was
started by defective wires inside
the wall near the front entrance,
ORGAN RUINED
• The Blaze was discovered by an
unidentified resident in the block
shortly after 6:00 a.m., and fire-
men arrived on the scene and
quickly extinguished the blaze.
The ceiling of the church was
damaged by smoke, and an organ
which had been moved into the
building and left near the door
was ruined by the fire.
The rumor circuited at first that
the blaze had been started by pro-
segregationists distrubed by the
Negro congregation moving into
the neighborhood which is now
under-going a change from white
to Negro.
NO CONTROVERSY
However, A. B. Chambers, sen-
ior warden of the Holy Trinity
Episcopal church, which sold the
edifice to the Baptist congrega-
tion, along with a parsonage for
$74,500, said that no controversy
arose over the sale of the church
to a Negro congregation.
the church was built back in
wiring," he said. "That part of
"It's just a case of defective
190h2e"T custodian, Andrew Harris,
who lives with his wife in the par-
sonage on Talley pl., in the rear
of the church, said that a small
boy ran around to the house and
informed him that the church was
on fire.
Last year Rev. Varnados congre-
gration attempted to purchase the
Sylvan Heights Baptist church on
Chelsea ave. for a sum of $1501-
000, but white residents complain-
ed 30 strongly about the transfer
of the building to Negroes that
the deal was called off.
The church was then sold to a
white congregation, but was sub•
•• ,...suently destroyed by a firs
which was said to have been
started by lightning.
Joe Lee Nelson, manager of the
Foote Homes, is chairman of the
church's board of trustees and the
building and grounds committee.
said, "who would take care of my
children."
She explained that the two old-
er children, Abraham and Gladys
do .? little work whenever they
can, but school takes most at their
time.
According to Mrs. Harris, she
is in the process of filing for hid
to the dependent children, but
that takes time. And meanwhile
she and her six children are living
in a house threatened by fore-
closure. They have no bath facili-
ties. The water, is cut off. Mrs.
Harris has tried to brighten up,
the bedroom by hanging curtains,
but the heaps of rags that tha
Harris family uses for clothing
and bedding lying around t h e
room defeat the purpose. The coal
stave in the room defies descrip-
tion. It looks of another age.
The other room, called a kit-
chen, has another out-moded coal
stove. Mrs. Harris kept punching
it nervously trying to make the
little half-burnt clinker in it keel?
burning. For want of a table cloth,
the table is covered with last
month's newspapers. On top of it
lay an endless array of pots and
pans, as there is no niece else
to put them.
Arranged neatly around the tabhi
are four or five cans of various
sizes. These are used by the family
a. chairs.
On the kitchen stove in a very
black skillet were evidences of
too-old cornbread. Aside from a
little gravy and perhaps A half
leaf of bread no other food was
seen.
As for her home, Mr.s. Heals
said she doesn't know what she is
going to do. She said she didn't
know what the foreclosure meant,
as she thought her husband finish-
ed paying for the house years ago
She added that she would just
have to wait and see what hap
pens.
Others could be in the same pre-
dicament as that of Mrs Harris
and her children in respect to that
neighborhood. The place is a veri.-
tele spawning ground for disease
and perhaps something worse: a
plague.
But rather than despair, Mrs.
Harris expresses the feeling that
someday all of this will change.
After all, she said, looking around
the pitifully furnished rooms and
at her poorly dressed little chil-
dren, "things could be worse."
(Continued From Page 1)
retta, 10; eight-year,old Larry,
and four-year-old JoAnn, all chil-
dren of Mr. and Mrs. Russell J.
Hancock, sr.
Mrs. Hancock ran from t h e
house with two.year-old Henry In
her arms.
To perhaps si.ve the house from
burning any faster before the fire
department arriv d, Nelson r a n
back into the house to turn off
the gas fire in the children's
room.
ROOF CAVES IN
"I thought Donell was already
out, but when I got there, I saw
him I grabbed him by the hand
but when the roof started cavIng
in on me. I tripped over some-
thing and lost my grip on him
"He ram back Into the reis rn
the Memphis community has been
the widening activity of Memphis
Negro social groups in selecting
and presenting young women for
glorification and glamour. Social
clubs, with their frequent "fashion
shows," have had a decisive in-
fluence. The former Bachelors
a n d Benedicts men's group of
some years ago, with their initia-
tion of the selectio, and presenta-
tion of local Negro girls as "debu-
tantes," really set the ball rolling.
Subsequent presentations of Mem-
(Continued From Page 1)
ment the procedures of the United
Nations and other bodies with si-
milar objectives, to the end that
the rule of law may replace the
rule of force in the affairs of
nations. Measures toward this
end will be proposed later, in-
cluding a re-examination of our
own relation to the International
Court of Justice.
"Finally — let us remind our-
selves that Marxist scripture is
not new; it is not the gospel of
the future. Its basic objective is
dictatorship, old as history. What
is new is the shining prospectthat man can build a world where
all can live in dignity.
THE COMMON ENEMY
"We seek victory — not overany nation or people — but over
the ancient enemy of us all; vic-tory over ignorance, poverty, dis-
ease and human degradation
wherever they may be found.
"We march in the noblest of
causes — human freedom.
"If we make ourselves worthyof America's ideals, if we do not
forget that our nation was found-ed on the premise that all men
are creatures of God's making,the world will come to know thatit is free men who carry forward
the true promise of human prog-ress and dignity."
and when I tried to get back in
there and get him I was met by
a wall of fire and couldn't reach
him," he explained.
In rescuing the children from
the house. the Hamilton student
suffered burns on his face, ears,
'hid left hand. He barely manag-
ed 4.45 get out of the inferno him-
self, which firemen said was a
mass of frames when they arriv-
ed.
The young hero was treated at
John Gaston hospital for t h e
burns and released. lie, along
with other members of the fam-
ily, lost all of their possessions
in the fire.
At present he is living with his
aunt, Mrs. Waverly Hardin at
1580 Wilson St.
Funeral services for the young
Donell were held here last Sun-
day at the Friendship Baptist
church, with Rev. George Dewey
officiating. lie was assisted oy
Rev. C. A. Dawson. Interment
was in the Mount Carmel ceme-
tery annex, with R. S. Lewis tit
charge of arrangements.
The members of the Hancock
family are living at the mimesN various relatives scatteredaround the city. Mr. Hancock ot
employed at the Southland Paper
Company.
When your feet hurt you
hurt all over. You lose pep
and energy, become easily
irritated, cranky and hard
to in along with. Worst of
all, people begin to shun
you because of your
changed disposition.
Dr. Graves offers you re-
lief from all this. Dr.
GRAVES VIGENE FOOT
TONIC goes to work FAST
to ease the ache and tired-
ness . . makes you forget
those foot discomforts. Or-
der your bottle TODAY ..
You'll be mighty glad you
didi
phis Negro debutantes have quick-
ened the pace. Organizations like
the J-U-Gs. with their "Living
Ads" to glamorize their annual
charity show have given Negro
segment of the Memphis populace
added reason for examing stand-
ards by which young women and
girls are selected and presented
as socially desirable and repre-
sentative.
It might be well to give a casual
glance at some of the standards
for proper girls which are receiv-
ing increasing discussion here-
abouts. The discussion is proving
to be both interesting and inform-
ative. As a matter of fact, it
seems high time for somebody to
make public a list of some kind
so that local Negro girls, aspiring
to social recognition and accept-
ance, on a respectable basis, may,
have a fairly clear-cut idea of
what is expected for them to qual-
ify.
'SOCIAL CHART'
Rest assured . . . no such list
will be attempted here. But, for
what it's worth, the suggestion
is hazarded that somebody or
some group might well be doing
the community a service by re-I
vealing a kind of "social chart"'
to serve as a standard by which
girls might measure themselves.
Said "chart" could be circulated
one way or the other, and made
available for the girls, their par-
ents, and others, concerned with
the development and progress of
local young Negro women. . .and
the community.
Otherwise, there'll be a lot of
confusing and conflicting ideas of
a girl's fitness for accetpance and
presentation as a respectable,
high class young woman, deserv-
ing of community admiration, sup-
port, and protection. For example,
there are folk who question a
girl's respectability, if they see
her in public in certain types of
apparel. Some said Negro Mem-
, phians, for instance have looked
down their noses or across the
i same, at girls they see wearing
abbreviated costumes in shows
and elsewhere.
ANSWERS NEEDED
But one wonders if It's fair ,•,
judge or question a girl's reap
ability because she wears a a
skirt as a majorette for a ban .
Is a girl bad, or inclined to be of
questionable morals, because she
struts down the street in a parade,
as she has been taught to strut
by some adult teacher? When a
girl is a member of a dance
chorus in some school talent show
or other amateur presentation,
does that mean she's automatic-
ally ripe for a honky-tonk career?
Does a girl lose her respectability
by being present at Some local
night club as the., guest of some
club giving its annlial dance? Does
the fact that highballs and other
liquid refreshment are being serv-
ed while she is. there reflect on
her character. . .or on the char-
acter of the adults who secure it,
serve it, and keep it in sight?
What standards are used to de--
termine when a girl is eligible to $
be presented as a ''debutante"
among local Negro social circles?
A lot of girls would like to know.
As it is, too many are stand'
on the sidelines, looking sha
and closely at those selected,
wondering who set the pace that.
got them selected. Whereas, if the
standards were generally known,
nobody would have to do any won-





Uprights — Small and Large.
Also several amplifiers a n d









It Soothes. . . It Softens. . JP: Wonderful!
MADE FROM THE VERY SAME PRESCRIP-
TION THAT f:AS GIVEN BLESSED RELIEF TO
THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS IN BOTH THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
ASK FOR IT AT YOUR DRUGGIST!
Or Mad Coupon Below with only $1.50 TODAY!.
DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOT TONIC
P. 0. Box 3737, Dept. IS, Chicago SO, Illinois
I enclose 91.50 fM. 0. or Check. No. ('.O.D.) Pleasesend my-bottle of DR. GRAVES VIGENE FOOTTONIC at once.
NAME 
ADDRESS .••••• 
CITY ZONE ST 1TR
































































































































Registration Vote Campaign Gets Off To A Good Start
KICK-OFF MEETING—More leaders, along with volunteer the recreation room of t e company last Thursday night the gigantic houseto.house conducted here this month.than 150 precinct and ward block v.mkers assembled in Universal Life Insurance for the kick-off mettles of registration campaign to be Sponsored by the citise ns
Outstanding Student Memphis Airman Killed Rites Held for
She Plans To &come In Cailf. Car Wreck Top Carpenter
A Physical Therapist
Miss Crystal Strong, a 17-year
old senior at Father Bertrand
High school, wants to help handi-
capped children. Fbr this reason
CRYSTAL STRONG
she is planning to become a physi.
cal therapist.
"I am sure that I will receive!
great satisfaction when I see
some child who has been un-
able to get around walking as a
result of my work," the petite
oung student said.
For her college work she plans
to go to the University of Buffa-
lo in New York where she has
!already sent her application.
HEADS GROUP
For the first two years, Miss
Strong said that she will take lib-
eral arts courses, and for t h e
next two she will concentrate on
her major field.
One of the top students at Fa
ther Bertrand where she h a s
been a perennial member of the
honor roll. she is now the presi
dent of the school's chapter or
choir at the St. Augustine Catho-
lic church, where she is a mem-
ber.
Miss Strong lives with her wid-
owed mother, Mrs. Martha
Strong, at 1783 Kenner circle, in
Castalia Heights,
Mrs, Strong is a stenographer
at the Universal Life Insurance
company, where she has been
employed for several years.
AIRII aUSTIN
Actress To Be
the National Honor Society.. Seen At OwenShe was a member of t h c
panel which defeated the Doug
school's "Quiz 'Ern on the Air" 1
lass High school team. n RecitalMOTHER, A WIDOW
Other extra - curricular activi- Miss Rhoda Jordan, solo actressties in which she IR engaged in- who has been widely acclaimedelude the Catholic Studepts' Mis-. for her vivid interpretations, will Mrs. Austin said that she call-sion Crusade, the glee club and he preaented in recital at Owen ed the commander of the basethe choir. She also belongs to the college on Friday night, Jan. 29, by long distance after learning of 1
her son's death, and was told that
tivic Club Heard On
Bus Service Request
A three-year-old request for bus' that would have to be consider-„service to an area north of chell ed.
sea ave.. received attention last The street pattern in the areaweek when more than 12 members he said also makes service toof the Hyde Park-Hollywood Civ- the area difficult for a large bus,ic club met with members of the but he promised the group thatTransit Study Committee in t h e he and the other members at the
conference room of the Public hearing would attempt to haveWorks administration building, the matter Norkee out for them,The spokesman for the club and bring bus service withinwas the president, Rev. Mont- quarter of a mile of all persons.gomery Winfield, who told t h
committee that persons in the
area under study had to go quite ocal Teachera distance in inclement weather
to ride the bus on Chelsea ave.!
Members of the Transit commit-
tee present included Col. Frank•
V. Ragsdale, president; James
Wooten, and E. C. McCollum,
president of the company. :.
Col. Ragsdale, after having
heard from all present, including
V. ,,,Alexander Gladney,
7 of the Bluff City and Shel-
y County- Council of Civic Clubs,
who endorsed the proposal of the
• group, and Booker T. Moore, a
member of the civic clubs, said
that the committee had been stu-
dying the area with the idea of
adding bus service, but that at
present the conditions of t h e
streets would not show it.
The Transit Study committee
chairman said that a school has
been proposed for the section





Mrs. J. E. Robinson, an Eng-
lish teacher at Booker T. Wash-
ington High school and wife of
the pastor of the Greenwood CME
church, has been included in the
first edition of "Who's Who of
American Women,” recently pub-
lished by the A. N. Marquis com-
pany of Chicago.
An outstanding church worker,
Mrs. Robinson is secretary of the
Christian Social Relations of -the
Woman's Missionary Council of
the CME church and a past di-
rector of the youth work for the
National CME Board of Christian
Education.. She is a graduate of
Lane college and has done post-
graduate work at the University
of Minnesota and at Yale.
home for the Christmas holidays
after haying served in France
for three years, was killed last
week near St Bennett, Calif.,
when the car in which he and
several friends were returning to
the base was involved in a col-
lision.
The victim was Airman second
class James Edward Austin, the
son of Mrs. Mamie Austin, of 766-
F Alston mall.
The airman, who would have.
been 21 years of age on Feb. I,'
was graduated from Booker T.
Washington Iligh school with the
class of 1954, and enlisted in the
Air Force several months later.
A Niemphis airman, who was her son was driving the automo-D .d•h
bile. None of the other passen-,
gers were killed, though one was!
scratched.
Aside from his mother, Airman!
Austin is survived by his father,
Will Austin, address unknown;
four brothers, Airman third class
Bobbie Lee Austin, stationed at
the Amarillo MT, Texas, Jack,
Ernest and Johnnie Earl Austin,
and a sister, Miss Gloria Jean
Austin, all of Ntemphis.
Funeral arrangements at press
time were incomplete pending the
arrival of the airman's body from
the West Coast. Southern .Funer-
al Home will have charge ar-
beginning at 8:15 P.m.
A native of Chicago, Miss Jor-
dan has been making public ap-
pearances since the age of three.
During her undergraduate days
at Northwestern university, she
was a member of the Radio Coun-
cil of the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion.
For the past five summers, Miss
Jordan has been a regular sum-
mer theatre participant at Brig-
ham Young university, where she
lectures on theatre and appears
in a major production.
She is currently director of the
University theatre at Southern uni-
versity, Baton Rouge, La., and
directs a local television show and
a radio program.
Tickets are now on sale for the
program.
ARRIVED RECENTLY
Airman Austin returned to this
country from France early in No-
vember, and reenlisted for four
more years just recently. He had
been on duty at the Camp George
AFL in California for only a few




Chaplain Lee A. Thigpen, at.,
of Houston, Tex, and the father of
Memphis' Chaplain L. A. Thig-
pen, jr., took ill here while visiting
his son recently.
Chaplain Thigpen, sr., Is on the
staff of the Baptist Theological
Seminary in Houston and was on
a speaking tour from Roanoke,
Va., speaking at the Veteran's hos-
pital there. Chaplain Thigpen is
the pastor of the Olivet Baptist
church of Houston.















Dom warn ..SEI3AST1AN CABOT
E. Stanley Jones, world famous
ethodist missionary, predicted
here last Sunday night that inte-
gration in the South would be IC.
result -our democracy will be
coniplished in 10 years, and as a
sounder and our consciences clear-
er."
Speaking to an overflow crowd
at the Union Ave. Methodist
church, Dr. Jones told the more
than 1,5oo people that he had been
living an integrated life for all
of his 75 years, and that he was
better for it.
"What difference does it make
If Negroes sit along side our chil-
dren in schools?" he asked.
He told the audience that the
Southerners'. fear of intermarriage
is without foundation, and that
he had observed only a few eases
of mixed marriage in parts of the
,g
untry Wnere integration wasacticed.
Condensed Statement of Condition
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 Beale Street
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS DECEMBER 31, 111511
RESOURCES LIABILITIES
Cash and due from banks $ 268.089.02 Deposits $2,886,603.70
U. S. Government Securities. .. 602,275.13 Other 20,428.09
Other securities 646,377.24 Capital  200,000.00
Loins and discounts , 1,734,595.21 Surplus — 150,000.00
Banking house and fixtures 32,437.74 Reserves 36,395 05
Other assets. . ....... ..••....— 52,885.36 Undivided profits 43,232.86
TOTAL . $3,336,659.70 ......$3,336,659.70
EACH DEPOSITOR IS INSURED UP TO $10,048.50
BY THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP,ORAT1ON
OfFICIRS DIRECTORS
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H. L. CHANDLER, ANiEtant Cashiln C. W. LEE W H YOUNG
ay! o nson
Final rites were held Jan. 12
for David Johnson, 66, former car-
penter, who lived at RI. 4, Box
563, in Shelby county. The serv-
ices will be held at the Macedonia
Baptist church.
Mr. Johnson was originally from
McComb, Miss. lie came to Mem-
phis in the mid-thirties after
spending two years learning car-
piens:y at Tuskegee Institute, 'in
Alabama,
Mr. Johnson is survived by two
sons, Joseph Ivy, 25 anti Car!
Everett, 23, and a host of otherrangements. relatives.
Non • Partisan Registration
committee, the campaign be•
gan on Sunday with the ob•
servance of Citizenship D a y
In all Negro churches. After
giving last minute Instruc-
tions to the group, the lead-
ers distributed kits to the au-
dience. Participating at t h e
program were Revs. Van .1,
Malone and W. 1,. Varnado,
the chairman of the commit-
tee; H. A. Gilliam, Dr. I. A.
Watson, Jr., chairman of the
drive; and W. C. Patton, di-
rector of the campaign.
LeMoyne Helps Needy
LeMoyne college faculty and
staff members made it possible
for 242 pounds of food to be ship-
ped to the needy in European
countries through CARE. Money
that the teachers ahd staff memo-
bets would have spent in exchang-
ing Christmas greetings was con-
tributed to CARE for this project
Joseph is employed with the
Tri - State Defender in the circu-
lation department.
Rev. .1. E. Clark will officiate
at the funeral. Ile is the pastor
of Oak Grove Baptist church.
Interment was in National cem-




Mrs. Lucille Hansborough Bro-
wer, an elementary school sup-ervisor, and four teachers front
the Dunn Ave. Elementary school
were seen on WKNO-TV's regu-
lar Faculty Meeting on Wednes-
day afternoon, Jan. 14 in the half
hour program discussing the sub-
ject: "Less Emphasis on Grades
—More on Mental Achievement."
The teachers appearing on
"Faculty Meeting" with M r s.
Brewer were Mrs. Bernice Hayes,
Mrs. Claudine Ithrne, Mrs. Jerald-





It is really amazing all of the
wonderful dainties that can come
from a bag of Jack Sprat enrich-
ed wheat flour — Delicious Breads,
Crunchy tasty cookies, tender pas-
tries and other desirous delights.
Then too, your favorite recipe
will be just about twice as good
when you use Jack Sprat enrich-
ed wheat flour.
It is specially blended from the
purest of Wheat Flour, such as
yourself would choose. Perfect for




2 slightly beaten eggs
1 cup smashed hananae
2 IA cups sifted flour
% teaspoon baking powder
3-4 teaspoon soda
%. teaspoon salt
1-4 cup sour milk
1 teaspoon milk
16 (14) pound) Marshmallows
Cream butter and sugar well.
Add eggs and bananas: beat
thoroughly. Add sifted dry ingredi-
ents alternately with sour milk.
Beat hatter until smooth after each
addition. Stir in vanilla. Pour in
two well greased 8-inch layer pans.
Bake in moderate oven (350 de-
grees F) 35 to 40 minutes.
Remove from oven let stand five
minutes, turn out on cake racks.
CUE marshmallows and press cut-
side down on bottom rake layer
while cake Is still warm.
Put top cake layer over marsh-
mallows. Frost with Chocolate or
any favorite frosting. Jack Sprat




OPPORTUNITY to show the world their excellent talent was given
to.these young stars on a recent edition of the Rig Star show
over 50,000 watt WDIP This fine group included talented mem-
bers of the various high schools in the Memphis area. Every
S turday is opportunity time for Memphis and mid-South youth
as the Big Star food stores present young stars of tomorrow on
this pope- lar show which has now been on the afr for years. The
program Is heard each Saturday at 11:30 over WDIA. Pictured
above, from left to right are: Percy Wiggins, Tyrone Smith,
Charles Yates, Joyce Gates, Met-lice Hewlitt, Samuel Perkins.





our poun in human activity.
When one gets to the place that
he knows all he has lost all room
for improvement. There must be
something in each of us th at
will make us know our shortcom
ings. It appears to me that far
4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
tot. JUN. 17, 1959
t • quite a tongue-twister
In ri s Circle/ is the ever-
to-be re:. enthered Baptist Inter-
national 'fea, slated for S. A.
Owens Junior college, Sunday.
Jan. 18. Talk is that the Tea is
destined to be one of the most
worthwhile, well attended and
beautiful endeavors undertaken by
the Baptist Pastor Alliance.
Applications are steadily pour-
ing in for tables representing
counties. . . world-wide. Each will
depict the flags and other color-
ful decorations of the chosen
countries. The gymnasium of the
newly accredited institution will
provide an ideal setting for the
occasion. . .sufficient space and
stark reality of cause.
Churches, whose applications
have already been filed, are Lake
Grove, St. Stephen, Greater Mt.
Zion on Hollywood, Mt. Nebo
Lane avenue, Greater St. Mat-
thew, St. Jude, Rock of Ages,
Springdale, Ebenezer, Hill Chap-
el, Mt. Vernon, Castalia, First
Baptist Chelsea, Springhill, Anti-
och, Bush Grove, Princeton, St.
Luke, New Era, New Salem on
se Fourth, Shiloh on Utah, Bloom-
field, Tree of Life, New Friend-
ship, Morning View, First Lau-
derdale, Salem Gilfield, Mt. Mo-
riah on Carnes, Mt. Moriah on
Florida, Metropolitan, Oak Grove,
St. John on Vance, Friendship,
Olivet, Hopewell, St. Paul, New
Bethel and New Hope, others in-
clude St. Matthew, Little Rock,
Eastern Star, Greater White
Stone, Macedonia, Middle Baptist,
Progressive, St. Peters, and Ear-
ly Grove. Rev. N. A. Crawford
and J. H. Porter of Boliver are
also going to take part.
Rev. M. H. Ribbon of the
Second Baptist church, Chattano-
oga, will be present too. He is
the director of finance of the
BME. Convention. Some of the
members of his church will ac-
company him.
The Tea will be held from 4
to 6 p.m.
Rev. B. E. Hooks of the Mid-
dle Baptist church is general
chairman. Working with him are
Mrs. Helen Matthew, Rev. A. R.
Williams, Rev, E. V. McGhee,
Rev. Horace Robinson, Rev. J. W.
Williams, Mrs. Alta Lemon and
Mrs. Nancy Givan.
SUMMERFIELD BATLST
Sunday will mark the culmina-
tion of the Button drive at the
Summerfleld Baptist church. It
will also occasion the presenta-
tion of a play by the Junior Sun-
day school department.
Proceeds from the drive will
aid the Sunday school.
Mrs. Novelle Brookins is chair-
man of the play. It will begin
at 7:30 p.m.
Eddie Wright is the general
superintendent.
Rev. Leon Brookins is the min-
ister.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Installation of officers of all the
auxiliaries of the church was held
at St. Stephen, Sunday. Rev. W.
M. Fields of the Eastern Star
Baptist church delivered the ser-
mon.
St. Stephen's table at the In-
ternational Tea will represent the
Virgin Islands. Mrs. Mary Collier
is the chairman. Assisting her is




The members of the Modern•
ettes Social club met recently at
the home of Mrs. Rosie Butts.
of 1927 Glory circle, and elected
officers for 1959.
New officers are Mrs. Bernice
Hibler, president; Mrs. Anna Da-
vis, vice president; Mrs. Lucille
Hill, secretary: Mrs. Erma Mc-
Kenzie, financial secretary; and
Mrs. Blondell Reynolds, treasur-
er.
Also Mrs. Rosie Burtis. busi-
ness manager; Mrs. Millie Scott.
reporter; Mrs. Ester Dorse y,
chaplain; Mrs. Maggie Lane, ser-
geant-at-arms; and Mrs. Lillian
Smith, chairman of the Sick Com-
mittee.
After the election, piens were
made for the club's formal dance
to be held next month, and a tas-
ty menu served by the hostess.
The club's next meeting will be
held on Monday. Jan le. with
Mrs. Anna Davis, of 1368 Davis
serving as hostess.
Columbus Gets Bath
Christopher Columbus gets an
acid bath today. A 65-year-old,
bronze statute of the discoverer
will be removed from the Colum-
bus Building, now being demolish-
ed, and washed in acid to remove
accumulated grime.
I Recently criticism was heaped
upon the head of one of the prom-
inent young singers of our day.
She was accused of lacking self-
criticism. Maybe this seems a
small matter to many of us to-
day but it is something that has
been with us for a long time. This
Is one of the most tragic attitudes
one can have. Any time anyone
assumes the attitude that he is
perfect he is travelling on dan-
gerous ground.
During the life of Jesus, a
young man came to Jesus and
after listening to Him agked Hu.
"What lack I get?" According to
the standards of this young man
he had the answer to all of the
problems that confronted him. Tn
this man he was self-sustaining.
Many of us at some point in
our lives arrive at the same point.
For some unknown reason only a
small amount of prosperity can
do much to ruin most of us. I
don't think it would be a bad ob-
servation to note that history has
shown us that any time a per-
son gets to the place where he
Is relying upon his own and his
own ingenuity itself he is in for a
bad jar.
Alexander conquered the world
and at 33 lamented the fact the
there was nolhing else' to do. Any-
one who is familiar with his-
tory knows what happened after
that. Man after rnan has arrived
at that point in his life he feels
that he knows all of the- answers.
Any man who lives on the as-
betterment of the cause.
Many of our lives are like
some of our automobiles, we have
eight cylinders but many times
we operate only on six or seven.
U our lives are going to be most
meaningful we must make a criti-
cal analysis of ourselves a d
thereby be in a better position to
make a worthy contribution.
Far too many of us are merely
going around in circles. We think
that we are doing something
when in reality we are doing no-
thing. If through a critical analy-
sis we discover that we have our
shortcomings we should do all
that we can to ellieviate this
condition. Many of us fail to ex-
amine ourselves because we feel
that we might find out something
we don't want to know. A moral
and spiritual examination is
dreaded by many of us in the
same token as taking a physical
examination because we fear that
the doctor might tell us that we
have a cancer. But many of us
live day in and day out with mor-
al and spiritual cancers that will
eventually destroy us.
Whether we want to admit it
or not we must rise up to the
fact that when one fails to exam-
ine himself and find his shortcom
Ings is depriving himself of an
opportunity to do a real job for
the betterment a the wo r 1 d.
Sometimes upon examination we
find out that somethings which
we are doing or saying may be
reason for those about us to fel-sumption that he knows all of the ter along the activities.answers has arrived at a danger- We must accept the fact that all
of us are short in Some areas of
behavior. Paul writing to the Ge-
lation' admonished those w h n
were strong to help the weak. If
the world is ever going to be the
kind of moral and spiritual at-
mosphere it should be each of UStoo many of us are living under must critically examine himselfan illusion This illusion is caus- and having so done make anMg many of us quite a bit of about face to get rid of the shorttrouble, 
comings and move in an areaThe young man to whom we where each of us can definitelyheld reference a while ago was make a new examination of our-so wrapped up in the fact that selves and thereby contribute tohe had all the answers missed the making of a better world
where each of us will live life on
a higher and nobler level.
Behind whatever contribution
any of us might expect to make
must be a spirit of self-criticism
that will make us mindful of our
Shortcomings and dedicated to
ridding ourselves of these and go
on to melte this world a better
place in which to live. Try as
We may we cannot make a con-
tribution as long as we feel that
1-1.1-G-S' COMMITTEE—Se-
lecting music for the Annual
Charity Ball of J-C-G-S Inc.,
slated for February 6, at Club
Ebony, the organisation's
Show Committee is composed
of, left to ,right, Miss Erma
Lee Laws, chairman of se-
lection of living-ads; M is s
Gwendolyn Nash, chairman of
decorations; and Mrs. Jose-
phine Bridges, chairmen of
Living-ads show. The stellar
social event will benefit Les
Passee's Treatment Center
for Cerebral Palsied Children,
and other local charities.
Miss Hugh Walker Wed
AUSTIN, Texas — Miss Hugh
Ella Walker and Samuel Robin-
son exchanged vows before an
Improvised altar of white gladio-
li, palms, chrysanthemums a n d
candelabra lighted with white ta-
pers in a ceremony, Saturday
evening, Dec. 27, in the home of
the bride's aunt, Mrs. Alma
Green.
The double ring rites were con-
ducted by the Rev. Robert L.
Rowe, pastor of the Ebenezer
Baptist church.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Walker, of
Austin. A graduate of Tennessee
A and I State university in Nash-
ville, she is a member of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
Mr. Robinson is the son of Mrs.
Sarah Robinson of Memphi s,
Tenn., and the late Omar Robin-
son. He is a graduate of Tennes-
see State university and a mem-
ber of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity
and is now serving with the Unit-
ed States Army, stationed at Ft.
Chaffee, Ark.
GIVEN BY FATHER
Given in marriage by her fa-
an opportunity to do a great lob
for the cause of the kingdom. In
many instances I have known
people who are failing to live up
to the best of their possibilities
*rause they know all of the an-
swers. It occurs to me that I
have often heard people deserth.
eel as "being too smart for
their own mod." Wha, coma se
more unfortunate? The time
has come when of us old
and most loot, -' and: we have all of the answers andlsee what we can do for the are perfect in all that we do
ther, the bride wore a gown of
Miss-Mist taffeta and re-embroid-
ered alencon lace. The torso bod-
ice was fashioned with a lace
scoop neckline touched with se-
quins. The long sleeves came to
petal points over the hands. Lace
medallions were appliqued on
the bouffant skirt. Her fingertip
veil of illusion fell from a lace
cape encrusted with sequins and
pearls and her bouquet was a
cascade of Roman hyacinths cen-
tered with a white orchid.
Miss Edna Humphriee w a s
maid of honor. She wore a pale
blue taffeta dress accented by
pleats in the full skirt and a
matching head band, and car-
ried a colonial bouquet of pink
chrysanthemums.
Miss Johnnie B. Rucker was
the bride's maid. She wore a shell
pink taffeta dress accented by
pleats in the full skirt, and a
matching head band. She carried
a colonial bouquet of blue chry-
santhemums.
BEST MAN
Clifton Van Dyke was best men
and Albert Walker, brother of the
Fashion Experts Get
Look At Spring Styles
NEW YORK—Fashion reporters
from across the nation, Canada
and overseas began gathering
last Saturday ear a long a n d
patient look at what women will
wear this Spring and Summer.
The occasion is "Press week,"
the traditional semi-annual un.
veiling of Am:•ricar fashion trends
by the 30 members of the Cou-
ture Group, the New York Dress
Institute, salable and wearable styles," said
This is the 32nd round for the the publication.
week-long event, which this year The three silhouettes are the R




Mothers who are interested in
their children's reading will wel-
come the opportunity to take a
free course in "The Guidance of
Children's Reading" at their
neighborhood branch of the Chica-
go Public library.
At t h e Blackstone Branch
library, 4904 S. Lake Park ave.,
this course will be conducted by
the children's librarian, Miss
zel Weinsteir.
It will begin on Tuesday, Feb.
1 and continue for six consecu-
tive Tuesdays, 9:30 a. m. to 11
a. m.
Discussions will include the fol-
lowing stimulating topics:
Characteristics of Desirable and
Undesirable Books for Children;
Learning to Use the Library;
How Do Children Acquire and
Maintain the Reading Habit?
"'hat Are the Appropriate Books
to Read at Various Age Levels?
Fairy Tales and Legends; Poetry;
Non-Fiction For Our Times, etc.
Through this intimate introduction
to it facilities, parents come to
feel at home in their neighbdrhood,
library an'. . with its staff.
Interested mothers may regis-I
ter now or at the first meeting.!
'Sr further information call 0Alt-
land 4-0710.
In Candle-Lit Ceremony
bride, was groomsman. James
Penniek was usher. Mrs. Mary
Ella Lewis served as organist
and soloist.
A reception followed the cere-•
mony. After the reception, t h e
couple left for a short wedding
trip to San Antonio, Tex. Pre-nup-
tial courtesies included a shower
given by Mrs. S. T. Mitchell and
Mrs. Mary Lou Street, and a
rehearsal dinner given at Fish-
er's Ranch House by the bride's
uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Emeral Walker.
Among out of town relatives
were Miss Elsie Mae Robinson,
sister of the groom, Memphis,
Tenn.; Mrs. Willie Walker, grand-
mother of the bride, Genzales,
Tex.; Johnny Walker, uncle of
the bride, Gonzales, Tex.; Em-
mitt Walker, uncle of the bride,
San -Antonio; Mrs. Jewel Walker,
aunt of the bride, San Antonio,
and Mr. and Mrs. Sanco Mathis
of Waelder, Tex,
fashion experts.
cerned," the publication added,By next weekend, they will have
covered some 50 shows, featuring number one choice.
The fitted normal waist is the N t L f
avenue clothing market, the na-
tion's largat, it'll be "back to
normal."
• Women's Wear Daily, the trade
publication, reported recently
that the sheath, the shirtwaist and
the costume were early trends.
"After fluttering through three
silh-uettes in 1958, buyers and
manufacturers agree that 1959
dresses have settled dawn to sane,
"So far as the buyers are con-
the newest in the dress, coat, „Part of this return to normal-suit, sportswear, fur and acces- cy is the strong emphasis on thesories market'. classic American shirtvvaist inJust what t h e couture group silks, prints, cottons and synthet-and auxiliary members have de- ic blends.creed for Spring, '59, still is "Big trends that buyers believesecret. 
will continue well into 1959 in-
But if they go along with other elude the short skirt, printed fab-




Glamour On A Budget
Simplicity Is a characteristic of
the food in the region of Italy
around Florence. This is in
marked contrast to the grandeur
all around: the Pitti Palace,
Medici Chapel, the Palazzo
Veccht
This savory beef sauce served
with piping hot rice is an ex-
ample of the truly delicious
Italian meat sauces. And the
rice? It is a staple in Italy, as
national as pasta and polenta.
INGREDIENTS:
1 tablespoon cooking fat
1 inedium-sised onion, coarsely
shopped
14 medium-Weed green pepper.
Paarsely chopped
1 lb. triyand beef (wore tf de-
sired)
2. ammo.- cans tomato IRON.




IA teaspoon black pepper
cops es000lied white rice
2IS mum water
METHOD: Melt the cooking fat
in a 2-quart saucepan. Add the
onions, green pepper and beef.
Cook, stirring occasionally until
the beef is browned and the
onions and green pepper are
tender. Add a small amount of
fat if mixture begins to stick.
Add tomato sauce, catsup, Wor-
cestershire sauce, 1 teaspoon of
salt and the black pepper. Sim-
mer about 15 minutes. Stir oc-
casionally.
While sauce cooks. put the rice,
1 teaspoon of ealt and the water
In a 2-quart saucepan. Bring to
s vigorous boil. Turn the heat
down low. Cover with • lit
Simmer 14 minutes. Remove the
saucepan from the heat but
leave the lid on 10 minutes or
until ready to serve.
Just before serving, press hot
rice into wet 5 ounce custard
cups or salad molds. Unmold
immediately. Spoon on the hot
meat notice.
This makes 6 to 7 mounds of
rice, enough for 8 servings.
AIf you're .ike ine, you're al-
ways looking for new and interest-
ing recipes. Here- one I know•
you'll like .- my Pet Recipe for
Apple Nut Loaf.
Thi is a sweet bread you can
serve at breakfast, with coffee,
even as dessert. And it's extra
nutritious because it's made with
new Pet Instant Nonfat Dry
Milk, sifted right in with the dry
ingredients.
You know, that s one of the
nice things about using Pet In-
sten, in dry 'arm — you can add
more milk nourishment and extra
protein than with liquid milk.
Now, you don't peel the apples
so in addition to being good to
eat, the red flecks make this loaf
pretty to see.
APPLE NUT LOAF
½cup Pet Instant (in dry form)
. 1,5 cups sifted, all-purpose flour'
2 teasp. baking powder






1 cup finely cut apple (do not
peel
cup coarsely cut nuts
Sif Pet Instant, flour and halt-
ing powder onto waxed paper and
let stand until needed. In 3-quart ;
bowl mix shortening, sugar, salt
and vanilla until Hell, and fluffy.
thAdd eggs an... mix until smoo.'
Add water, apple and nuts and
mix well. Add flour mixture and
mix well. Spread batter in greased
9x5x:.-in. loaf pan holding about
7 cups.
Bake in 350 oven (moderate)
se to 64) minutes, or until tooth-
pick comes out clean when in-
serted into center of bread. For
glass pan, use 325 (low moderate).
Cool 10 minutes. Take from pan
and cool thoroughly.
eape Apple scoop The World Of Fashions Withu oa
Bargain Gown
CARDIFF. Wales — (UPI) —
Patricia Jones. 17. was married
Monday after queueing in t h e
snow all night In buy s wedding





The Jackson City teacher's
brought the long holiday to a
close Friday nigl.t when the as-
sociation gave their annual social
gymnasium.
&Mir in the Merry High school
New Year's greetings were com-
plimented in the decorations and
the most unique of i' all was the
New born baby which centered
the stage using the year of 1959
as a bid of welcome.
A packed house and the dance
floor filled at all times proved
that everybody was simply hav-
ing a grand time.. I would never
to be able to mention everybody
present but many out of towners
were on hand to witness the beau-
tiful occasion.
Dress was afternoon at ire and
the very latest styles wae seen
in new bright vivid colors.
Some out of towners were the
guest of the Greens and the Mar-
tins, the former Miss Jessie White,
Mr. and Mrs. Cant-bell, guest of
the A. J. Paynes, jr., Miss Mable
Golden of Jackson, who now teach-
es in Memphis, Tenn., and many
others from surrounding com-
munities. Nobody seemingly want-
ed to go home after dancing for
hours to the music of Phillip
Reynolds and his orchestra.
Those flashy plaid tuxedoes, as
well as the soothing music, really





CHARLESTON, Ill. — 44JPI)
—Top-ranked Tennessee State
won its 16th straight basketball
game, whipping Eastern Illi-
nois in a non-conference bat-
tle, 97-76.
The all-Negro team, ranked
No. 1 in the United Press In-
ternational small college cage
ratings, jumped quickly into the
lead and was never headed,
Moving to a 49-29 halftime edge.
Dick Barnett paced the Tigers
with 26 points to take individual
scoring honors, while teammate
John Barnhill added 27. Eastern
Illinois' panthers were paced by
B. J. Smith and Ken Christian.
gen, each with 25 points.
by
Anna C. Cooke  
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ENJOYING TEA AND dis-
cussing plans for their annual
benefit i:ance are these mem-
bers of the Leaguers. promi-
nent fund-raising auxiliary
of the Chicago Urban, Dorothy
Tarr, Elaine Graham, Muriel
Jarett, Ruby Smith-, hostess
and Lary Louis MeDurwell,
president. The grout will stage
their annual benefit ball on
January 31 at the Parkway
Ballroom. They will do their
own entertainment chores,
forming a chorus line with a
South Pacific theme. Tickets
to the affair, which will fea-
ture the music of Morris Mills
tore the musie of Morris
Ellis are available at the Lea.
gue offices.
just watch and listen too.
DELTAS IN HUMBOLDT
Hostesses to the regular month-
ly af the Jackson Alumni chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
were Sorors Louise Cooper. Doro-
thy McKinney and Cottrell Thom-
as of Humboldt, Tenn., in the
spacious home of Mrs. Cooper.
Fashionably dressed sorors ga-
thered at 3:00 p. m. for the din-
ner meeting. The table was beau-
tiful in buffet wOik a center piece
of crimson and cream flowers,
"Delta colors" laden with chick-
en, baked ham garnished with
so le rings, aspargus casserole,
congeakd salad, crab apples,
pickles, olives, hot rolls and hot
tea.
Sorors in attendance were the
president, Mildred Hay, Cynthia
Rawls, secy.. Mae Ruth Price, Er-
nestyne Jefferies, Daisy Shaw,
Bertha Collins, Alfreda Martin,
Essie Perry, Johnny Reid, Lucille
Mrs. Campbell, a Delta Soror;
Willie Ann Taylor, Willie -Bell
Rawls, Crina Barksdale and Es-
sie Jones.
Visiting sorors from Beta Chi
chapter on the campue of Lane
college were the president. Elmi-
ra Simmons, who was named
"Miss Dragonette" last fall, and
Freddie Hill. Of course your
scribe was on hand with her little
future Delta.
Plans were completed for the
46th Founder's Day Program
which will have taken place at
this writing. Mrs. Daisy Bates,
noted personality in the fight .for
human rights from Little Rock,
Ark., is named guest speaker for
the occasion.
The meeting was closed with
the exchanging of gifts following
the season of giving Christmas.
VISITORS RETURN
Holiday visitors have gradually
returned to their various homes.
Guests in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Davis on First st.,
were Mrs. Davis' Mother, Mrs.
Alice White of Detroit, Mich. Also
in the same home during the hol-
idays were Mr. Ind Mrs. Stacy
Mickens of St. Louis, Mo. The
Mickens are the uncle and aunt
of Mrs. Davis. Whle in this sec-
tion all three visited in their for-
mer hometown, Brownsville,
where relatives still reside.
Mrs. Annie M. Bond is back on
the job after a lovely visit with
her family in Winston, Salem,
North Carolina. Some of you re-
member meeting her brother and
wife when they visited here last
summer.
The W. R. Bells were simply
elated over the lovely time they
had while visiting Dr. and Mrs.
Kilgore in Johnson City, Tenn.
where they were joined by their
friends, Dr. and Mrs. D. L. Clair-
borne of Chicalm, Ill. Parties,
dances and what have you kept
them busy from the time they
arrived until the time they left
for the five day visit.
Mrs. Bernice Lucas and her son
Jerry are back after spending the
holidays with husband and fath-
er, V. J. Lucas in St. Louis, Mo.
If you want to keep in touch,
don't forget to keep me up on
the news.
Light, Airy Spring Hair Cut
By SHERRIE, KAHN
There's nothing so uplifting for
a woman than to f ind herself;
scooping the world in the newest
in fashion.
The hair stylists have decreed
the new look on milady's head
this Spring will be light, airy. and
THERE'S NOTHING so up-
lifting for a woman than to
find herself scooping the world
In the newest in fashions. Hair
smooth. And one of the experts
set out to show me what it will
look like, on me.
T expert, Gwen Burgess, is
e• ecutive style consultant tor one
of the country's large cosmetic
manufacturers.
lding a thinning shears, a
scissors and a sharpened straight
razor he set out to replace my
"bouffant look" with a smoother,
"less busy" coiffure.
Burgess, 27, explained that nacos
setting hair styles this Spring
will combine American ingenuity
with European feminlinity.
Ile predicted the coiffure will
frame th, face with a soft wave
fluff, and omit the part to pre-
stylists decreed new look en
milady's head this Spring will
be light, airy and smooth. One
of the experts gave a Spring
serve the casual look
The hair style will he cut short
er than the current coiffure. but
not anything as short as the "boy
cut," he sal, which lacks all
signs of femininity. It will also
include the wispy "sweetheart"
bangs.
However, his style — so new
h; 5 yet to be mimed - also
an be adapted to fit the needs
and the features of individuals.
Adaptability is the first law of
hair styling," he explained.
He proved he adheres to the law
be leaving my hair a trifle longer
than the model coiffure to com-
pensate for my "long oval" face.
Working his comb as an artist.
hairdo to Sherrie Kahn of Unit-ed Press International, shownhere before and after.
wields a brush, Burgess explainedthat the fine requirement of thenew leok ha,r style is that itmute form a continuing balancewhatever the profile.























































































































































































































URBANA — CHAMPAIGN, ILL.Adum .lasses
— More than 514,000 passenger'
cars were produced in November, Informal adult classes will open
an output nearly double that of at the Washington Park YMCA, ritis and Rheumatism foundation,
October and highest number for 5000 So. Indiana Monday, Jam
] 
the Chicago Orthopaedic society,
any month this year but 11 per 12, 8 p.m. and the Chicago Rheumatism so.
cent behind November, 1957, a The course will run for ten con- sissy.
University of Illinois publication secutive weeks. Classes will be of- The meeting, to be held at
reports. fared in the following: Spanish. Thorne hall on Northweetern's
Dressmaking; Bridge; Ballroom Chicago campus, Lake Shore dr.,
Daneing; Charm and Modeling: and Superior st., will consist of
Color Camera; Photography and lectures, infornial panel sessions
Citizenship. and luncheon discussions. The fac-
ulty will be made up of teach-
ers from Northwestern medical
school, the Chicago Medic al
go School of Medicine, University
school, University of Chico- H id
of Illinois College of Medicine,!
and the Stritch School of Medi-'
eine at Loyola university. DENVER — (UPI) — Formal Attorney's office at Denver, said
In addition, five speakers from charges were to be filed in he will ask bond of $5,000 
when
other institutions will participate.1 Denver District Court Tuesday a charge of assault 
with a dead-
One of them, Dr. Philip S. Hench,1 against a 29-year-old Chicago Air- ly weapon is filed 
Tuesday.
professor of medicine, M a y o' man, accueed, a series of rap-, Detectives Leon Dishlacoff 
and
FIRST NUCLEAR•POWERED
submarine capable of firing
missiles was launched at Mare
Island Naval shipyard, Valle-
jo, Calif. Here, the USS Hall.
but slides &am ways •iier
ceremony during which Rear
Admiral E. W. Grenfall, com-
mander of Pacific Fleet's Sub-
marine Force, called the boat
"The greatest and lost power-
ful individual weapons system
In any easy in the world."
UPI Telephoto.
Rev. Joseph Clayton, 79,
Retired Teacher, Buried
Funeral services were held
last week for Rev. Joseph E.
Clayton, 79, retire" school teacher
and father of fLe late Joseph E.
Clayton, Jr , famed criminal law-
yer, who died in 195C.
The rites were held in Metro-
politan Funeral parlors, with Rev.
Earle W. Eike, Jr., officiating.
Survivors include the widow,
Mrs. Brittie Clayton; a daughter,
Elizabeth C. Bills, a grandson,
Frank J. Coumpy. Jr and two
granddaughters, Frankie Eliza•
beth and Portia Coumpy.
Clayton was born in Ft. Bend
County, Texas, in 1879 and at-
tended high school Li Ilouston. He
was graduated from Guadalupe
college in Seguin, Tex.
He and Mrs. Clayton were mar-
1,500 Protest
School Closing
PETERSBURG, VI. LSOO per-
sons marched across the city of
Richmond to the State Capitol in a
steady downpour Thursday, Jan.
1, in a dramatic climax to the
Pilgrimage of Prayer for Pub-
lice Schools. The march a state-
wide Emancipation Day commem-
oration protested the "massive re-
sistance" of the State to the deseg-
regation of Virginia's public
schools.
March of Dimes: "The expand-
ed program o fthe March of Dimes, 
of Chicago, has been named
uneer the auspices of The Na- 
chairman of a committee of 300
tional Foundation, for medical 
fifth ward residents urging Alder-
scientific research, professional
education and medical care, cm,
success. The pilgrims came to 
tainly has my personal endorse.
Richmond inspired and determin- ment and the 
endorsement of the
At 230 p.m. over 2000 pilgrims ed National Medical Association."
representing the entire state met "It was a wonderful experience
in the Richmond Mosque for a re- to know that so many men, worn-
ligious service of prayer and pro- en and children would gladly
test. Some 300 Virginia clergymen
led by the Rev. Wyatt Tee Walk-
er of Petersburg took the initia-





An intensive review and report
of new developments in arthritis
will be held February, 19, 20 and
21, when Northwestern university
medical school, in cooperation
with the four other medic al
schools in Chicago. sponsors the
first Chicago Post - Graduate
Course in Arthritis and Related
Conditions.
sacrifice their holiday for the sake
of 13,000 school children who are
being locked out of their schools."
Many religious, fraternal and
professional organizations cooper-
ated with the New Year's Day
pilgrimage. It was sponsored by
CORE and the Church Coordinat-
ing committee of the Virginia State
Conference, NAACP.
WHITES ATTEND
The Rev. R. L. Taylor, presi-
dent, Goodwill Baptist Conven-
tion, was chairman of the program
committee. The throng gathered
at the Mosque was predominant-
ly Negro, but the program includ-
ed several white participants.
Following the meeting the crowd
marched throu h th  g e rain-soaked
streets of downtown Richmond
singing hymns and spirituals on
their orderly way to the Capitol.
The line of pilgrims stretched out
quaint physicians with the latest block after block as the rain pour-
research work and methods of ed down but failed to dampen the
treatment of arthritis and relat. spirit of the hundreds of partici-
pants.ed diseases
Other cooperating groups a r e On the Capitol steps the nearly
the Illinoik chapter of the Arth- 2000 pilgrims unanimously- admit.
Iowa
Culpepper and little son, Larry.
of Cleveland spent the holidays
here with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bucham
entertained with a dinner N e w:
Year's Day In honor of Roy
Brown of Detroit. Other guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Rockie Pleas.
ant of Canton. Miss Emma Hick-
man of LaGrange; Mr, and Mrs.
Russel Taylor, Miss Ruth Woods
and Mr. Otis Morris,
Frank Lawson was baptized at
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church.
Family service was held Sun-
day afternoon at Bethel A.M.E.
church, sponsored by the men.
Rev. E. L. Woods delivered the
re-
freshments served in the base-
message. They closed with church To Hold
man Despres' re-election.
A graduate of Dartmouth Col-
lege and Columbia university,
Professor Kerwin has been on the
faculty of the University of Chi-
cago lince 1923. He had previous-
ly taught political science at
Dartmouth. In 1947, he was Fen-
wick lecturer at Holy Cross col-
lege, Worchester, Mass. He has
been awarded honorary degrees
By M. CULPEPPER by St. Viator College, Bourbonais,
Mrs. Hazel G. Lindsey, daugh- ( ' T` 171, 0 •
ter of Rev. and Mrs. Mitchell lege (LLD, 1948), Notre Dame
University (LIT. D., 1950).
Kerwin is the author of sev-
eral books on political theory and
institutions. including Federal 'mi-
ter Power Legislation (1926), Civ-
ic Agencies in Chicago (1928),
Federal Control of Radio (1933),
Schools and City 'Government
(1938), with Nelson Henry), an
The Great Tra 'Ilion (1948).
He is also a frequent contri-
butor to political science journals
and is the author of several En-
cyclopedia Britanica articles, in-
cluding the one on municipal
government.
The course is designed to ac- ment.
Illiteracy Rare
About one-half of all males in
iliBurma are illiterate.
Urge Women To 
independents in the 27th Ward to
unseat Alderman Harry L. Sain
in the coming election, it was
learned this week.
Jones stated: "Negroes demand
representation in this ward which
is controlled by Democtats who
have fled the district. We are
tired of other people using our
political strength to make them--
selves powerful and ignore our
basic needs and interests."
subscribe to the "Missionary Mel. 
senger," a publication of the 
The 27th Ware is, according to
CME church. 
Jones, about eighty per cent Ne-
gro and only a token number of
Vashti B. Radeck, field work- Negroes are represented in the
"per, said the district is seeking to ward's political organizations.make its best report at the an- Last Monday Jones was elected
nual meeting of women Jan. 30- president of the West Side Busi-
31 at Lane college in Jackson, nessmen's Association.
Tenn.
Subscriptions may be obtained
from Mrs. Rozie Hollis, Route YMCA To Begin1, Box 978, Spencer, Okla., orlthrough Mrs. Howlett. 
•
ten statement.
Its March of Dimes program,
doing the finest job, in medical!
research and patient aid, of any Bruell To Aidorganization of its type in America.
I believe they have relieved more
suffering and given more hope In Jehovah's
to the polio afflicted to carry on
the fight, than any group of which
I know. We can all show our grati-
tude to them and at the same R. B. Brush!, presiding minister
time help relieve the suffering by of the Park Manor congregation
our generous support of the March of Jehovah's Witnesses, has been
of Dimes program in our various appointed to serve as director ofcommunities."
the sanitation department at the
coming convention of Jehovah's
Witnesses to be held at Bloom
Township High school in Chicago At the Chicago meeting Rucker
Heights, Jan. 16-18. detailed plans for setting up some
Though Bruell has charge of the 20 convention departments which,
sanitation department, he will co- according to Jones, "are normal-
ordinate with the 19 departments ly used at all our conventions to
made up of nearly 300 who volun. facilitate smooth operation a n d
teer their services freely to carry provide essential things."
out this three-day asembly. Jones will assist in the litera-
"All of us work together like one 
tus,re department at this assem-
happy family," Bruell said. "We
have no national or racial pro- 
Principal Bible talk of the as-
sembly will be on Sunday, Jan.blems in the New World society
of Jehovah's Witnesses." He at-
tributes this unity to the power of
God's Word. "Bible teaching," he
continued, "unifies Jehovah's Wit-
nesse/ and draws them together in
bonds of Christian brotherhood." group in Brooklyn, N. Y., the
According to Bruell most of the week prior to the assembly.
Park Manor congregation, to- Jones said all sessions are free
gether with 12 neighboring con- 1 and the public is invited.
gregations, will attend. It is ex  -
DEFENDER
Sat,. ifm. 17, 1959
HOMER E. GAINES, Detroi
Mich., grand master of Prince Ha I
Masons of Michigan, in appealing
for support of the 1959 March of
Dimes said: "I sincerely feel that




; WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen-
ate Republican whip Thomas H.
Kuchel has asserted that Presi-






The Californian conceded that
liberal supporters of a major rules
change face an uphill fight against
a compromise coalition forged by
Senate Democratic Leader Lyndon
B. Johnson (Texas). But he said
they had not given up hope.
"The civil rights issue is.. the
key to this controversy," Kuehel
told United Press International.
"If we fail now to amend the
rules effectively to prevent fili-
busters, the very grave roadblocks
to the President's recommenda-
tions still remain to be over-
!come."
;VOTE TODAY
The bipartisan liberal forces
were pinning their hopes mainly
on enough pro-civil rights senti-
ment building up over the week
end to sway doubtful Senators
their way before the major vote
today.
"The fight is far from over,"
Sen. Clifford P. Case (R-N.J.), a
•leader of the liberal forces said ina statement.
The "liberal group is pushing Carter Jones
proposal, strongly opposed by
Johnson's forces, to let a simple'Seeks Upsetmajority of the Senate's member-
ship—or only 50—cut off debate'
after 15 days. The present rule 
in 27th Wrequires two-thirds of the entire
membership,
Johnson is backing a compro-
mise to require only two-thirds of




pected that over 1,800 persons will
present to hear the announced
public discourse, "The Watch-
tower Society in God's Purpose,"
Sunday, Jan. 18 at 3:00 p. m. by
Peter D'Mura from world head-
quarters in New York.
Other speakers during the three
days will include Harold Rucker,
circuit minister, as well as pre-
siding ministers of the visiting con-
gregations. All sessions of the as-
sembly aro open to the public.
There is no admission charge.
ard
Carter B. Jones, Jr., 32, of 2919
Warren Blvd., former chairman
of the Est Side Unit of the Chi-
cago NAACP is being backed by
Buy CME Book
Mrs. Othella Howlett, 409 S. 15th
ave., Maywood, district mission-
ary of the CME church, has urg-




Five teenagers and an adult
bus motions presented.
The six are:
•Ananias Washington, 16, and his some .',0 robberies during a monthg were served in 1958 by the till- young (laughter *till reside. He times in question." Childers said After the meeting, a reception Butler in this contest because, plans a big dinner for Senatebrother, Leon Washington, 21, both long crime spree. - nois State museum than in any, came to Lowry on March 31, 1957. "and he has been identified by will he held for Dr. Foster at, according to report, they could leader Lyndon Johnson of 1'.
of 4449 Evans ave.: Willie Win- A traffic violation led to their other period in its 82-year his-1 Douglasr Eliott N. Shepherd. the victims, who have seen him' dthre whmomeaensof Mr. and Mrs. An- not afford to appear to be weak as in February in order to get
dom, 18, of 4840 Champlain ave.,' arrest. I tory. complaint deputy in the District l in police show-ups far." on the issue, some badly needed cash.
Sentence Passed
On Band Leader
A 32-year-old band leader Tues-I Scott led a band at a Calumet
day was sentenced to 5 to 6 years City nighclub. He had a record
in prison for illegal possession of for previous narcotics conviction.
narcotics.
He is Melvin Scott, of 724 E.
50th pl., who pleaded guilty to
the charge before Judge Henry
Burman in Criminal court.
Scott, married and the father
of three children, was arrested
Sept. 6 on 54th St. near Calumet
ave. He had sold some heroin to
a 26-year-old Noithalde woman
About $75 In marked money WAS
found on him at the time.
The informer met Scott at 51st
at. and Calumet ave. She got into
his auto and they drove to 54th
where they turned east. Police
halted the car then.
A package of heroin was found
on the woman. Scott orally admit-
ted it was his, but would not
give a writ 
Five In
Robbery
' Arthur Slaton, 17, of 4419 Langley 1
William Jones, presiding minis-
ter of the Pershing Congregation
of Johoveh's Witnesses, 3902 S.
State St., last week attended an
organizational meeting in c o n-
nection with their next circuit as-
sembly.
The ministers' meeting was at-
tended by 40 presiding and assist-
ant ministers of Jehovah's Wit-
nesses from Chicago and sur-
rounding suburbs. Presiding over
the meeting was Circuit Director
of ministers, Charles H. Rucker,
of Brooklyn. N. Y.
Jones said plans were discuss-
ed for the three-day assembly of
Jehovah's Witnesses to be held in'
Ashland Boulevard Auditorium.
Jan. 23-25. He said the assembly
will be attended by more than
1,400 delegates with their famil-
ies from 13 congregations of Je-
hovah's Witnesses throughout the
Chicago and suburban area.
25, at 3 p.m., on the subject "The
Watch Tower Society in God's
Purpose." Speaker will be Peter
D'Mura, well known Bible teach-
er and lecturer who will arrive
from world headquarters of t h e
ed a resolution requesting the
Governor to establish a hi-racial
commission to work with the State
•in seeking solutions to the school
crisis and other racial problems
in the Commonwealth. Rev. Tay-
lor closed the half hour meeting
at 'he Capitol with prayer.
ried on Dec. 27. 1899. tropically,
Rev. Clayton died Dec. 28, the
day after his 59th wedding anni-
versary. The couple had four chil-
dren, only one of whom is still
living.
Clayton taught school in Bas-
trop County, 'Fax,, for three years,
before taking a similar position
at Manor, Tex., where he taught
for 20 years. lie established the
Clayton Vocational Institute at
Manor, and subsequently was
principal of a high school in Lit-
hg, Tex.
During World Wai I he was
leader in the sale of Liberty bonds
and was active in the government
program to produce more food
during the war years.
After retiring as a teacher he
worked with the Southern Tenal . .„
Farmers union and ssisted in 'want Tortoise )fill
colonizing 15,000 Negroes in East'
Texas in a mammoth farm OW11- Healthy After 200 Years
Ike Proclaims
Lincoln Tribute
GETTYSBURG, Pa.— (UPI) — President Eisenhower
officially proclaimed 1959 as the Abraham Lincoln Sesqui-
centennial year.
He called on all agencies of government and the
American people to do honor to the Civil War president's
—
memory, particularly during the. -
period of Feb. 5-12 by restudying citizenship and the philosophy of
Lincoln's life. Feb. 12 is Lincoln's government" for which Lincoln
gave his "last full measure of de-
"Ttih°en.p-residents proclamation was
signed in this famous town where
Lincoln made his immortal Gettys-
burg address But the document
still bore the formal, official nota-
tion, as do all proclamationz and
executive orders, "done at the city
of Washington this twenty-ninth
day of December ..."
birthday.
Eisenhower called for "perso






"Heroes are not born, they are
made." was an adaee proven this
week when a garbage collector
successfully helped to evacuate
tenants front a burning building
and personally rescued four chil-
dren and a dog, before the fire
department arrived
The first two floors of the build,
ing in the 1500 block on Kedzie
ave., were completely gutted by a
fire which Ed Notree of the Bur-
eau of Sanitation, spied as he WAS
removing garbage from the rear
of the building.
Notree, who lives at 1250 S.
Karlov, dashed into the smoke-
filled building, aroused the tenants
on the first floor and then dashed
to the second floor where he got
the children and brought them
down.
He then awakened another man
who was sleeMne in one of the
apartments and brought down a
Boxer (log The garbage collector
had all of the occupants out of
the place before the firemen ar-
rived,
ership program.
In September of 1946 he joined
the First Church of tilt Brethem
in Chicago and was recognized as
ordained minister.
LONDON — (UPI) — Jonathan,
a giant tortoise, celebrates his
200th birthday on the Island of
St. Ilelena this year. lie's in good
het.lth
Despres Backers
A prominent educator and po-
litical scientist, Jerome C. Ker-
win, will head the Committee to
Rev. Walker, Pilgrimage 60.1 DR. R. BTILLMON SMITH, Ma. 
Re-elect Alderman Leon M. De-
ordinator and State director of con, Ga., president of the National 
spres, it was announced.
CORE, the Congress of Racial Medical Association, released 
Professor Kerwin, who Is dean
Equality, commented that the suc-!the following support of the 
1959 of students for the Division of
Social Sciencest the University
cess of the Pilgrimage was a tri-
bute to the Negro clergy.
"Without the enthusiastic ell!).
port of so many 'ministers here' in
the Old Dominion this movement
could not have been such a great
Har-
ris and Mrs. Susie Taylor Con-
cert. Both are in Graham hospit-
The sick are 'Mrs. Emma 
nstallation
at.
Edward South is a patient at
St. Joseph hospital.
Climate Difference
COLON — Climate of Panama
varies from dry and open country
on the Pacific side to the steam-







Chicago Baptist Institute w ill
he host to Rev. George H. Tur-
ner of Boston. Mass , during the
month of January, according to
Dean Robert C. Wallece,
Rev. Turner has been appoint-
ed director of Hickory Street
Christian Center of Buffalo, N. Y.,
where he will assume active duty
on Feb. 1.
Meanwhile, he will study t h e
programs and work of Chicago
Baptist Institute, an educational
center and South Chicago Neigh-
borhood House, a Christian cen-
ter during the month. Both types
of institutions are sponsored and
supported by the American Bap-
tist Home Mission Societies
Dr E. B. Hicks, who serves
both as field representative of the
Societies and as a trustee of the
Institute was high In his praise
of the work here as he selected
the Chicago area for orientation
and training of new directors.
Arrangements are being made
for cloeer tieup with another
Kerwin To Head denominational training ente r-Dean Wallace. While still in theprise in the area, according to
planning stage, senior students at
the Baptist Missionary Training
school at 510 Wellington will con-
duct a practicum in Christian
Education for advance students
of the Institute during the spring
quarter.
This a part of the field work
program of the missionary insti-
tution. Miss Elisabeth Snodgrass
directs the field program. Miss
Pearl Rosser well known in de-
nominational circles as well as
'IT and radio is the new presi-
dent of Baptist Miesionary Train-
ingplaSncshooalr.
e being developed for
a grand observance of the Annu-
1 al Founders day of the Women's
Educational Union. an auxiliary
of the Institute on Wednesday,
Feb. 25 with a daylong program
Modern School of Speech
TaInteTscthhiteneuite this week. Winter quart-
que opens its clasaes at the
er classes resume for students
of the Institute on Monday.
St. Mary AME church will hold
its' annual installation of officers
at the church, 5251 S. Dearborn,
Sunday, Feb. 8, at 10:45 a.m.
Bishop Joseph Gomez of the'
Fourth Episcopal District will be
the speaker.
Music will be furnished by thu!
senior and gospel choirs and the:
male chorus. Mrs. Ethelynde rn-
gram will he the !Moist. Rev.
Hyman B. Mills is minister.
Currently serving as President
of the Religious Education Asso-
ciation of the United States and
Canada, Kerwin is a member of
tbs advisory boards of Rosary cot-
e, River Forest Colliers isince
114$), and St.' 'Xavier College,
Chicago (since 1953). From 1944-
1955, he was chairman of the Chi-
cago Institute of Social and Re-
ligious Studies. He is an active
member of the National Confer-
ence of Christians and Jews, and
served on its Board of Directors
from 1938-48
Kerwin has been active in fifth
ward politics for 35 years. He
headed the independent citizens'
committees which backed the al-
dermanic campaigns of Paul Doug-
las (now Senator) and Robert E.
Merriam. Kerwin was co-chair-
man of the fifth ward committee
to elect Leon M. Despres in 1955.
Death Claims Writer
Of Southern Stories
LOS ANGELES — (UPI( -s.0c-
tavus Roy Cohen, 67. one of the
nation's most popular Magazine
fiction writers, died this week all
the university of California Medi-
cal center here.
He was admitted to the hospital
last Saturday after fracturing his
leg and hip in a fall at his home
.in nearby Brentwood.
A hospital spokesman said the
cause of death was undetermin-
ed as yet hut apparently was due
to a stroke and shock suffered
in the fall.
Cohen, a native of Charleston,
S. C., wrote about 30 novels but
was perhaps best known for his
humorous Magezine Tales of Ne•
genes.
His famous characters includ-
ed Florian Slappey and Epic Pe-'
tees. the Philosophic Pullman Por-
ter.
Born on June 26, 1891, the son]
of Octavus and Rebecca Cohen:
he was graduated at the age of
17 from Porter Military Academy
in Charleston.
He -received a bacheolor
of Science Degree from Clemson
College in 1911.
In 1927, he received an honorary
doctor of Literature degree from
Birmingham Southern College
for his services to the Literature
of the south.
Cohen worked as a newspaper-
man after his graduation front
Clemson. He held Jobs on the
Charleston, S. C., News and cou-
rier: the Bavonge. N. J., Times
and The Newark, N. J. Morning
Star
Admitted to the South Carolina
bar in 1913, he practiced law for
two years.
In 1914, he married Inez Lopez,
of Bessemer. Ala. Also a writer:
she died six years ago. They had
one child, Octavus Roy Cohen Jr.
MADISON—Cows that have free
access to water during the day
produce 2.8 to 4 per cent mere
milk Clan those which are water-
ed only twice a day, according to
recent production testing.
15, at 7:30 p.m. 
ems Plot Move
PRESIDENT OF TUsREGEE
Dr. Luther H. Foster, president D
of Tmkegee Institute, will speak
in Gary, Ind. on Thursday, Jan,i
by Daniel J. latilkner, chairman! 0 Oust ButlerThe announcement was made T
of the hoard of 
 of 
the .".'hicago Tus-!
ave. Nobel Prize in 1950 for his work the dast 18 months.
w Rein' will file an additional charge of
Faulkner said that a large
!
, have joined with Southern, Demo- mar Governor 
' The big city Democratic bosses city bosses are said to 
favor for-
Nevertheless. mos( of the big
who said they once planned to ave., ti man M. , „
Church, 
kegee club, who said that Foster 1
raid the Wabash ave. police sta. 
1900 Washington blvd.. Ind May.
, rd Stringer, 17, of 6729 Langley • • .
Foundation and Graduate School, ings. assaults and robbies against Wallace speak avvt, 
21st 
Favirest Baptist.
on charges of murder and rob- 
According to police, the group on the therapeutic uses of corti- The suspect is identified as Ed- 
i felonious rape against Douglas
Tuesday in connection with another group of Chicagoans are planning -- a' • •• ' ' squeeze on
crats in move to oust Paul But- sec as Democratic 
 ' Clement of Tennes-
University of Minnesota, won the at least 12 Denver omen w
at 4545 Wentworth ave. where 
ward Rufus Douglas, operator of --- to travel to Gary to attend the t • k
meeting, which is co sponsored by i
her a chairman of the Dtmocra- ' have joined with the Southerners
tic National Committee, it was' in putting an economic .
ti chieftain andtion, pleaded not guilty Tuesday -
when arraigned in Criminal court
bery. 
'has admitted holding up a lounge sone. Dr. Bench will speak on the
The six Alto are charged with clun is headed by Hanley .1 
: Butler won a victory over the 
Butler.
ovitz assigned the case to Judge Michigan ave., was fatally shot. 
Grover C. Nice leyer who set Jan. 
rheumatoid arthritis.
t Air Force Base. According to de-,
. . Childers said Douglas has de- Gary Inter council e
Alumni.rumored here this wee




nal r(n7BltuitohlnevrChief Justice Abraham L. Mar,' 
pathogenesis and treatment of a business machine in the account- 
, Douglas was arrested at Lowry I
leg offices at Denver's Lowry,
i on Dec. 29. police said. staTtheeShillie Harrison, 27, of 4418 S. the Gary Tuskeeee club 'and the
23 as the date he will hear var- holding up a grocery store at alleged crimes. . °"s strong civil rights action by the
proclaiming his .stand in favor of has virtpf
is finding It difficult to get money246,000 Licenses I tective Chief James Childers. 
Med implication in any of the ;
Southerners recently after loudly
to pay his regular committee ena.,
ployeee. it is reported that he
442c Princeten ave. SPRINGFIELD. Ill. — Over a He is a native of Chicago,
They told police they staged quarter million tnore person s' where his estranged wife soda
"But we have broken every one
of the alibis he has given for the Penn,
e council y Dr. Robert K. Democratic Party The Northern
Democratic bosses supported
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Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like to meet a gentleman be-
tween 19 and 29. I am 18, light
skin, 5 feet, 2 inches tall, weigh
115 lbs., brown eyes. I have a
one month old baby that he must
be willing to accept. Would like
to marry by the last of March
of this year. Don't write unless
you are serious. Bessie Davis, PO
Box 364, McRoberts, Ky.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
read your column faithfully for
weeks. I am 'a young widow of
40, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, 130 lbs.,
brown ,air and eyes, light coffee
color complexion. I am consider-
ed attractive and have a pleasing
personality. I like the better
things in life; love all out-door
sports. I am a Christian singer in
the choir. I would like to corre-
spond with gentlemen between 45
and 52. He doesn't have to be
handsome — just a God-fearing
man, intelligent clean, honest and
sincere. Will give more details in
letter. Send photo with letter. Will
appreciate your prompt answers.
F. M. McManning, 3553 E. 135th
St., Cleveland 20, Ohio.
• •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young lady 24, high school grad-




By HOMER A. JACK languages (English In French-
speaking areas and French in
ACCRA. Ghana — The first All- English-speaking ones).
African People's conference dos- 5. No "outside' Idemogy was
ed on a high emotional note when able to capture the conference.
500 delegates and observers from Prime Minister Nkrumah in the
all over Africa chanted, "In the most widely-discussed sentence of
s:ruggle for Africa, there is vie-. the entire conference cryptically
+(Ty for us." After being the locus remarked that "colonialism and
of world attention for a week, del- imperialism may come to us yet
egates returned to most parts of in a different guise — not neces-
Africe„some to apartheid, others u from Europe." It could
to independent states, but all con- e from Europe,in the for of
fident of arlast six solid achieve- new
co
m economical colonialism. 
m
ments. They are: he implied it could also come
1. The fact that the conference from America, Russia, Asia, or
was held was of prime psycholog- even Egypt.
ical importance to the peoples of 6. The conference was, finally,
not all talk, but specific action
suggestions resulted. There will
be an economic boycott of South
African goods in protest 'against
her policies of apartheid. There
will be celebratiohs throughout
Africa (and perhaps the world)
on April 15th each year as Africa
Freedom Day until every acre
' Despite differences in language, of Africa is free. An Africa Free-
culture, political evolution, and dom Fund will be set up to help
ideology. 300 official delegates African peoples in emergencies.
from 62 political parties and labor And sustained efforts will be made
federations in 28 African states to help Algeria get her freedom
and territories met together and from France.
reached a large measure of agree- There were fewer disappoint-
ment. They showed the imperia- ments at Accra than'at most Inter-
net world — as Ghana Prime!national gatherings. Chief perhaps
Minister Kwame Nkrumah told were the lack of time given to
the closing session — "that Afri- economic problems and to the in-
cans left alone can manage their ternational problem of atomic war.
own affairs." France was condemned for her
2. The Accra conference set UP forthcoming nuclear weapons tests
a permanent organization. It will on or over the Sahara.
be called the All-African People's The lack of greater white par-
conference and the permanent tieipation was also disappointing
secretariat will he in Accra. There to some.
will be a continent-wide confer- Only two white persons living
Price each year, in 1959 probably south of the Sahara were official
In Tunisia. delegates! Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
' 3. Nationalist leaders from all Duncan of the Union of South
parts of Africa were introduced to Africa. On the other hand several
each other at the conference. The speakers defined an African today
human associations and friend- qs anybody livity! in African who
ships made at such a gathering believes in democratic processes
cannot be underestimated, espec- whatever his skin color.
tally on a continent where corm Also the lack of clergymen was
munications have more often been a disappointment. Only three
to Europe than to the neighbor- clergymen were present — which
jog territory, may or may not be an indication
of the concern of organized reli-
' Also for the first time nationalist
leaders from Portuguese Angola 
gion for the future of Africa.
and the Belgian Congo attended Only half
 a dozen women took
an inter-African conference. These 
part in the proceedings, but per-
two territories hitherto have been haps this Is to be 
expected in a
the most backward ' politically. continent w
here the education of
But now their leaders are in con- women has been 
lagging.
tact with the continent. The ideological struggles pr.'
4. The conference demonstrated dicted for the 
conferences never
that Pan-Africanism is more than occurred, at least in 
intense form
$ vague dream of expatriates in Tension between ('airo
 (Nasser
London or Negroes in Harte.n. The and Accra (Nkrumah) for the
goal of a United States of Africa, leadership of African was openly
sometimes referred to as a Com- avoided. Competition between the
monwealth of African States, was communist-dominated Afro-Asian
repeatedly stated and never re- Solidarity Council and the All.Afri•
jected. The interim objective df -an People's conference certainly
regional federations was giv,n existed. but the Solidarity Coun-
heartening endorsement by the dl realized that a permanent see.
union of Ghana and Guinea on the retariat would be set up smith of
eve df the conference and much the Sahara. The tensions between
talk during the. conference of a Russia and the West were also
broader West African Federation reflected at the conference, but
and similar federations in North again in very restrained tones.
and East Africa. The one issue of debate which
To strengthen and facilitate the ran throughout the six days of the
trend toward federation, especial, conference was the relevance of
fy in West Africa, the conference non-violent civil disobedience as
urged the abolition of passports a technique to eliminate colonial-
IIIDd the reciprocal teaching of ism and racism in Africa. The
Africa as well as to the colonial
powers in Europe. Accra gave the
African people self-confidence. It
put united hope .into their hearts
— and some people in the back-
ward colonies desperately need
hope. But accra also put a united
fear into the hearts of the Eu-
ropean colonialists.
••
sponsors of the conference largely
from Ghana, said that the purpose
of the conference was to work out
non-violent techniques, along the
lines that Gandhi used „these
methods in India. But on the open-
ing day the head of the delega-
tion from the United Arab Repub-
lic said that this emphasis on
non-violent resistance was not ac-
AFRICAN MOTHER GOES
about her painting despite
cries of baby. Similar scenes
ceptable to him, since the people
in, Algeria were in their fourth
year fightinii a violent war. He
vas answered._ tx.ssome South
1friran and- Ghanian delegates
who pointed out that Gandhian
tactics had been used with suc-
cess in Africa and. indeed. Gandhi '6WD IOWAN
first devised his method on the MISS SPELLS
African continent, in South Africa,
at the turn of the century. In the
end delegates comprised on this
issue. The final sentence declared
that the conference gives "its full
support to all fighters for freedom
in Africa, to all those who resort
to peaceful means of non violence
and civil disobedience as well as
to all those who are compelled to
retaliate against violence to at-
tain national independence and
African Legion, presumably of
armed soldiers from all parts of
Africa, to support the Algerian
war -T they did not press the is-
sue. On the other hand, the sug-
gestion of Rev. Michael Scott that
a non-violent African Army be
formed which one day might
march on Pretoria — this also
made little headway.
If the years 1945-55 were the
decade of Asian freedom (with
the Philippines, India, Pakistan,
Ceylon, Burma, and Indonesia be-
coming independent) so 1955-56
will surely be the decade of Afri-
can freedom. Already since 1955
the Sudan, Tunisia, Morocco,
Ghana, British Togoland, and
Guinea have become free. Somalia,
of native life in Africa greeted
delegates and observers to the
freedom for the people." In any' French Togoland, French Cam.
case, those who advocated an eroons, British Cameroons, and
Nigeria are definitely slated for
freedom in 1960. Algeria may take
her freedom even before that
time. Before 1960 is over, one-half
of the 200 million persons an the
African continent will be free. No
wander this is the decade of Afri-
can freedom. But the second
hundred million, in people or.
• h thanh t.
And that is why the African
people need help from all the
world as inspired by their All.
African People's conference, they
gird for the freedom battles they
see ahead.
Dr. Homer A. Jack, minister of
the Unitarian Church of Evanston,
attended the Accra conference as
a fraternal delegate.
All-African People's confer.
ence which recently closed in
Accra.
VAN ARE 041 SO 01110PY
ThIS MORION6? TAD YOUR
BOYFRIEND FINALLY ASK
You 10 MARRy "im?
ing. I wish to correspond with
gentlemen of similar background
and object — matrimony. Miss
Mary Littlejohn, 10297 Goodwin,
Detroit 11, Mich.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a reg-
ular reader of your column. I
would like for you to help me
fiod happiness in life. I am 25,
5 feet, 6 inches tall, weigh 148
lbs., complexion brown, hard
worker. Would like a young lady
between 23-32 to make my future
brighter. I am a lonely young
man. Please send photo. Aaron
Neal, 6410 Kenwood, Apt. 320,
Chicago 37, III.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: Ih a v e
been a reader of your column for
several years. I want you to pub-
lish my letter. I am interested
in finding pen pals for I enjoy
reading and writing letters. I am
25, 5 feet 6 inches ,all, brown-
skin. I am interested in girls
around my age who are interest-
ed in obtaining the better things
in life. I have a fair education
and am interested in continuing.
Joseph W. Brown, Rt. 2, Box 115,
Montgomery, Ala.
• •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a an-
gle lady, 47, 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
135 lbs., medium brown complex-
ion. I wish to meet a nice gen-
tleman, medium height, complex-
ion does not matter. I want a
gentleman who attends church
and is able to take care of a wife.
Object in meeting a gentleman is
matrimony. Lucy Search, 9717 Os-
tego St., Detroit, Mich.
• •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
gentleman 31 years old, 6 feet, 1
inch tall, 150 lbs. I am single and
very lonely for friends. Would
like to hear from pen pals 18
and over. Lum Love, 1350 North
4th St., Milwaukee, Wis.
• •
Dear Mme, Chants: I am 35, 5
feet 11 inches tall, 160 lbs., good
looking, brown complexion, single
neat dresser and steadily em-
ployed. Prefer New York horns
gals — don't bar anyone on ac-
count of race. I would like for
her to be 5 feet to 5 feet 9,
weighing 110-130 lbs., nice shape,
clean, sincere, devoted and trust-
worthy. I wish for her to be the
jolly sort of person who will
understand true friendship. A g e
does not matter — my intentions
are honorable, I will answer all
letters with my photo enclosed.
Rona Dawson, 2392 1st Ave., New
York, N. Y.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I've al-
ways been a reader of your col-
umn and I do enjoy it. I finally
made up my mind to see if
you could help me as you have
others. I am 32, 187 lbs., 5 feet
11 inches tall, brownskin, consid-
ered nice looking, high school
graduate. I also attended West
Coast university in Los Angeles.
I have a good job and a chance
for advancement. Would like to
meet young ladies between 21-30
with nice features and figure and
weighing not over 125 lbs. Will
answer all letters promptly and
exchange photos. John A. Swan-
son, 1911 Gth Street, Sacramento
14, Calif.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
single man, 35, 5 feet, 8 inches
tall, 190 lbs., dark brown com-
plexion, no bad habits except
smoking. I am interested in meet-
ing a charming woman, light
brown complexion, 5 feet 5 to 5
feet 7 inches tall, curly hair
nice figure. I like dancing, mov-
ies, church parties, sports. Would
like to hear from ladies from
all over. Will answer all letters
and exchange photos. Jimmie W.
Williams, jr., 61 E. 98th St., Apt.
6B, New York 29, N. Y.
• •
Dear Mme. ,Thante: I am 30. 5
feet 7 inches tall and ver y lone-
ly and would like to marry a girl
from the South. I have very nice
living quarters. Please send pho-
to in first letter. I am sincere
so when you write please be hon-
est. Bob Mitchell, 1620 Shields
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Vets In School
URBANA — CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
—Veterans enrolled in the Univer-
sity of Illinois total 5,396, coun-
ting 1,275 taking extramural cour-
ses.
NOS EXACILY...SUI 'ME GIFT
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Dr. Henry Goss, prominent
Chicago dentist and civic leader,
alerted fellow-alumni of Lincoln
(Pa) university, this week, of the
school's alumni association'to hon-
or Dr. William Hallock Johnson,
president-emeritus of the Pennsyl-
vania institution.
Dr. J h on, who has served the
school president and trustee
for mo e than 5.5 years, observed
his d birthday on Dec 3
In outlining the nonegenarian's
contributions to Lincoln, Dr. Goss,
chairman of the Lincoln Alumni
Giving Fund, credited him with:
Erecting the Lincoln university
science building; raising more
than $1,000,000 to restore an im-
paired endowment; erection of
Rendall Hall, men's dormitory;
making possible the election of
Negroes to the board of trustees;
and adding Negroes to the Lin-
coln faculty.
Dr. Goss, who has long head-
ed alumni groups of Lincoln and
Meharry Dental College, said:
"Dr. Johnson, who has always
stood squarely for democracy in
bringing Lincoln to its present
world eminence, has heartily en-
dorsed our idea to honor him in
his 93rd year by urging every
graduate of Liocoln in America
and abroad to send a contribu-
tion to the Giving Fund."
Among the Trustees of Lincoln
are Atty. George Steven, superin-
tendent of Highways, State of
Pennsylvania; Julius Rosenwald
II; Atty. Cornelius McDougall,
New York City; Roger Firestone;
Dr. George Cannon, New York
City heart specialist; Judge Her-
bert Millen, Philadelphia; and
Walter Phillips, Philadelphia in-
dustralist.
Kwame Nkriftnah, president of
Ghana and Atty. Thurgood Mar-
shall, of the NAACP, are among
a star-studded group of alumni.
Chicagoans who were educated at
Lincoln include Dr. Albert S.
Beckham, psychologist; Atty. R.
Edras Turner, Revs. Augustus
Bennett and Herbert Jones, J.
Leonard Clarke, realtor; George
Franklin, merchant; Atty. Rad-
cliffe 0. Woolfrrd; J. Clifton




By REV. CHARLES W. KELLY
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.,
—The United States Government,
through the Department of t h e
Interior, has recently established
the birthplace of Booker T. Wash-
ington as a Nrtional Monument.
As such the Monument will be a
part of the National Parks Sys-
tem.
This Legislative Act of the gov-
ernment has been influenced
through the untiring efforts of
Sidney J. Phillips, a graduate of
Tuskegee Institute, who for more
than 10 years labored to make
the birthplace of the great edu-
cator a national shrine.
In 1945 the old plantation of 214
acres where Booker was born
was purchased by Philp§
and was operated under his leada-
ership as the Booker T. Washing-
too Birthplace Memorial and the
Booker T. Washington National
Monument Foundation.
A brochure, "Mission 66 for
Booker T. Washington National
Monument," issued by the United
States Department of the Interior,
gives the following significent in-
formation of the development of
the Monument:
First: the Monument will tell
the story of Washington's life
and his contribution to his people
and his country. Here at h i s
place of origin one is better able
to appreciate the position which
he ultimately attained.
Beside the great handicap of
being born a slave, other obsta-
cles of extreme poverty, poor so-
cial environment and lack of edu-
cational opportunity confront-
ed him In his struggle upward. -
Washington's life vividly shows
that a man's place of origin need
not control his destiny. Thus the
Monument stands for both the
man himself and for the Ameri-
can Spirit of self reliance that
his life represents.
Second: The National Parks
Service, under "Mission 66" will
embellish the place with museum
exhibits, and interpretive signs to
present to the public the story
of Washington's life and works.
The principal exhibit will be a
replica of the slave cabin where
Booker was born. Other proposed
constructions includes houses for
employees and other utility build-
ings.
Third: The administration of
the Monument will be conducted
by a Superintendent and a clerk
stenographer. The staff will in-
clude six persons, plus personal
employees as required. The esti-
mated cost of the development is
over $300,000,00.
Fourth: When the program is
completed the Booker T. Wash-
ington Monument will he an at-
tractive and appropriate Memm4-
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SERVINCa 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
We extend congratulations to Nelson
Kindel!, 19, who resided at 1572 Wilson, a
student at Hamilton high school, for the
heroic attempt he made last week to save
life of Darnell Hancock, 6, who perished as
her home at the above address became a
flaming inferno. Such unselfish action in
the face of danger, in behalf of a little child,
should be rew-arded. Teenager Kindall dem-
onstrated qualities that make him an asset
to his neighborhood and this community.
We congratulate the Binghampton Civic
club, its president, 0. Z. Evers, and the sup-
porters of the club throughout the city, for
The Republicans may as well fold up
their tents like the weary Arabs, and re-
tire into the stillness of the night. The
selection of Sen. Everett Dirksen of Illi-
nois as the GOP floor leader has blasted
all hopes for reformation of the party's
outmoded political philosophy.
In Sen. Dirksen the Republicans have
an oily-tongue orator of pre-prohibition
vintage who can be depended upon to beat
the anvil of conservatism with the frenzy
of a tribal madman.
lie is a stand-patter in a day when
stand-pattism is just as popular as scarlet
fever. When and if he raises his voice in
debating liberal legislation, it will be a
flowery orators', saying nothing, meaning
nothing and inspiring nobody.
It is a pity that old men like Dirk-
sen who shut their eyes to the streaming
light of reality should still be around to
clog the road to social progress. America
is rapidly moving away from the reaction-
ary concept that 'the "Republican party is
a ship and all else is a sea." A sea in which
the individual's rights are drowned by the
politician's greed and thirst for supremacy.
Mr. Dirksen belongs to that school of
revivalists whose evangel would transform
the masses into helpless zombies.
Unlike Sen. Paul Douglas who has used
every opportunity to project into the souls
of his colleagues a consciousness of the
rights of racial minorities to the constitu-
tional guarantees which are denied them,
With the triumphal entry of Fidel
Castro in Havana a week ago, the Cuban
rebels brought a Wagnerian finale to one
of the strangep revolutions in modern
times.
It has been an accepted verdict of his-
tory that revolutions are won or crushed
by superior numbers or superior arms. Cas-
tro's insurgents were a complete reversal
of that fact; they had neither adequate
numbers nor superior weapons. Yet they
won.
They won despite the fact that the
Batista regime had American sympathy
and active support. As incredible as it may
seem, there was under consideration in
Washington a plan to send military assis-
tance to Batista on the very eve of the de-
bacle and while the Cuban dictator was
packing his bags to flee to Santo Domingo.
This is the paradox which has given
rim to serious misgivings. We pretend to
dislike military dictatorship, but our foreign
policy tends to encourage its spread. Fran-
co in Spain, Tito in Yugoslavia, Trujillo in
Santo Domingo and Chiang Kai-shek in
Formosa all have been extended U. S.
economic assistance and military aid.
We have spent millions to equip armies
In countries where there is not even the
Insult To Mayor King
Dear Editor- Having been a
former resident of Chicago, I re-
tail well when Charles Walgreen
started his stores. When Mrs. Iris
King, mayor of Kingston, Ja-
maica, was refused a cup of cof-
fee in a Louisville, Ky., Walgreen
drug store, the incident brought
in my mind the modest circum-
stances under which Mr. Wal-
green began his enterprise.
There was nothing :hen to in-
dicate that a policy of racial bias
would remain a major osature of
his organization. Now that this
humiliating incident has token
piece, could not some pressure
be brought upon the Walgreen
C•-mpany for a public statement
of policy of tU clans stores where
launching a legal attack on the barriers in
local municipal recreational facilities. Of
particular interest to many citizens who
have children is the club's efforts to remove
the one-day barrier at the local zoo for Ne-
groes. That actually is the situation which
motivated the filing of the suit in federal
court. Further, it is quite obvious stow that
there will not be voluntary tendering of full
rights to the Negro. He has gvt to strive for
it The legal approach is the in)pst sound and
most practical. It appears that Negro leader-
ship here has finally accepted those facts.
Sen. Dirksen has been conspicuous by his
sepulchral silence on such important an
issue as civil rights.
To him Negro constituents have no
rights that their elected representatives are
bound to respect or foster. There is nothing
in the Congressional Record to support a
contrary view. Mr. Dirksen has had many
an opportunity during the years he has
been in the Senate to plead for the causes
that would not only widen the dimensions
of democracy, but would also give it mean-
ing and substance.
He has ability and disarming manners,
but he uses them skillfully, not in the
struggle for the advancement of political
ideals and morality, but in the crusade
against human rights and human dignity.
There are few events more disastrous to
the cause of so-called modern Republican-
ism than Dirksen'e election as his party's
Senate minority leader.
His election casts an ominous glow on
the GOP prospects for 1960. It means that
the Republicans have abandoned all hopes
of early recovery from the state of coma
into which they have sunk since Ike ascend-
ed to the Presidency. The Angels of Mercy
took 'away Taft and McCarthy, but they
left Dirksen to pollute the political stream
with his maladive tongue.
The Republicans, with rare foresight.
have elected a funeral director in advance
of their party's burial.
semblance of representative government,
where constitutional guarantees are sup-
pressed, where the press is muzzled, where,
in short, freedom does not exist.
The Cuban people were the victims
of Batista's corrupt and ruthless tyranny.
Yet we cuddled Batista as though he were
a great defender of human rights, or a
champion of democracy.
We laughed at Castro's efforts to lib-
erate his people from a despot who had
an insatiable thirst for power. The rebels'
victory shows once more that right can
triumph over wrong, and that tyrants pos-
sess no special immortality.
• 
Our experts, not long ago, had written
off Castro's cause as a hopeless venture.
He was discounted and derided as a dreamy
idealist while American guns and Ameri-
can money extended the life of Cuba's op-
pressive dictatorship.
We have no right to4ejoice with the
liberators in their ecstatic hour of gory.
It is a privilege reserved to those who be-
lieve in the cause of freedom everywhere.
Instead we should bow our heads in shame,
drop to our knees and repent. An open ad-
mission of our sins may be the beginning
of our conversion to the fundamental creed
of enlightened democracy.
ever they are?
I happened to be in Louisville
a. the time Mrs. King was in-
sulted. I noticed that the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad station has sew-
ate lunch rooms wiSli the word
"C olore d" designating where
eisgroes are expected to go for
service. How ,inne are we going to
remain the object of ridicele in




Dear Editor: I was pleatied to
read your superb editorial on the
recent disaster that occurred at
the Catholic School. This letter is
really a sort of an inquiry into
what action the Chicago Northern Josephine Alpine
District Association of Colored
Women took in regard to your
timely suggestion?
You suggested, in the editvial,
the formation of an emergency
•ommittee composed of various
Negro women's organizations un-
der the auspices of the Chicago
Northern District Association of
Colored Women. This committee
was to offer some I-ind of assist-
aree to the parents whose chit.
dren perished in the fire.
I am curious to know what dis-
position was made of your sug-
gestion, or whether it was com-
pletely ignored. In any case that
should be a good :abject for an-
other editorial Comment..
Psychiatrists say that practi-
cally ell of the sincere rabid
segregationists are victims of
mental illness. The word "Aln-
reit" is used because many ot
the loudest racists have no
emotionol feeling about the nat.
ter. but merely find it expedient
to add to the clamor about white
supremacy.
But whether slneere or not,
most are irrational to he point
of being unbelievably ridicu-
lous.
Proof of how idiotic some can
be is to be found ir a clipping
of an incredible complaint al.
legedly made by F New Orleans
housewife.
Here is the clipping:
• • •
The hatemongers who oper-
ate the profitable apparatus
known as the Association of
Citizens Councils of Louisiana.
Inc.. are unquestionably as in-
telligent as groundhogs. F o r
they too have the ability to see
and recognize shadows, and the
instinct to run and hide from
them.
a'olunte 2. No. n of "The
Councillor Newsletter" for June
OA an official publication of
the council, chastities New Or-
leans department stores f o r
using shaded drawings to illus-
trate their merchandise in ad-
vertisements.
Presumably, they fear this
will somehow confuse the minds
of readers not completely dedl•
rated to the dogma of white
supremacy. Tn,quote the edit.
ors:
"Our attention has recently
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The ad-
vent of a New Year is always a
good time to glance backwards
retrospectively in order to gird
anew for the future. The year 1955
will besrecorded in history f o
piany reasons, but it will be re-
membered mostly perhaps as the
ultimate in race hatred.
, Deceived and badly misled by
selfish politicians in a mad orgy
of racism which has caused some
20,000 children to heroine school-
less solely for the preservation of
a false ideal — segregation—thus,
our whole nation has become fur-
thcr stigmatized and has lost tre-
mendous prestige in world lead-
ership.
Regrettably these demagogues
of hate have not only scrapped
the sacred tenets of American
Democracy and forfeited the fu-
tere of innocent children, they
have indeed substituted the code
of the outlaws and the creed of
th terrorist for the teachings of
Christ.
This wanton departure from
human decency becomes m o re
depressing particularly at this
time of the year as we reverently
celebrate the birthday of our Sa-
viour.
So the year 1958 may well be
remembered as the champion of
flagrant disregard for the consti-
tutional guarantees of our nation
—for the extreme in massive re-
sistance more appropriately t,h e
upsurge of the most violent hand
of hoodlums 16 yet terrorize
American shores.
But it is not enough here to
solely review the worse or indulge
been called to the current prac
tice of certain large depart-
ment and clothing stores in
New Orleans of using a shadow -
graph process to depict white
and dark models in their ad-
vertisements appearing in New
Orleans newspapers.
"An investigation reveals that
the shadow-graph ads are being
sent to the stores from N e w
York advertising centers, a n d
in one large department store,
the president has stooped using
the cuts showing the dark mod-
els.
"In the opinion of an alert
New Orleans housewife, the ads
are being deliberately sent
South for the purpose of accus-
toming our citizens, through the
power of association and s u g•
gestion, to the idea of rave
mixing.
"The Councillor is indebted
to this fine New Orleans Citi-
zens' Council member for ad-
vising us of the situation so
that we may pass along the in-
formation to our readers, who
may. In turn, watch for this
type of advertisement and take
whatever action they may see
fit at stores where such sug-
gestive advertising Is used."
May we also suggest that
members of the Citizens' Coun•
cils of Louisiana look under
their beds every night to ntake
sure there are no shadows lurk-
ing there. In Louisiana there
probably is a law making it a
crime for a shadow to occupy
the same room with a person
of the white race. (Thanks to
Journal and Guide)
in name-calling. Like the storm
before the dawn, this may well
he truly as Harry Ashmore puts
it, "An Epitaph for Dixie."
1959, therefore, looms so the
year to find a way out of this
chaos. The utter ridiculousness of
destroying educational opportuni-
ties for so many children — forc-
ing them into greater ignorance
and idleness and the high cost of
maintaining segregation in defi-
ance with makeshift and unrecog-
nized private schools — has to
awaken decent people to their
senses.
More t h a n this, it has to
quicken the action of a disgusted
president and a less-southern
dominated Congress. Even the
most narrow - minded are now
forced to admit that the course
of violent segregationists is an-
nihilation not only for their off-
spriegs, but the southern way of
life itself
We believe that 1959 will be as
good as 1958 was bad in human
relations. The ugly devastating
condition of the resisting states
cannot long endure. Indeed the
racial superiority war is already
lost. The problem is that no many
of these -lost cause" soldiers do
not know they are beaten. This
must be made real to them in
the year ahead or we will suffer
greater setbacks than ever.
Stronger Sex
URBANA — CHAMPAIGN, ILL
— Men outnumber women stud-
ents 3 to 1 at the University of
Illinois.
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IF YOU RATHER KISS ME THAN ANYONE ELSE
. . . YOU MUST HAVL BEEN EXPERIMENTING!
''There are some thfngs," "sfin
Simple. "that recollect too much.
I cannot hear to remember."
-What, for insteince?" I asked,
paying, for his beer.
'•A girl named Mollie," said
Simple, "I do not care to re-
member that girl. Don't ask me
why."
"I can imagine why," I said.
"I've been around. You probably
loved that girl, got her in trouble,-
then wouldn't or couldn't marry
her. But you will remember her
all your life."
"Flow did you guess its" asked
Simple.
"It's a situation not too uncom-
mon." I said.
"Did it ever happen to you?"
"I'm not telling." I said. "You
are the, one who is doing all the
talking. If you care to recollect,
go ahead and recollect."
"When them recollections r 0 II
hack on mt," said Simple, "there
is a pounding In my heart like
as if I was right there beside
monie again. That little old girl
Mollie! I wonder did she ever
have my son?"
"Son?" I said. "It might have
been a daughter."
"Somehow I *ink It were a
man-child." said Simple.
"A father usually wants his
first-born to be a son," I said.
"A man wants 'o see himself
walking," said simple, "She were
The mighty American dollar
raised its head in American jour-
nalism again this week as Mar-
shall Field, jr., owner of the
Chicago Sun-Times, bought t h e
Chicago Daily News from John
Knight.
Just a few months ago two wire
news services, United Press and
International News Service, were
combined. Consolidations a n d
mergers have been taking place
in jouctialism, magazines as well
as newspapers, at such a pace
In the last few years that soon
there may be only a handful of
competitors left in the industry.
In commenting on the purchase
of the Chcago Daily News, Mar-
shall Field stated: "The statistics
of newspaper operations show
that the cost create,: by the in-
sistent public demand for speed,
color and completeness of newi
coverage are constantly rising.
The benefits of common owner-
ship will strengthen the econom-
ic independence of both news-
papers."
However much we may ques-
tion his reference to "independ-
ence," there is no question about
the rising costs in the newspaper
business. Costs nave skyrocketed
in publishing, television and ev-
ery form of mass communica-
tion. Under this economic pres-
sure ler acetheetartendd toward monopoly
If this condition keeps up, the
day will come when all of our
mass media will be so controlled
that no point of view that does
not square with the views of the
owners may get a hearing. Such
control over information which
the people need to make impor-
4t big the, 444 time saw ,her..
I am sure: Mollie': child, were a•.;
boy."
"You never tried to find the
girl after that?" I asked.
"You know how young people
is — they has no sense," said
Simple. "And this - were years
ago, back in my teenage days.
Mollie said she never wanted to
see nu( again. so I took what she
said for the gospel truth. Now, to-
day .when a woman tells a big
lie like that, I know better. And
when I tell, lies myself, I know
I don't mean them either. Then
I were young and foolish—teen-
age days. I even believed my
own lies when I lied.
"I told that girl I didn't care
what happened to her either. But
I were lying. But then I did . not
realize it myself — not in my
mind. In my heart I knowed—
but my heart were not boss. My
old suspicious mind were ruling.
You know, one of them 'flings.
How do I know it is my child?
When I knew darn well it were?
Suspicious, jealous - hearted, jive-
cat square things, where you
think you're hep, you are not hep
at all. That is where you out-
smart yourself. Toe slick for your
own good. leave town. But
where do you go? To the no-
where there ain't nothing ever
like that girl again. Mollie! Or
do you reckon I'm simple to re-
tant decisions in our democracy
can become as rigid here as in
totalitarian states.
Of course, we are a long way
from this predicament and all the
big wheels in the industry will
vigorously deny that they seek
such control. Nevertheless, the
number of one-newspaper owner-
ship in American cities has risen
at an alarming rate. Now in the
second city of the United States
only two giant corporations con-
trol all four major daily news.
papers.
Marshall Field, jr., unlike many
rich newspaper publishers, inher-
its from his father a strong lib-
eral tradition. How meaningful
this tradition may be remains 'to
he seen. We hope that our fears
for the future of liberalism in jour-
nalism are unfounded.
It should be pointedk, that we
need more than "vigorous compe-
tition" in news gathering. circula-
tion and advertising netweeo the
various newspapers. We need
competition in ideas and editorial
policies.
Totalitarianism and dictator-
ship can come from two Niece-
lions, the left and the right. The
Communists control the amcunt
of information and the free dis-
cussion of ideas in the muntriee
under their domination. The dic-
tatorships on the right follow the
same pattern. Both seek to man-
age and direct the mind a n d
thought of the masses of the peo-
ple.
The present situation in Chica-
go imposes of neceesity a greater
responsibility on t h e smaller
daily and weekly newspaper edi•
tors ,And publishers there. N o w
•colittei.. . at ails-
'"Lots of men won't admit it,
but very often that first girl was
the most," I said.
"And there is no way to get her
nut of your mind," said simple.
"I'm happily married, got a good
wife named Joyce. Do not want
nor dream of nobody else today.
Still cnd yet, sometimes in the
cool of morning before time to
get up to go to work, I remem-
bers Mollie,
remembers in Virginia the
cool of morning when the sum-
mer-time birds uted to sing, and
that girl who had no business
staying away from home all night
were there beside me. And the
summer-time birds Wag singing
like mad outside the window. And
when I recollects, I do not wish
to recollect too much. I told you
it were about this that I did not
wish to talk."
"Did I bring up the subject?",,
I asked.
"You led me on," said Simple.
"Why should I tell You the se-
crets of my life?"
"Did I ask you to tell me?"
"No, but you bought me a beer,
and I started talking. Now. it's
up to me to shunt up if I don't
want to talk no more. Well, I
don't want to talk. That is all I
will tell you about Mollie. I'll
have another beer?"
"Sure," I said. "Bartender. an-
other beer."
mon° than ever they must make
certain that the independent views
and voices of the city get * hear-
ing. Particularly is this true in
the field of political action.
It will be recalled that in the
last national election, both for-
mer Gov. Adlai Stevenson a n d
former President Harry Truman
made bitter comments on the
"one party press" in America.
They charged that the over-
whelming majority of the major
newspapers of the nation were
committed to one party, the Re-
publicans. This was a familiar
cry also in the days of President
Franklin D looaeveIt.
Closer to h ic, the editorial pct-
.sition of thtj big newspapers on
the issues ol1integration and civil
rights in supremely important. It
has been noted that the big dail-
ies are far more liberal in deal-
ing with these issues when they
arise in the South or some other
area far from their home base.
Their treatment of tlae problems
affecting race relations and mi•
nority groups in their own back.
yard presents another question.
The voices nett. independents
and the m a II publications
therefore will have to become
more vigorous than ever and the
general public must recognize its
responsibility to strengthen an el
support the independents. T h •
channels of free inquiry and front
discussion must be kept open.
It is true In publishing as in
other fields that while a little
power corrupts, absolute pewee
corrupts absolutely. Against tide




Hopes Birds Get The Point
OTTO D. STANDKE, 70-year-old starling chaser hired to rid the Indiana-
polis Federal Bading of the birds, points South—the direction the birds
took. If the starlings don't return in about a week, the federal govern-
ment will pay the man from Great Bend, Kansas, the first payment of
a $2,500 fee. UPI Telephoto
20 Cars, 2 Buses, 3 Trucks In Accident
BAKERSFIELD, Calif. — (UPI) — Two buses, three trucks—
one loaded with Butane gas—and 20 cars were involved Sunday in
a freak accident on fog-shrouded highway, killing a high school
basketball coach and one of his players.
Eight other persons were injured.
Almost miraculously, the truck loaded with Butane overturned
but did not explode. This factor alone averted what could have been
a major disaster. said highway patrol officer Don Dargitz.
Billy Graham Suffering Eye Trouble
DALLAS, Texas — (UPI).— Evangelist Billy Graham disclosed
today that vision has become blurred in his left eye and doctors
have ordered him to enter a hospital for treatment.
Graham said he would fly to Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minn.,
Tuesday. It will force him to curtail part of his schedule in Austra-
lia and Europe this Spring but he said he would open as scheduled
Feb. 8 at Melbourne.
Grady Wilson, an associate who travels with Graham, said the
evangelist has hau trouble focusing his left eye for the past four
of five days," and has been bothered by occasional severe head-
aches.
4 Burned To Death In Auto Crash
CARMI, ill. — (UPI) — Four persons, including three girls,
were killed and burned beyond recognition Sunday when their car
careened into a bridge abutment, overturned and burst into flames.
The wrecked auto was one of two involved in a sideswiping
on a blacktop road near here, which triggered the smash-up, Sheriff
Norwood Proctor said.
..amr
35, U. S. Pilot Die In Crash
RIO DE -JANEIRO, Brazil — (UPI) — A German Lufthansa
Constellation crashed and exploded in flames on Tubiacanga beach
Sunday while trying to land after a transatlantic flight. The air-
lines said 36 persons, including the American pilot, were killed.
Only three persons survived the fiery crash. All were German
crewmembers—the navigator, a hostess and a steward.
Expect Gates To Quit Navy Post
WASHINGTON—(UPI)--Reports circulated here Saturday that
Thomas S. Gates. Jr. will resign soon as secretary of the Navy.
The reports were not denied at the Defense Department, which
referred all questions to the White House.
Some quarters represented President Eisenhower as willing for
Gates to depart to make way for new blood.
The publication said that Assistant Secretary Fred A. Bantz of
Bawling, N. Y. now in charge of material, is expected to succeed
Gates.
Hoffa Calls Off Union Election
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Teamster President James R Hoffa
today called off an election convention scheduled for March 16-18
in Chicago to shake off his onion's court-appointed watch dog
monitors.
Hoffa said a tangle of pending court cases involving the con-
vention would prevent local unions from electing delegates the re-
quired 90 days before the conclave.
The union chief announced Sept. 17 that he would hold the new
elections to get rid of the three monitors who were appointed to
oversee Teamsters affairs after 13 rank-and-file truckers com-
plained that Hoffa's election in October, 1957, was "rigged." The
monitorship expires when the union holds a new election.
Cite Trainman s Herois7
CLEVELAND—(UPI)—John T. Ma ews. 36, Schiller Park,
who saved the lives of 10 (hicago nursery school children and
their bus driver Saturday was named "Locamotive Fireman of
1959" and will receive a safety award given by the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen.
Matthews war named by the Brotherhood for his "alertness,
bravery and quick-thinking" which prevented further tragedy after
an Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad locomotive rammed a nursery
school bus last Dec. 4. in a Chicago suburb.
Matthews although injured himself, was able to flag an ap-
pro,ching train go that it stopped short ot the wrecked h..s in which
the children and driver were trapped.
Lohman Takes Office Today
SPRINGFIELD—s(UP1)—Democrat Joseph D. Lohman of Chi-
cago will be sworn into office today as Illinois' first lihor-year state
treasurer, and George T. Wilkins, also a Democrat, Will take office
as state superintendent of public instruction.
They are the first Democratic state office holders since Gov'.
Stratton led the Republicans to victory in 1952.
Both men will take the oath of office at noon from Supreme
Court Justice Harry B. Hershey before a joint session of the House
and Senate




THIS GENTLE GERMAN Shepherd dog may be a "lady
killer" now but after intensive training will become a vi-
cious guard-dog capable of killing a man. This dog along
with several others was ordered by Cuba to do their part
in entrenching the Castro regime. Dogs are raised and
trained by J. E. Markley of Topeka, Kans. Markley's or-
ders to Cuba and Puerto Rico have increased 100 percent
in the last year. UPITelephoto
Widow Of Car Victim Gets $100,000
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.—(UPI)—A state supreme court
justice awarded $100,000 to a woman whose husband was gilled by
a stolen car riven by a 16-ear-old girl.
The judgement in favor of Mrs. E. Sperling, of Newton, Conn.,
was returnee by justice Samuel W. Eager against the great Amer-
ican Indemnity Co. of New York City.
Mrs. Sperling's husband, Richard, 48, manager of the Conn-
ecticut state hospital laundry, was killed on Dec. 30, 1957 when
a sports car he was driving on a Bronx Parkway was rammed
from behind by a car driven by Christine Nystrom, of Mt. Ver-
non, N. Y.
Girl, 7, Dies Of Incurable Disease
Wis.—(UPI)—Little Diane Andrew, 7, who won h e r
fight against an incurable desease to live through Christmas, died
Tuesday.
It was the end of her battle for nine months against an in-
curable heart disease called fibroelastosis.
A flood of cards and small gifts decended on the Warren Andrew
home when Diane's plight became known. The pretty brunette with a
pigtale and brown eyes was overjoyed with the cards, but told her
parents to give the gifts to her three brothers and sister.
Don Dedera Wins Ernie Pyle Award
NEW YORK—(UPI)—The Scripps-Howard Newspapers an-
nounced that Don Dedera, 29, columnist on the Arizona Republic in
Phoenix, is the 1958 winner of the Ernie Pyle Memorial Award.
Dedera will receive $1,000 and a bronze plaque for writing and
reporting "most nearly exemplifying the styles and craftsmanship"
of the great World War II reporter and columnist.
Anthony Eden Niece To Wed Mechanic
ROME—(UPI)—The Italian press reported that another niece
of Sir Anthony Eden is going to marry another mechanic from the
honeymoon island of Ischia.
The Italian news agency "Italia," in a dispatch by afternoon
newspapers in Rome, reported from Naples that Elfrida Eden, 18-
year-old niece of the former British prime minister, would follow
in the footsteps of her.sister, Amelia, by going to the altar with an
Italian mechanic.
Amelia, 25, married ferry board engineer Giovanni Borrelll
last September and now lives on Ischia, a neighbor island of Capri
off Naples.
French Troops Kill 24 Algerian Rebels
ALGIERS—WP11—French troops killed 24 Algerian rebels and
captured a camel caravan carrying arms for the Nationalists in
a stepped up campaign to end the wave of terror spreading over
Algeria since the new year. '
Twenty-one rebels were killed in a clash with a French patrol
in the mountains south of Oran, the big port city near the Moroccan
border. Three rebel soldiers were killed by French troops near Con-
stantine 'at the other end of the territory.
A French patrol intereented the rebel camel caravan near the
EASTMAN, Ga.—(UPD—A cotton mill executive, who had been
ousted as president of the firm only the day before, whipped out
a pistol during an argument Saturday and fired three shots at two
other compelsy officials, wounding one of them slightly.
Police said Charles Smyly, who was president of the Eastman
Cotton Mill until he Was voted out at a stockholders' meeting shot
and wounded Darrell Knox of New York, a vice president of the
firm.
Smyly fired twice at Knox and once at Knox'e father-in-law,
.1 W Valentine officers said. Two of the bullets missed, hot alhe




Hunts Chatter From Platter
RUSSIA'S Deputy Premier Anastas Mikoyan was treated to some extra-
precautionary measures in San Francisco during his reception party at
the Fairmont hotel. Inspector Willia mi. Osterlch (left) is shown with
a Gieger Counter — no less — taking a reading as waiter enters with
with food for Mikoyan's table. UPI Telephoto
Britons Too Slow For Super Highways
LONDON—(UPI)—The first official report on use of a new
superhighway designed for fast travel indicated today that most
Britons are scareo of speeding.
Lancashire County Police Chief T. E. St. Johnson reported to
Transport Minister Harold Watkinson that most drivers timed dur-
ing its first month's operation stuck to 40-50 miles per hour.
Only one driver timed by police in the first month was doing
more than 75 on the eight-mile highwzy called the Preston Bypass,
St. Johnston said.
Gas Demolishes Tavern; 2 Dead
DETROIT—(UPI)—A thunderous gas explosion demolished a
tavern in suburban Romulus township yesterday, killing two persons
and leaving two others injured.
Harry Garavaglia, 29, of Lincoln Park, a gas company repair-
man, and Mrs Josephine Smigal, 53, a widow who helped run a
bar in Romulus- .ownship, were the victims.
Leonard Smigal, 32, Mrs. Smigal's son, was critically injured
when he raced upstairs in the two-story building to rescue his
four-year-old daughter. Smigal's wife suffered cuts on her knee but
was not hospitalized.
Pope Plans 3 Visits Outside Vatican
VATICAN CITY—(UPI)—Pope John XXIII, who in his two and
a half months reign has already won the title of "Traveling Pope,"
plans three more visits outside the Vatican within the next month,.
Vatican sources said that the 77-year-old Pontiff will visit the
Georgian Pontifical university in Rome next Sunday, the Basilica
of St. Paul-outsidc•the walls the following week and the Rome Poly-
clinic hospital on Feb. 10.
Such visits have been unprecedented since the Popes of the
Roman Catholic churches chose "voluntary imprisonment" in the
108-acre Vatican state in 1870 following loss of papal territories to
Italy.
Mrs. F. D. R. Says Mikoyan Haters Rude
•rench army's missile testing grounds in the Sahara. Military head
quarters here said the seven-camel train carried 12.000 cartridges,
100 grenades 30 anti-personnel and anti-tank mines and supplies of
uniforms.
RPndv Fnr WPri(
WASHiNGTOY—(UPD—Sunreme Court Justice Felix Frankfor-
ter has made 3 good' recovery from hi" recent mild heart attack
and exneris to be back on the bench next Monday, his office said.
Frankforter was in the hospital almost six weeks, with no
visitors allowed Last Saturday. he returned home, where he is
still earefollv following doctor's instructions. He is gradually vet-
tine hark into emit., routine by reading the eases coming up for
argument next week.
The 75-year-oli Jostler, suffered a mild coronary thrombosis —
the Indeieg nf blood clot in an artery feeding the heart muscles
Rut be responded to treatment extremely
gamine Tallir rg T110 M1013,,CICt
WACITTNCTON—MPTI—Sovict Deoutv Premier Anastas
Mil-oven flew to the Midwest Wednesday leaving a two-day trail of
en141 war neace feelers through official Ind unofficial Washington
His first ston wa< Cleveland.
American officials said it was Inn early to tell whether the
re<sisn's frenuently and firmly exnressed desire to negotiate on
Berlin and other i'ast-West tensions would lead to some compro-
mise on these problems.
1/11;^ Cfe refFillefrC nrinne.
PARTS—(UrtT)—Uninnists farmers and war veterans lined un in
opposition to Premier rharlies De Gaulle's "truth and severity"
economic program marring the eve of his inauguration as President
of France.
The opposition so far had been no more than snoradic. but
Be 
,1.some fo oeerfsrt o ,,hnerdedf it iazs a token of serious trouble ahead for
the French economy.
Police had to be called out to disperse 1.000-odd •mnInves of
the na.;noalia.(1 ,,A( and electricity ingi,„fyy messed to demand
more than the d net' cent wage increase they will get under the
"austerity" program.
(fbC^Inesc Hnil Rnwhuirn Vnknr Cfrin4
WASHINGTON—WP11—Republicans who criticized sneaker Sam
Rayburn's handling of last year's labor bill cheered his call for a
!drone anti-racketeering law.
Two GOP senenra. Barry Goldwater (Ariz.) and Karl E. Mundt
(S. n.). said Rayburn's support would he a big help in putting
across "Inns overdue" legislation to curb labor rackets.
The two senators, both members of the Senate Rackets Com-
mittee. were merle tho..e who held Rayburn at least partly to blame
for defeat of the Senate-passed anti-rackets bill last year.
SIOUX FALLS, S. D.—(UPI)—Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt today
called the demonstrations against Soviet Deputy Premier Anastas
Mikoyan "unfortunate, because we wouldn't like it if such a thing
happened to one of our government officials over there."
But she said it was easy to sympathize with refugees from
oppressed nations who demonstrated against Mikoyan.
Here on behalf of the American Association for the United
Nations, Mrs. Roosevelt said she would like to take Soviet Premier
Nikita Khrushchev "by the hand and show him around the United
States."
"It would be the best education he could get, but I would not
like to do it if there were demnlistrations against him."
Nixon Favors Cut In Defense Spending
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Vice President Richard M. Nixon, con-
vinced that the United States is rapidly overtaking Russia in the
space race, is ready to fight Democratic moves to increase the
new defense budget.
Nixon and ether administration officials were said to disagree
with the statement of the Democratically-controlled House space
committee that Russia was threatening the survival of the free
world by widening its space lead.
These men conceded that the Soviets are ahead of this country
in developing huge rockets with tremendous thrust, as indicated by
their success in blasting a 3,245-pound artificial planet past the
moon and into m bit around the sun.
But the vice president and other officials were convinced that
the United States „is even with Russia if not ahead, in developing
military missiles.
Launch Wide Search For Missing Plane
KODIAK, Alaska—(UPI)--The Coast Guard today launched a
sea and air search for a C-124 globemaster transport plane reported
missing over tlo. gulf of Alaska 105 miles south of Anchorage.
A Coast Guard spokesman said two ships and one airplane
were being used in the search.
Officials at Elmendorf Air Force hose at Anchorage said nine
men were aboard the Military Air Transport plane which was re-
ported missing on a flight from MeChord Air Force base at Tacoma.
Wash., to the Nasal air installation here.
Cuba Courts Working Around Clock
HAVANA — (UPI) — Courts of revolutionary justice operated al-
most nonstop throughout Cuba today, condemning to death the "war
criminal" followers of ousted dictator Fulgencio Batista.
Rebel commander Fidel Castro said in a televised speech two or
three dozen Batista followers had thus far been executed hut he
promised none wmild die without a trial.
In Sontiago, in extreme eastern Cuba. one revolutionary court
alone today began the summary trials of 320 Batista followers. Four-
teen courts were in operation in Camaguey to decide the fate of 200
others, some of them military men.
Bare Sex Cult In Britain
LONDON—(UPI)—The high priest of a pagan cult in Britain
whose members perform naked dances in the incete-filled temple
said today two of his girl "witches" have gone into hiding, the tab
bid Daily Sketch reported.
"They're not hiding because they are ashamed that people know
they are witches," the newspaper quoted the high priest Jack Brace.
lin, 32, a paint salesman, as saying.
Bracelin said the cblt's 40 men and women members meet once
a month 'r a 19th century temple on privately-owned land to perform
their ceremonies
"We follow a pagan rite which existed in Britain before Chris.
tianity, Br.celin told the newspaper
"The sex act is the part of the rite — but it doesn't take place
In public," Breeelin was quoted as saying.
Sam Rayburn Re-Elected Speaker
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — House Democrats Tuesday algae
unanimously picked veteran Rep. Sam Rayburn of Texas for spea
er of the 86th Congress.
They also unanimously named Rep. John W. McCormack (D.
Mass.) to another term as Democratic House leader.
The Democrats, unlike their Republican counterparts, had no
trouble picking their leaders for the session that opens today. Both
decisions, at a party caucus, had been foregone conclusions.
Rayburn's selection as speaker — technically subject to a roll
call vote in the house — came on his 77th birthday. He has served
as speaker longer than any man in history.
See Win In Filibuster Contest
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Democratic and Republican leaders
on a Senate antf-filibuster drive claimed Tuesday they had a good
chance of winning at least the opening round in their fight against
long-winded talkathons.
Sen. Paul H. Douglas (D-111.) said after a meeting of liberal
Democrats that he was "greatly encouraged by indications of strong
sentiment" for a chance in Senate rules that would make it easier to
cut off filibusters.
His optimism was echoed by Sen. Jacob K. Javits (R-N. Y.), who
met with a group of senators. Javits said prospects were "very
bright" for apprcval of a rules-change motion to he offered by Sen.
Clinton P. Anderson (D-N. M.) soon after Congress convened to.
morrow.
Two Resign From French Cabinet
PARIS — (UPI) — Gen. Charles de Gaulle announced Tuesda
night that two of the three socialist ministers in his cabinet have
resigned in protest against his austerity program. '
The two were Ministers of State Guy Mollet, secretary general
of the Socialist party, and Eugene Thomas, minister for posts and
telegraphs.
The announcement said that although the two ministers had
tendered their resignations Dec. 27—the day France announced de.
valuation of the franc—they agreed Ab delay the effective date until
Jan. 8, when the new French government will be installed.
Say Soviets Weaken On Berlin
BERLIN — WPI) — Western officials here believe the Soviets
now realize that nothing short of war will make the United States,
Britian and France abandon Berlin.
That is why. there nfficialc say. Russia is backtracking on its
plans to drive the Western allies from this isolated outpost of the
free world.
Western officials believe the Soviets made their proposal that
West Berlin be made a free demilitarized city on the premise that
the Western allies would quarrel among themselves and disagree
on the need to defend Berlin.
Rugs Say Mnon RockPt Was First
MOSCOW — (UPI) — A top Soviet scientist said the Russians
successfully fired their moon rocket the first time they tried.
nartment of the USSst cadars, of Sciences, said th. moon s
Prof. Antoly Plagonravoy. head of the technical sciences
launched Friday was the first of its kind ever tried in Russia.
The statement that the Roviet Union has known no launehing
failures such as those suffered by the United States in its moon




etodire a call fur en Increase in the federal minimum wage law
OrTROTT (DPI', — United Auto Workers nresident Walter
hi/id:urn hi, onion's <iv nisei, for the 56th congress in-
,
es.' a narf ef the American labor movement, the UAW has *Wm,
careful consideration to the matter of onemnloyment and has *6ll1ht
fn devise means by whieh enernnloyment can be drastically reduced
if not elimin•ded " Reuther said.
..fre% Isjesesed4est-ei nes Riesprial
wectrrtsw:Tnil MN) — Density Undersecretary of State
Robert Mnrnha, said that Soviet deputy nremier Anastas I Mikoyan
has ike1.4"„t:„41,„ac,,m,,as "'tisle "hstatementPektrPkirn;nViin he 
Russia'
,rtadinn dinner m'itntheKinre.nalin'
second in ,nand e;yen rrie Johnston. president of the Moti
Assncist;nr ef America.
Con Tfol•orl rr /1").Acian who recently interviewed
envie} Premier Nikita S Ithrushchey in Moscow. also agreed that
seinvan we.n negottatfn tong
kAaa Wha ad inn yon,, An
, e .;
GP,T,N3/AUSFN. Germany — (DPI) — Postal officials here'sal4
they received a letter addressed to a man who died nearly 100
year-.
" letter nocterl in Jerusalem, arrived last week. it was ati-
dres<ed to FT J. Von nrhyroptshansen. It hpel no street address PO
authnr.•ies checked the registration office.
Te. it was lesyncd 010 1,104..10 of (lelonhatisen— named
nrimmelshetaten had died Aug. 17. 1676 He had written A honkabout fln. thirty years war It was believed the letter writer thought
the hook was A recent one and wanted to correspond with this
author. The letter was returned to the sender.
klursinr, New Virom Infprtinn
WASHINGTON — (UPT) — Secretary of State John Foster
Dull,. nursed a ,,irue infection at his home but sides said the sfl-merit was net a serious one.
The virus sent the secretary home from his office Monday
was the latert — and annerently the mildest — of a series of a
ments which began In November. 1956. with a, successful ogee&


















































































'58 Bows Out Magnificently In Resplendent, Fashionable Nuptials
Joyce Stadeker Says Vows, Becomes Mrs. Eugene Dipeolu
• PICTURESQUE AND fashiotable Congre-
gational Church of Park Manor in Chicago's
smart residential area was the beautiful setting
for the recent 'nu'ptials which united two social-
ly prominent families when petite and lovely
Joyce Stadeker became the radiant bride of Eu-
gene Dipeolu. The distinguished Rev. William
Faulhiser, minister of the church, performed the
double ring ceremony. Joyce is the daughter of
Mrs. Vivian Stadeker, who,. chose a stunning
champagne colored creation of appliqued floral
design lace bodice and satin skirt. Mrs. Georgia
Eason, mother of the groom, was beautifully
gowned in a rose beige iridescent jewelled crea-
tion. Both mothers wore purple throated orchid
corsages.
BY RUTH LOUISE MONTROSE
• IVORY PEAU DE soie enhanced the ethe-
real loveliness of the bride, who was given in
marriage by her uncle, Roosevelt Hill. Fashion-
ed with sabrina neckline, the full length gown
was iridescent with sequins (photo top left). Tiny
cap sleeves added a demure touch. The bell
shaped skirt and traditional chapel length train
were touched with appliques of white Alencon
lace medallions outlined with seed pearls and
sequins- A single strand pearl ri.!cklace and
matching button earrings were her only jewels.
Joyce, who teaches at James McCosh elemen-
tary school in the ‘Vindy City, is a member of
Theta Omega chapter, AKA sorority, and of
Park Manor Congregational's choir.
Cervan- tes-Schweicii Nuptials Mass Impressive
• THE IMPRESSIVE solemnity of the high
nuptials mass in St. Anselm's Catholic church,
61st at: and So. Michigan ave., united piquant
and svelte Joan Carmen Cervantes and Priestly
Martyn Schweich in another magnificent wedding
highlight of the yule season. The principals are
arm socially prominent families in Chiwo. The
Wide, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Wil-
liams, teaches at Betsy Ross elementary school.
• AS RADIANT as a princess, Joan is a ,por-
trait of happiness In white satin peau de sole
fashioned with scalloped neckline and basque
bodice topping a wide bell shaped skirt with
chapel train. The sleeves, tapering over the back
of the hand are trimmed on the taper with appli-
ques of Alencon lace centered witik pearl clusters.
The same delicate lace and pearls are appliqued
all over the graceful skirt. Her illusion veil of im-
ported French tulle is secured by a crown of
orange blossoms.
• AS TALENTED as she is beautiful, the new Mrs. Priestly Martyn
Schweich is a graduate of Chicago's Si Ansetm's elementary school,
*Hyde Park high school, and Central State college in Wilberforce, Ohio,
where she received her degree in education. The groom, who was grad-
uated from Lindblom high here and Drake university in Des Moines,
ira studying toward a Ph. D. in izio-chemistry at DePaul university.
• FOR HER JEWELRY beauteous Joan chose
as "something borrowed' exquisite diamond and
nearl earrings worn by one of her bridesmaids,
Judy Beasley Johnson at her own wedding last
June. She complement these charming acces
sories with a delicate pearl teardrop lavallier on
a fragile gold chain. She carried a spray of
white orchids and stephanoti caught in white















































































































•- THE THREE-TIERED finger tip veil was
of ivory silk imported illusion, held in place by
a pearl Swiss crown. The bridal bouquet was
white orchids surrounded by small white flowers
in spray design. The bride's little niece, Paula
Antoinette Stadeker, adorable in a beautif«11
floral patterned embroidered sheer frock, flashes
pretty dimples, as the new Mrs. Eugene Dipeolu
exhibits her lovely wedding ring to her attend-
ants, Antoinette Price, Florence Lester, maid of
honor, Jacqueline Robinson and Alice Bettis.
They were enchanting in periwinkle' blue velvet
and carried white fur muffs to which were
attached periwinkle mum corsages. Photo right:
Handsome couple smiles at .socially prominent
wedding guests as they leave Park Manor Con-
gregational. (Photos by Valentine; details in-
side).
• • STEPPING CONFIDENTALLY into the future, Mr.
and Mrs, Priestly Martyn Schweich leave St. Anselm's
for the reception to receive the felicitations of more than
300 friends and admirers. They are at home at 357 E.
87th place.
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., lion. 17, 1959
a.
3 As we wend our way into the
" '• early days of this last year of
'. • the present decade. . .we are
A still receiving glowing accounts of
... a gala holiday season — probably
a. one of the gayest experienced ina.
la many a moon.
And now to wind up the doings
• of the recent season, we're hap-
• py to let you know that:
•-• The Merri-Maids social club
celebrated the New Year
with an elaborate breakfast at 4
a.m., at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. S. L. Lucas of 3403 Alta Rd.
Hi-Fi recordings, games, and a
sumptive menu of Virginia ham,
scrambled eggs, hot buttered
rolls, jelly and coffee. . .provid-
ed mirth and fun for the George
Branscombs, the Felton Earls,
the Eddie Farwells, Mrs. Addle
M. Goss, Mr. and Mrs. John
Howell, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lu-
cas, Mrs. Lillian H. Nelson and
Mr. and Mrs. Shedrick Stand-
back.
• • •
JAMES and Ruby Spight were
New Year's Eve hosts at their
beautiful Mitchell Rd. estate to
their friends in the Coterie club
and other guests. The Spight
home conveys the warmth of hos-
pitality which lies within from
the moment one... approaches the
threshold. . .and for the festive
night a special aura of tingling
excitement permeated the color-
ful rooms. Dancing, games, pon-
dering over resolutions, cocktails,
hor d'oeuvres. . .1 sumptive
ner and special rum punch for
the ladies delighted everyone.
' In the dining room was a beau-
tiful low floral arrangement, the
compliments of Flora Cochrane —
in lieu of the centerpiece which
• was wired the hostess from Pitts-
burgh and was /ate arriving.
Among the guests were The E.
W. Weeds, Jane Weed and her
houseguest from Johnson C it y,
Tenn., Mrs. Ware. . .Thaddeus
Stokes and Miss Dorothy Racks
—the latter of Cleveland, Ohio. ..
Mrs. Addie Gault, Mrs. Estelle
Eggleston (who gave each lady
guest a mink lapel flower!) Mrs.
E. 0. Rodgers, the A. C. Wil-
liams' and daughter, Joan, w ho
was home from Tennessee State
U.; Mrs. Henrene Jenkins and
son, Morris — a student at Weet- Virginia State; the Henry Neales,
'Albert and Maggie Jordan, The
G. Banks, A. McCulleys and L.
Dicksons, Leona Jamison. A n n
Hall and William Weathers, JoYeThompson from Roosevelt col
lege in Chicago, and scads more
besides the hosts daughters, Shel
ley and Gloria, both college stu
dents at Fisk and Wilberforce
universities, who assisted in en.
tertaining.
PARTIES FETE VISITOR
Griffin, Mn, Mary Gail, Augustus
McKinney and Mr. and M r a.
Charlie Lipsco b
• • •
More holiday meandering con-
cerns the trip of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fletcher, who spent their
usual Christmas holiday in Jack-
sonville, Fla., with relatives and
their niece, Uralia.
Mrs. Marion Johns was pres-
ent at the annual Christmas ga-
thering of the Meaux clan in St.
Louis. . .made all the merrier
because of the presence of Mar-
ion's daughter and son-in-law, Dr.
and Mrs. Harvey Robinson of As-
bury, Park, N. J.
• • •
BR/DE-ELECT'
Miss Helen Griffin, bride-elect
of Ronald Cunningham, was hon-
ored at a linen shower Saturday,
by Mrs. Cleo Lee and Miss Jean
Lee. The dining table, overlaid
with a white linen cloth, was cen-
tered with a miniature evergreen
t;ee frosted with snow, and id-
cites. Guests included the bride-
elect's mother, Mrs. Ruth Griffin,
Mrs. David S. Cunningham, moth-
er of the bridegroom-to-be and
Mrs. Nancy Hickman, his sister.
Other guests attending were
Miss Mary Crockett, Miss Elea-
nor Johnson, the Misses Walter
Mary Young and Geraldine Mc-
Cray who arrived together, Miss
DaInell Thomas and Miss Thel-
ma Townsend, Miss Linda Haral-
son who came with Miss Mar-
velle Fulsome, Miss Doretha Mc-
Intosh, Miss Josephine Watkins,
Miss Naomi McAfree, Mrs. Sara




Election of the 1959 officers
was held by members of the La-
dies of Leisure Social club when
they met recently at the home
of Mrs. Sam Berry, jr.
The 1939 officers are Miss Ka-
tie Bryant, president; Mrs. Ora
Lee Chinn, vice president; Mrs.
Wallet-Me Simmons, secretary;
and Mrs. Celia Ann Isom, as-
sistant secretary.
Also Mrs. Lula Shears, treas-
urer; Mrs. Lillian Taplin, treas-
urer; Mrs. Frankie Parker, ser-
geant - at - arms; Mrs. Thelma
Bush, business manager; and
Mrs. Catherine Johnson, reporter.
After the meeting a very eta!).
o.ate menu of stuffed quail and
all of the trimmings was served.
The club's next meeting will






Guests at a backyard barbecue
now can sit in comfort at a Cali-
fornia redwood table and burn
their own steaks.
The table, on display at the
January International Home Fur-
nishings show here is big enough
to seat six persons and the stain-
less steel grill in the middle is
large enough to cook a man-sized
steak for each.
There is a vented cover and
tray to permit baking as well.
The same manufacturer also is
showing a serving cart-table of
redw.od.
The hostess can load the cart
in the kitchen, wheel it outdoors,,
let down the upright leaves on
all four sides and use it as a, 
make the marriage work, each
table, must concede that there are many
And for those who demand in- 
desirable factors to compensate for
door comfort outside, there is a 
the undesireable ones.
redwood "gourmet chuck wag- In this way the marital rela
CORONATION BALL — Be-
ginning the long stroll in
Bruce Hall to the glittering
throne where she was crown-
ed "Miss LeMoyne College"
recently Is Miss Pearlie G.
Owens, of 680 Lyman ave.A
sophomore and an excellent
student, 111,3 Owens succeds
Miss Gloria Wade, a senior,
who held the title for the past
year. The colorful and star-
studded coronation was under
the direction of Prof. Reginald
Morris, of the college's art
department.
MUSING: That perfect mari-
age. Marital happiness is an in-
dividual matter. In most marri-
ages there is one or more undesir-
able traits in either mate. But to
•rawer tionship may be complete. Hap
iFrances 
Thomas and Miss Rosie . • p ly married couples should havesilver, cabinet for plates, a spice
The Gaylettes Social club has 
the same type of friends, the
Peques.
rack, glass holder, slanted they.
elect d 'tt t h 
same ideas about children, similares to hold bottles safe when the' community interests, and by allour most eligible bachelors. . . cart is in motion and an i c
chest.and if you have any suggestions
in this behalf. . you are invited] Brightly colored cast iron,
to contact the Gayletes at 2l52 fashioned much like wicker and
to be held on February 15, at
the Flamingo Room.
J-U-G-S PREPARE FOR BALL
The J-U-G-S met with Josephine
Bridges last Saturday. . .to put
finishing touches to the elaborate
plans for the fifth annual Charity
Ball, to be held on Friday, Feb.
8, at Club Ebony. There, at UM
stroke of midnight, a bevy of
beautiful living-ads will be pre-sented in al/ the pomp and ma-
jesty of a court scene.
The models are carefully select-
ed for beauty, charm, character
and personality. . .and are highly
screened not only by members of
the organization, but from the
teachers of these high school-girlsend other citizens in the commu-
nity.
The living-ads all be sen-
iors this year. . Awhile the cigar-
ette girls will be selected from
' Pert Lillian Benbow of Detroit
screened junior year high school
was given the VIP champagne- 
students. Busy as beavers at the
caviar treatment during her two
meeting were Marie Bradford,
week visit which began just be- Sarah M. Chandler, Gloria Weav-
2". fore the holiday. She was the pre- er. Modene Thompson, Gwen
• holiday guest of fellow-scribe Hu- 
Nash, Helen Cooke, Gerry Ander-
bye it Gadison, just before Ru- son and Erma Lee Laws
Our charming Memphis Co-Ettes
were the guests of member JoyceRayner at a meeting held at the
Dunnavant St., home of their
Where she stopped at the Shera- sponsor - advisor. Miss Erma Lee
, ton Hotel, the headquarters of the
confab. . .and from there toNYC where she arrived on NewYear's Eve, in time for the swankparty attended with her hosts,Marjorie and Wyer Handy. . .andgetting back to Lillian
Bootsie Jackson Ford and Al-marine Davis were co-hostessesat a gay party of former school-mates held at Bootsie's home onlSouth Parkway — attended by]Claris Howard. Ruth M i m 3,1Gwendolyn Bell of Tallahassee,1Fla., Helen Prater. Minnie DaV-?
•
means a desire to accumulate the
same things. (To be continued)
Dear Carlotta:
I have a big porblem on my
or will culminate at their show, nitelY. it used in the "minaret freshman in high school. I am 
Center Studies
Rayner St. This intriguing endeav-. designed to stay outside indeft- hands. I am 15 years old, and a
stayout" group.
The manufacturer says the
furniture can survive Boston
snows and the winter rains of
New Orleans with equal ease and
needs only a hosing down to make
it ready for use.
The group includes a tete-a-tete
piece Composed of t w o chairs
facing one another over a small
umbrella table in an "S" forma-
tion, as well as spring-back easy
chairs, straight chairs and glass-
topped tables.
period.
If you have no concern for this
wife, then think of you own skin.
Do you think that a married
man who would pull up stakes
and run off with you, leaving a
darling wife and baby behind
would give a hoot about what
happens to you once he becomes
tired of you.
He 'ought to be horsewhipped,
and you should be soundly spank-
ed and denied privileges for about
a month. That would give you a
little time to think it over. Ov-
viously you haven't stop to do so
as yet.
Laws, last Sunday, when Mrs.R. Q. Venson discussed the field
of public relations with the groupIt OODSON-PATTERSON RITES
Mrs. Katherine Patterson has
announced the recent marriage of
her daughter, the former Miss
Barbara Patterson to Arthur
Woods,sn. The bride was gradu-
ated find Booker T. Washing-
ton High school and attended Ten-
nessee State university where she
majored in music. She is a well-
known cosmotologist in the city.is. Neets Watson and Ann Willis.r
[ Mr. Woodson, formerly of Indian-
apolis, Ind.. and Cleveland. 0.,
The hen-party was tres intimate was. . .with the gals catching up graduated from Wilberforcei university, where he was pledged
on choice bits of news to bring to Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.Lillian up-to-date on events sincel He is the son of Rev. and Mrs.
she took up residence in Detroit.Lillian was also complimented 
[ Grover Mills of Indianapolis, and
is a member of the faculty of
by Helen and Edwin Prater at Manassas high school.
STITCH AND CHAT CLUB .
The Stitch and Chat sewing
club met with Miss Velma Coch-
ran on Philadelphia, last Wednes-
day night, when Mrs. Ruth Burk
was elected secretary for the
coming year, succeeding M r s.on South Parkway, honoring their' Lula Gibson who had served inhouse ts. Mr. and Mrs. James' that capacity for six years. The
1Wris,h1
Wright o t. Louis. Mo. A New club made their annual contribu-Year them was used throughout lion to the March of Dimes. . .the rooms of the spacious home and enjoyed a delicious supper.. . .and hostess Ezelle was stun-, Their next meeting will be held
. .fling in a black peau de soie i by Mrs. Edna Gillard, at 1182 Tu-dress. Cocktails and hors d'ouev.! sirs.res were served in the den. . .' Last Friday night the lovely,buffet dinner in the dining room,' colorful and cozy confines ofwhere the table was overlaid the home of Mildred and Os-with a handsome Italian Cut lin- 1 car Crawford on North Bellevueen cloth. ' was raison d'etre for the mem-bers is SKC Bridge club to bravethe windy elements to attend
Mildred's elaborate party for theclub. ,
Spicy Ham, Cheese
For The Lunchbox
their home on Quinn. . .by Dr.and Mrs. I. A. Watson. jr., attheir Melrose Cove home. •THE PARKSES FETE
Ezelle and Hannibal Parkswere hosts at a lovely N e wYear's Day party at their home
bye left on her extensive holidaytrip which took her to the AlphaPhi Alpha fraternity's 44th con-vention at Philadelphia Pa
For the lunchbox — a hearty
blue cheese a n d deviled h a m
sandwich spread.
Combine 1 can (41/2 ounces) of
deviled ham, 1/2 cup crumbled
blue cheese (11/2 ounces), 2 table-
spoons mayonnaise, 1 teaspoon
French dressing and 2 teaspoons
prepared mustard. Mix well.
Spread on buttered bread slices.
Makes about one cup.
Present were the Taylor Wards,the Robert Howses (she the for-mer Thelma Fields), Mr. andMrs. R. R. Allen. Leroy and Bet-ty Young, Mr. and Mrs Joe Da- Arriving early to enjoy a leisur-via. Mrs. Margaret Bell of chi-i sly cocktail session and its tempt-cage. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mot- in g canapes and hors d'ouevresrow. Stewart Sartin, Maridelle and then art elegant dinner —Reid, Mr. and Mrs. A. .1. Scott., baked red snapper with lemon-Mrs. Emma McKinney. Mrs. tomato sauce, toured salad,at''. C. Callian, Mrs Laura Roberson, French beans, fancy carrots, hotMr and Mrs. Curtis Armatead, rolls, topped with heavenly appleMrs.-Laura Watson, Mrs. Lilliei pie. . .many calorte-conscioul gal
Centre's Board
Gives Benefit
in love with a married man, who
has a 15-month-old baby. I am
crazy about the baby also.
The man says that he loves me,
and wants to leave with me, but
I am afraid of what my step-
father and mother will do if they
catch us after we leave. Please
give me some advice. Troubled.
Dear Troubled;
The best advice that I can give
you is to grow up. Instead of be-
ing afraid of what your stepfather
and mother will do if they catch
you, you had better stop and fig-
ure out what will happen to you.,
CHICAGO, Ill.
The Wortren's Board of Abraham
Lincoln centre, 700 Oakwood blvd
is sponsoring a benefit rummage
sale, Saturday, Jan. 17, from 10
to 3.
nr. rummage sale will be held
in the basement of the centre.
The public is invited.
Women Between
Ages Of 35-50
A five year study h a a been
started by the Cancer Prevention
center to determine what physical
chabges women undergo between
the ages of 35 and 50,
Dr. F. Lee Stone, director, said
more than 5,000 women are ex-
amined each year at the center.
tossed caution to the winds. Wit-
ty repartee, the result of the ga-
thering of wonderful friends of
many years, and lovely guests,
also grand friends, resulted in a
truly relaxful evening.
A conscientious session of
bridge provided utterly divine
prizes of gold china vases and
hostess dishes to members Alma
Booth, Julia Hopkins and Marion
Pride, and for guests Margaret
Rivers and Frances Hayes. Your
'scribe lamented with Harriet Da-
vis, Juanita Arnold, Bernice Wil-
liams, Harriette Walker, Charles-
teen Miles. Melba Briscoe a n d
Katharine P. Thomas our ill-luck
. . .and praised Mildred to the
highest and stayed and stayed af-
ter the game was over to remi-
nisce and muse the many joys,
sorrows and experiences shared
by this group of friends.
Harriette Walker cut a wide
swath in her gorgeous mink trim-
med white leather coat and a "a
la Garbo" wide brimmed cloche
hat of the same color leather. .
worn over a purple and black
plaid suit. Another lovely leather,
mink trimmed coat was that of
pert Margaret Rivers, hers a
three-quarter length style, of a
pale beige color, while Juanita
Arnold looked like a Spanish sen-
ora in pink and raspberry. . .and
Charlcsteen Mlles lovely in beige
faille and beautiful beige alliga.
tor pumps. ft was the perfect par-
ty to break any holiday doldrums




Mrs. Katheryn Paschall, wife of
Master Sgt. William J. Paschall,
jr., of Texas, along with h e r
children motored here recently to
visit her mother, Mrs. Jessie
Mae Bell, her grandmother, Mrs.
Annie Jones, of 483 Wicks ave.,
and Stanley Mack, a friend of
the family.
Mrs. Paschall's sister, Evelyn,
who is a college student in San
Antonio made the journey also,
bringing one of her college friends
Sammual Miller.
A son of Mrs. Bell, Jack Bell.
jr., motored in from Hot Springs,
Ark., for the family reunion, and




Members of the Alpha Eta
Zeta chapter of the Zeta Phi
Beta sorority met recently at
Tony's Inn for their first regular
meeting of the year, and with
much excitement made plans for
the Founder's Day program to
be given here on Sunday, Jah.
18.
The guest speaker, Dr. Debo-
rah Partridge, grand basileus for
the Zetas will be met by a motor-
cade when she arrives at the
airport on Saturday, and proceed
then to the home of Soror Helen
Waterford, where members will
have a chance to meet Dr. Par-
tridge informally.
THE BIG DAY
Later in the day, a forma
-T1
cocktail party will be given IS
honor of the guest at the Top
Hat and Tails clubhouse. #
The big day for the sorori
will be Sinda y, January
18, when the Zetas present their
grand basileus to the public dur-
ing the Founder's Day program
at the Mt. Pisgah CME Church.
Dr. Partridge, who is expect-
ed to speak on the subject of
inter-group relations, is a disting-
uished educator, and recently
toured Russia with a group of MI
Americans studying education
in the Soviet Union.
Mrs. Mildred P. Home is be-
sileus for the Alpha Eta Zeta
chapter, and Frieda W. Harr, an-
tapokritis.
Oriental Influence In Spring
Hats Will Hide Milady's Face
By MARI' PRIME
NEW YORK — The Oriental in-
fluence in Spring hats accounts
for a new trend — loss of face.
You can't see the woman for
the hat in over-sized coolie shapes
with deep brims, mandarin eve-
ning headdresses swathed in yell-
mg, and Sumse princess crowns,
dripping in flowers.
Brims are so large they hide
the eyes when worn level on the
bead or dip to the shouldrs
when tilted back.
"This Spring, a hat begins with
a brim," said a spokesman for
the Millinery Creators of Ameri-
ca, a group of 17 leading design-
ers who previewed their styles
last week.
The brim may be all there Is
to a hat, with the coiffure form.
ing part of the over-all effect.
One beaded brim has no crown
so the hair is pulled into a peak
to form one.
Swagger hats have exaggerr





Herbs can "spruce up" vege-
tables, says Anita Dean. extension
specialist at Michigan State Um
versity.
To compliment tomatoes, try
basil, marjoram, oregano and
sage.
Nutmeg adds pep to asparagus,
carrots, acorn squash and sweet
potatoes. Or try sage with onions,
succotash, creamed corn. and
pork and beans.
Publish U.S. Books
LONDON — (UPI) — Moscow
radio said Sunday that at least 600
American books have been pub-
lished in the Soviet Union since
World War II, with a total of 50
million "r'
"VARIETY" IS FASHION WATCHWORD
FOR THOSE WHO-SEW-7; .1-OWN
by Evelyn Cnoningham
The beautiful truth about
this season's fashions is that
there are so many variations
of what is new and different.
For the first time in many
years a woman doesn't have
to be a slave to a specific
line, silhouette or hemline.
She can be fashionable in a
dress so loose that it doesn't
touch her body at any point
except the shoulder; she can
be equally smart is • garment
that fits taut under the bust.
line and clings to the hip. She
has her choice of all the off-
RELAXED...11 EASY.... Nike
esteetrble to take yoe enywheee.
The sheath dress in sicevelmee
and hest • scooped seek. The
topping is • hip-length picket
that's hooded red has • fly front
elegise. McCall's Pattern 04702.
glees 12-20. 65#
shoots of the sack and the
many interpretations of the
"Empire" line. The length of
her skirt depends eotirely on
what's best for her and the
depth of her neckline hinges
on her courage.
All this makes sewing-your.
own a, more challenging and
exciting experience. There's
something for everybody. And
there's margin for individual
imagination and ingenuity.
There is no fashion-conscious
woman who can honestly say,
"I don't like the new styles.
They don't do anything for
'ine." There are too many di-
versified styles from which
she may choose, arid unless
she has two heads, she can
find a design that will "do
something" for her.
The blue-violet-green wool
pcint suit is one of those "do
something" garments (Mc-
Call's Pattern 4702). The
sheath dress and bloused
jacket combines two popular
trends. The dress is dart.
fitted, sleeveless and has a
scooped neck. The hip-length
jacket is banded, bas • fly
front closing and a wide col-
lared neck.
In making this outfit, the
choice of color and fabric are
practically limitless. You
might consider a lime shan-
tung, a black lightweight
wool, an orange crepe or a
king blue in one of the new
synthetic mixtures. With just
a little thought, you might
blend two different fabrics,
as velveteen and wool or
printed wool with a plain
wool.
Soft, fresh and youthful, the
other dress was designed ex-
clusively for McCall's by
Givenchy (McCall's Pattern
4663). Although it is • rather
romantic little dress it is as
comfortable as • blouse and
akin. Clever, unpressed darts
at the neckline and waist give
a softness to the bodice and
hip and taper to pencil slim-
ness at the hemline. Two
pockets are se; in the skirt
folds. A wide belt gives it
dash.
Despite its origin in the
house of a fabulous French
designer, this dress is &WIZ-
'Linty easy ,to make. McCall's
new Easy-Rule feature as-
sures quicker, more accurate
fit. It is shown here is one of
the new warp prints with •
solid satin belt. Other sug-
gested fabrics for this pattern
are crepe, shantung, printed
silk or cotton, tissue faille,
sures, jersey and tissue.
weight wool.
Weekly Fashion Sewing Tip:




pressed dams at the weeklies ash
waist add softness et the bodice
and hip. The wewly widened belt
adds amok to Mr all's Pauses
#4663 deeigsed by da Giveschy.
Sizes 10-I& 111.00.
come with upturned brims at royal blues, vivid yellows, papal-
least six inches wide, cartwheels ha and a shock pink called "Cher.
and picture hats have enormousry Fizz." Beige and bone whi
brims, and skimmers sport brimsj are the neutralizers.
that are longer in front, wornV Straw is back — textured and
well hack on the hairline, soft for draping, or stiff for sail.
About the only hats with nat. ors and rollers. Chiffon, veiling
row brims are cloches or turbans and organcy also are used wide.
with just a tiny lift at the edge. ly.
Flowers are everywhere. On
top of hats, bobbing on brims,
completely covering pillboxes and
hanging free at the side.
Look for lots of veils and long
scarves which wrap around the
neck.
Colors are clear and bright—
WAC VISITE RECRUITER —
Private Ella B. Oakley, 18,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.




Mrs. Esperanta Llaguno trru-
tie, wife of Cuba's provisional
president Manuel Urrutia, is an
attractive, soft-spoken but de•
terrhined woman.
She plans ' take an active role
in promoting the lot of Cuban
women in the new Cuba.
Her biggest task, she feels, is
to raise the moral standards of
Cuba's women.
"I am a woman of my home
which is spiritually Catholic and
and I will work above all to ele-
vate the women of my country,
who unfortunately have descend- ]
ed so much," she said shortly
after her husband took office.
She feels the women of Cuba
should have more responsibility.
She plans a program to end the
"frivolousness" which fostered im-
ritocality under the Batista re-
gime.
But she frankly conceded that
developments in Cuba had moved
SJ fast "that time has not per-
mitted the formation of a definite
program.-
One thing she planned on doing,
she said, is to embark on a pro-
gram of "anonymous assistance"
to those women who must work
She believes such aid must be
anonymous in order that it may
not be mistaken for an attempt
to gain political or personal pres-
tige.
Mrs. Urnitia, 40, was born in
Las Villas Province, as :Nil her
husband.
She has three children, t w o
sons. Alejandro, 2.1, and Jorge,
14, born in Cuba and a five-month
old girl, Victoria Esperanza, who
was born in New York City.
Mrs. Urrutia accompanied her
husband into exile and she plans
to help him restore true democra-
cy to Cuba.
"The liberty Cube now breathes
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SFC Lafayette J. Harris, U. S. '
Army recruiter, and demon.
strates her ability on the of-
fice typewriter. Pvt. Oakley
Is a graduate of the Army's
Clerical .chool which was of-
fered her under the Artily's.
High School Graduate Plan at
time she enlisted last Aug-
ust. Currently on furlough,
Pvt. Oakley will report WM
to ker assignment with the
Women's Army Corps Detach-
ment at Fort Knox,
NEED MONEY?
Beat the high cost ef living—
be a successful cosmetic sales-
man or woman. A complete
nationally established brand
line that most everyone knows




734 Vance A 
DAINTINESS'
yoors...with "Lysol"!
Just as lotions and creams
protect your beauty, "Ly sol"
protects your daintiness!
For douching with
"Lysol" stops odor by killing
odor-causing germs. You know
you can't offend!
Yet new "Lysol" is mild.
Can't harm you. Leaves you
sweet and clean!
Discover new daintiness.
Use "Lysol" brand disinfectant
regularly—and beanie of your
daintiness!
For free booklet




























































































































sat,. Jan. 17, 1959
AFTER FAILING to elude Notre
Dame's Tom Reinhart (riht)
Purdue's Wilson Eison (21) looks
for a receiver in fourth game of
Hoosier Classic between Purdue
and Notre Dame recently at In-
dianapolis. Purdue won, 74-59.
UPI Telephoto
George Raft Offers $450-Gs
For Sugar Ray-Archie Bout
MIAMI BEACH - (UPI) -
Movie actor George Raft says he
will offer middleweight champion
Ray Robinson $450,000 to fight
light heavyweight champion Ar-
chie Moore in Havana for Moore's
title.
Raft, who recently arrived from
revolt-torn Cuba where he is part-
owner of a plush hotel, earlier
guaranteed heavyweight champi-
on Floyd Patterson $400,000 to de-
fend his title in the Cuban capi-
tol.
Raft said he also may try to
arrange for a la-round match be-
tween Cuba's Nino Valdes a n d
Sweden's -Ingem a r Johansson,
with the winner claiming the
heavyweight title.
The actor added, however, he
is after. only one of the three
matches.
He said he would go to New
York next week to discuss the of-
fers with Robinson and Cus D'
Amato, Patterson's manager. Doc
Kearns, Moore's manager, a n d
Robinson both said they liked the
idea, Raft said.




NEW YORK - (UPI) - Os-
car Robertson of Cincinnati, ma-
jor college basketball's defending
scoring champion, still is on top
in this season's race but his av-
erage is shrinking.
Latest NCAA figures, which in-
cluded games of Jan. 0, showed
Robertson in front with an aver-
age of 34.3 points a game, only
four points ahead of runnerup Jim
Hagan of Tennessee Tech. Ro-
bertson won the title last season
as a sophomore with a 35.1 av-
erage.
Miami (Fla.) and Cincinnati
were 1-2 team scoring for the
second straight week, with 88.5
and 87.0-point averages. Boston
university and California reman-
ed the top defensive outfits with
marks of 50.8 and 51.0 points.
Robertson started his junior
campaign with a rush, averaging
42.7 points in his first three starts.
But in his last six games, he bare-
ly bettered 30 points a game, av-
eraging only 28.8 in his last four.
Hagan was second with a 30.3
average and Bailey Howell of
Mississippi State was third with
a 28.9 mark. Don Hennon of Pitts-
burgh, the only man among the
top six scorers who was able to
improve his average last week,
was fourth with a 28.1 average.
Leo Byrd of Marshall was fifth
at 27.1 and Bob Ayersman of Vir-
ginia Tech was sixth at 25.1.
Jerry West otiWest Virginia was
eighth with a .8 average but led
in total points, with 322 in 13
games.
Leroy Wright of College of the
Pacific took over the rebounding
lead, recovering 259 of 1,152 avail-
able rebounds for a .225 percen-
tage. Gene Tormohlen of Tennes-
see was runnerup with a .219
mark.
Mel Kessler of Muhlenberg took
over first place in field goal ac-
curacy, sinking 41 of 134 for a .641
mark. Ralph Crosthwaite of Wes-
tern Kentucky was second with
a .623 percentage. Granville Wil-
liams of Morehead Sta'e led in
free throw accuracy, sinking 28
of 30 for a .933 percentage. Ron
Schwingen of Loyola (I11.) was
runnerup with a .912 mark.
Cepeda Set
For Altar
SAN JUAN, P. R. - (UPI)
Orlando Cepeda, the National
League Rookie of the Year, an-
nounced his engagement here.
The 21-year-old first baseman,
a native of Puerto Rico who cur-
rently is playing baseball here,
said he was "honored" by the
rookie award.
Cepeda will be married to An-
nie Pino, a 16-year-old student at
Albert Einstein High school in
nearby Barrio Obrero.
Tony Dupas Wins Close
Decision Over Davis
STOCKTON, Calif. - (UPI) -
Tony Dupas, brother of fighter
Ralph Dupas of New Orleans, out-
boxed Ted (Red Top) Davis to
win a close 10-round decision
here. •
Refree John Vino had Dupes,
98-96 on the basis of his strength
and reach. Dupas, who suffered a
bruise under his eye in the sec-
ond round, was more aggressive
than his opponent.
Dupas of Stockton, weighed
1401/2. Davis weighed 143. Dupas
fights Phil Moyer in Portland,
Ore., Jan. 20.
staged, it will be held in Ha-
vana's Sports Palace and carried
throughout the United States over




CLEVELAND, Ohio - (UPI) -
Pitchers Herb Score and Don Fer-
rarese, utility infielder Billy Har-
ers Herb Score and Don Ferra-
rese, utility infielder Billy Ilar-
rell and rookie outfielder Don
Dillard were signed to 1959 sea-
son contracts by the Cleveland
Indians bringing to 21 the num-
ber of players to come to terms.
Score, a southpaw strikeout
specialist, was hampered by a
sore arm last season. He won
two and lost three as he appear-
ed in 12 games and hurled only
41 innings.
Smashed in the eye by a line
drive off the bat of Yankee out-
fielder Gil McDougald in May of
1957, Score was out the rest of
that season, lie was fully recov-
ered from his eye injury this
past year. reported that his arm
is well and that he hoped to re-
turn to his 1956 form when he
posted a 20-9 mark.
Ferrarese, with a 3-4 mark in
1958, turned in his best efforts in
the latter part of the season.
Ilarrell, hampered by a sore leg
last season appeared in 101




SAN JUAN, P R (UPI)
First-baseman Orlando Cepeda of
the San Francisco Giants, the
National League's Rookie of the
Year in 1958, said he will ask for
a $20,000 contract this year.
"The award gives me ammuni-
tion for demanding a pas' increase
to $20,000," said the 21-year-aid
Cepeda when notified of his selec-
tion. "I feel honored for myself
and for Puerto Rico. I hope my
good fortune will encourage my
fellow Puerto Ricans to try to
excell in sports - especially base-
ball."
Cepeda said he suffered a
sprained back muscle a month
ago and still has difficulty bend-
ing but added he is not worried.
He plans to report to the Giants'
Phoenix, Ariz., spring training
camp on Feb. 22.
M. C. Burton Top
Scorer With 51
In 2 Big 10 Tilts
The first big 10 conference bas-
ketball statistic of the season
showed center I,arry Huston of
Ohio State a top individual scorer
with an average of 30 points in
the single conference game he
has played.
But M. C. Burton of Michigan
was the :eading scorer with 51
points in two games for a ,.25.5
average. Burton also led in re-
bounds with 41.
•




BOSTON - (UPI)-First base-
midi Orlando Cepeda of the San
Francisco Giants, making it
Olti.ANDO CEPEDA. San Fran-
Giants first bake .nan, who i
'Ix unanimous choice as Nation-
il Le.gue's Rookie of the Year'
lward fir 1958.
strictly no contest, was the unani-
mous choice as the National
League's Rookie of the Year for
1958.
Selection of Cepeda, who was a
major factor in the Giants' sur-
prising climb to third place last
season, was announced here by
Hy Hurwitz. secretary - treasurer
of the Baseball Writers Associa-
tion of America.
There was absolutely no com-
petition for Cepeda, who wound up
the league seventh top hitter
wit)' a .312 batting average in 148
games. Only other rooki^ ever to
be named unanimously was
Frank Robinson of Cincinnati in
1956.
The six-foot-two, 200 - pound Ce-
peda was named for the award
on each of the 21 ballots cast
by a selection committee com-
posed of members of the Base-
ball Writers' Association. Ordin-
arily. the committee is made up
of 24 writers, three from each
National League city, but only 21
voted this time for some unex-
plained reason
Cepeda was far add away the
best new hitter to enter the Na-
tional League last season. He col-
lected 309 total bases, including
38 doubles, 25 homers and four
triples while driving in 96 nins.
Virtually all N.L. pitchers
agree Cepeda's showing in 1958
was not .one of those "one-year
things."
The 21-year-old native of Ponce.
P.R., says "I see no pitch vet
cannot hit" and doesn't ap-
pear to be talking through his
baseball hat.
He is something of a . hitting
handed and has plenty of power,
oddity in that he bats, right-
'yet gets many of his hits in the
right field - or wrong field-sec-
tor.
Cepeda, whose father, Pedro, is
still a legend in Puerto Rican
baseball circles, has only four
years experience in organized
baseball. He broke in with Salem
of the Appalachian League in
1955 as a third baseman and
moved to Kokomc the same sea-
son where he wound up leading
the league with a .393 average.
With St. Cloud of the Northern
League In 1956, de batted .355 to
lead the league again and in
1957, he hit. 309 with Minneapolis
of the American Association.
The Giants signed Cepeda to a
$7,500 contract at the start of 1958
and owner Horace Stoneham vol-
untarily increased the amount to
$10,000 by mid-season.
Immediately following the end
of the regular National 1,eague
season, Cepeda returned to Puer-
to Rico to play winter ball.
"If I didn't go home." he ex-
plained, "they'd call me a swell
heaJ."
Latest averages reveal that Ce-
peda is leading the Puerto Rican





Middleweight Bobby Boyd said
he wants a title fight and holly
Slims, who lost Wednesda y
wants "any fight just so it ain't
in Chicago."
Unranked Boyd, campaigning
to -egain the No. I spot he held
in 1956, was awarded a narrow
decision over the seventh ranked
Mims in a 10-rounder at the Chi-
cago Stadium.
Boyd, a 25-year-old Chicagoan
who has always failed in the big
ones, came near mising again,
picking up most of his pciints in
the middle rounds sandwiches be-
tween a shaky start and -a 10th
round in which he served as a
steady target for the 29,year-old
veteran from Washington, D. C.
But Boyd and Manager Bernie
Glickman figured it was good
enough.
"We certainly deserve a move
Into the rankings now," Glickman
said.
Boyd, joining in after a shower,
was asked if he agreed with his
manager.
"I agree, 1 think I fought to get
a shot at the title," Boyd said.
Manager Nick Trotta did most
of the talking for Mims.
"I won't say we were robbed,"
he started off. "Let's just say
Boyd wooled:et be allowed to fight
in that dirty way in any other
town.
"We would have won this fight
In any other city because Boyd
wouldn't be allowed to p u s h,
maul, and use his elbows the way
he does," Trotta added.
Trotta charged that Boyd, pos-
sessing a 31/2 pound advantage at
160 pounds, tried to shove Mims
through the ropes "at least six
times."
"You wouldn't think there was
a referee in the ring." he said
bitterly.
Tretta said he planned no pro-
test. "We just don't want to fight
this guy in Chicago. That's all."
The victory for Boyd was his
second in three fights over Mims.
He beat Mims in Chicago in 1956
and the pair fought a draw Jan.
1957. In Miami Beach, Fla,
Art Aragon
KOs Bogart
ALBUQUERE, N. M. -
(UPI) -, Art (Golden Boy ) Ara-
gon, weighing in at 151 pounds,
knocked out Jess Bogart of San
Antonio, Tex., in 1:40 seconds of
the second round at Albuquer-
que's Civic Auditorit m.
The Los Angeles Golden boy,
born in Belen, N. M., displayed
his profile to 4,000 friendK fans
during the dull first round of a
scheduled ten.
Aragon opened the second stan-
za with a fearsome array of com-
binations and flattened his 150-lb.
opponent in short order.
NEW YORK - (UPI) - The
New York State Harness Racing
Commission has revoked the own-
er's license of Benjamin Grosberg
of Detroit because of false state-
ments made in his license appli-
HOLLY MIMS scored with a
vicious right to the head of
Chicagoan Bobby Boyd in the
first round of their nationally
A LEFT TO TIIE CHIN by
Bobby Boyd almost buckles
Washington's Holly Mims in
third round of their Chicago
televised middleweight bout at
Chicago Stadium Wednesday
night. Boyd rallied to take the
split decision. Defender photo
by Rhoden.
Stadium encounter Wednesday
night. Boyd swarmed over
Mims to win a split verdict
in ten rounds. Defender photo
by Rhoden.
Coach Claims 'Big 0'
Gets Away With Murder
DES MOINES Iowa. - (UPI)
-Drake Coach Maurice John
thinks Cincinnati's fabulous Oscar
Robertson gets away with murder
when he heads for the basket to
score. •
John, who watched Cincinnati




ATLANTA - According to Dr.
Frank L. Forbes, chairman, De-
partment of Athletics, Morehouse
College has been awarded a chap-
ter in the national honorary Ath-
letic Fraternity of Sigma Delta
Psi, which was founded at the Uni-
versity of Indiana in the spring of
1912. The .chapter at Morehouse
is listed as "Delta Omicron."' It
is the only chapter registered on
the national list in the name of
a college for Negroes.
Sigma Delta Psi stands for "the
body the servant of ' the mind,"
and is designed to be the physical
counterpart of the academic hon-
or societies.
It purposes to encourage com-
prehensive physical development
of college students, to give im-
petus to the acquirement of skill
in accomplishment, to require of
a man that his muscles be train-
ed to respond to his will - in a
word, to make of his body what
the college curriculum is endea-
voring to make of his mind - a
thing 'rained to be resouo.,ive and
to work with the smallest waste
of energy.
The distinction of being the first
and only college for Negroes to
be awarded a chapter in Sigma
Delta Psi is primarily the ^esult
of the efforts of Coach Henry
Darlington of the Morehouse Phy-
sical Education staff. Coach Dar-
lington is an "Active Member"
of the Springfield (Mass.) College
chapter, where he established a
new, national record in qualifying
in the fifteen test items required.
Other chater members of the
Sigma Delta Psi chapter at More-
house are: Duke Foster. Jr., Frank
L. Forbes, James E. Haines and
Calvin Williamson
TRENTON, N.J. - (UPI) -
Gov. Robert B. Meyner of New
Jersey. an amateur tennis player,
will play in a doubles match at
an all-star benefit performance
at Trenton. Feb. 8.
Grambling
Grabs Pair
NEW ORLEANS - Fred Hob-
dy's Grambling Tigers showed
much class and native ability to
move a basketball from one end
of the hardwood court to another
as they crushed Southern on Fri
day 103-88, and returned to the
finals of Xavier's 9th annual Boll-
day doubleheader to dump Dillard
90.68.
The North Louisiana team was
never in danger throughout the
two contests as they added their
8th and 9th victories of the sea-
son without a defeat. In nine
games they have averaged better
than ninety points per game.
The most interesting contest of
the four game series was contri-
buted by Southern and Xavier as
they battled for third place ho-
nors. Southern was ahead 37-30 at
halftime and looked like easy win-
ners at the ten minute mark of
the second period with a twelve
point lead.
It was then that Israel Joseph
came to life and sank ten points
in three minutes of play. Kenneth
Author hit from the floor and
Xavier was leading by one point
with 90 seconds left in the game.
The lead shifted several times
and tie counts were registered
four times before Southern's Clin-
ton Brooks hit on a lay up as the
game ended 78-75L.
James Hooper of Grambling
with 30 points in the first game
and 22 against Dillard was select-
ed by a group of coaches for the
Wylon Award given to tht most
valuable player of the Doublehead-
er.
Jerry Barr, high point man in
the second game with 24, was
only one point behind Hooper in
the voting.
Selected on the "Best Five" for
the two nights were Kenneth Au-
thor, New Orleans, La.. of the
Xavier Gold Rush; Clinton Brooks,
Galveston, Tex., from Southern
University and Ralph Laster. Det-
han Ala.. from the Dillard Blue
Devils tied for fifth place; Ho-
ward Willis, Junction City, La.;
Jerry Barr, Bastrop, La.; and
James Hooper, Tallulah, La.;
from the Grambling Tigers.
time. said. "I sure think Oscar
gets away with a lot of charg-
ing under the basket."
A number of other coaches, es-
pecially those in the Missouri
Valley Conference who have to
send their teams against the "Big
0," have complained that offici-
als let Robertson get away with
a lot of fouling.
John, a freshman coach in the
conference this year. did hold out
some hope for the other Missou-
ri Valley Conference.
"Maybe by next year, Wilt
Chamberlain will have moved
from the Globetrotters and A b e
Saperstein will be looking for a
drawing card and convince Oscar
he should turn pro," John said.
Saperstein :was able to talk
Chamberlain into giving up his
last year of college eligibility at
Kansas and join the Globetrotters
for one year before joining the
Philadelphia Warriors of the pro-
fessional ranks.
John, who spoke before the Des
Moines Basketball Writers group,
said playing at Cincinnati is a
real tough job for a visiting
beat Oscar, you have to beat that
team. "You not only have to
crowd," John said. He said they
were a very noisy crowd work-
ing for their team all the time.
He said the referees took a
beating in the Cincinnati - Bradley
game also. "I be, those refs had
saddle sores after that game;
both coaches 'rode' them hard
every time they ran past the
benches," John said.
writers.
The 27-year-old Banks. named
the National League's Most Val-
uable Player for 1958, set a ma-
jor league record last season for
home runs hit by a shortstop
with 47. The Dallas, Tex., athlete
also drove in 129 runs and batted
.313.
Banks wil receive the award
at the Boston Baseball Writers
dinner Jan. 29. Other celebrities
who will appear at the dinner in-
clude retiring American League
President Will Harridge, Joe Cro-
nin, Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, Gov. Foster 'urcolo, Jac-
kie Jensen, Vic Wertz and Jimmy
Piersall.
Ott, a Baseball Hall of Famer
who hit more homers than any
other man in National League
history while playing for the New
York Giants,
Mel Ott Award
J 0 H N GREEN, Michigan
State's sensational center, who
is one of the top performers
in the Big Ten this year. Fans
expect Long Joh, to win All-




SAN FRANCISCO - One of the
greatest receptions in professional
basketball history wil. be tendered
the Harlem Globetrotters when
they arrive here to display their
cage magic Friday. Jan. 23.
Advance ticket sales at the his-
toric Cow Palace here assure the
Globetrotters a sell-out, standing-
room only crowd. This capacity
audience is in keeping with past
Trotter appearances in this sec-
To Ernie Banks 
tor. San Francisco fans virtually
adopted Abe Saperstein's amazing
quintet some fifteen years ago and
hOSTON - ( UPI) - Shortstop their enthusiasm for the team has
Ernie Banks of the Chicago Cubs never diminished.
was named winner of this first The fact that Wilt (The Stilt)
annual Mel Ott Memorial Award,! 
Chamberlain, the fabulous ex-
given by the Boston Baseball Kansas University immortal, will
be making his first appearance as
a professional here has also ati.
mutated interest.
Reports out of the East Insist
that the Globetrotters' $65,000
rookie wonder is a greater perform-
er than San Francisco's all-timo
great, Big Bill Russell, now star-
ring with the Boston Celtics. Sao
Francisco fans 'find tbat hard to
believe. They're coming out to
see for themselves.
Others in the West who havie
seen Russell and regard him as
that section's greatest will view,
Chamberlain with critical eyes
next when he appears with the
Trotters in the following cities:
Jan. 16 - Hutchinson, Kan.; 11'
- Denver, Col.; 18 - (Travel)
19- Provo, Utah; 20 - Salt Lake
City, Utah; 21 - (Travel); 22 -
Stockton, Cal.; 23 s•-• SAN FRAN-
CISCO, Cal.; 24 - Oakland, Cal.
This Judge Means Business,
Says Newk 'Better Be Here'
NEW.RK, N. J. - (UPI)-A
county judge warned that major
league hurler Don Newcombe
"had better be here Jan. 26"'
when the Ciocinnati Redlegs'
hurler and his two brothers are
to stand trial on charges of as-
saulting a former policeman.
Essex County Judge Walter
Conklin issued the warning in
agreeing to postpone the trial be-
cause Newcombe is in Venezuela.
The trial had been scheduled to
start Jan. 5.
Newcombe and his brothers,
Harold anad Norman, arescharged
with assaulting former East Or-
ange policeman Ulysses Ross, 36,
in a Dec. 22, 1957 brawl at the
Newcombe tavern here.
At the same time, it was dis-
closed that Ross has,, filed a
$150,000 civil suit against the, bro-
thers for injuries suffered in the
alleged brawl.
In agreeing to the postpone-
ment, recommended by Assistant
Prosecutor Maurice McKeown,
Conklin warned that Don "h a d
better be here Jan. 26."
"He can be here within 24
hours," McKeown said.
Don and Norman have pleaded
innocent to charges of atrocious
assault and battery. Harold has
pleaded iniu,cent to charges of
possessing a revolver with intent
to use it.
Ross claims that the Cincinnati
pitcher and Norman ejected him
bodily from their Newark bar
and that Harold then threatened
him with a gun.
The brothers claim they were
within their rights in removing
Ross from the bar.
"The man created a disturb-
ance in the tavern and I put him
out. That's all there is to it,"
Don claimed.
Ross filed his damage suit last
week but no papers have been
served as yet.
The Ross incident was one of
several involving the Newcombes.
Ilarold was arrested last April
13 and later convicted of assault-
ing Policeman Edward Coates in
the Newcombe tavern. Coates
said the tavern was open after
the legal 2 a.m., closing time,
and, when he entered And ad-
monished Harold. the latter slug-
ged him twice.
Don hit the headlines during
the 1956 world series when a
parking lot attendant at Ebbets
Field, Brooklyn, claimed the pit.
cher punched him in the stom-





LOS ANGELES - (UP11-Fea.
therweight champion Hogan Kid
Bassey's non-title win over Mex-
ico's Ernest Para and Don Jor-
dan's upset win over welterweight
champion Virgil Akins received
top honors for December f r o ist
the Southern California Boxing
Writers' association.
The Bassey-Parra bout w a
named "Fight of the Month"
for December and became eligi-
ble for the "Fight of the Year'.
award to be presented at the
Boxing Writers' seventh annual






MIAMI - (UPI) - Clete&
lives said that many horseplay.
ers across the country hay•
been getting results from the
seat of John Quartrone's pants.
Quartrone, 31, who said he
was from New York, was pick-
ed up Jan. 9. Officers said his
had a tiny transistor radio at-
tarhe'it to his belt In the back,
and that the, antenna ran down
his leg.
Investigator* surmised that
Quartrone sent race results
from the track to an accom-
plice iii s neawby automobile,
who in turn relayed them to a
clearing house for distribution
across the country.
Quartrone was charged wilt
violation of the law which pre.
hibits transmission of restate





For the annual observance of
National Negro History celebra-
or
Lion the Chicago Music Associa-
tion, will present a "Musical Por-
trait" of four distinguished Amer- NEW YORK — For the first
lean composers, William Grant time in its 49-year history, income
Still, W. C. Handy, J. Rosamond from all sources to the National
Johnson, and Edward Margetson. Association for the Advancement
The musical presentation to be of Colored People exceeded
held at Coppin AME church, 5633 $1,000,000, Roy Wlkins, executive
S. Michigan ave., Sunday, Feb. 1, secretary, reported to the Associa-
at 4:30 pito., will feature compo- tion's annual meeting here.
taking by these outstanding com- He recalled that in 1953, Dr.
poser musicians and quite an sr- Channing H. Tobias, chairman ofray of local performers will
the Association's Board of Direc-take part in the annual pro-
tors "spurred us to adopt a free-gram, under the chairmanship of
don; campaign with a goal ofMiss Alethea F. Baham.
For a number of years the As-
sociation has presented these pro-
grams for benefit of the public
and the music lovers and through
the years .restive works of new
and well known composers from
$1,000,000 a year to wipe out dis-
crimination by 1963, the centennial
of the Emancipation Proclama-
tion.
"I am very happy to announce,'
the NAACP leader said, "that al-
First Time
ordered by the Board to be trans-
ferred to the general fund from
reserves, so that the final deficit
amounts to $1,183.
"In 1957, through Dec. 20, our
deficit was $52,734."
..iEETING CITES GAINS
The NAACP "had a good year
in 1958," Wilkins said.
"We had our share of obstacles,
but these seemed not to be as
formidable as those of 1956, the
year in which the segregationists
hit their full stride of opposition
to the Association and to desegre-
gation," he asserted.
Both memberships and income
were up over 1957, the NAACP
leader reported. He lauded the
though it took us five years tothe Negro race have been pre- work of the varions units and de-
sented under most favorable reach Dr. Tobias' target, we did partments of the Association in
conditions and by well trained have in 1958, a million-dollar year. acleeving these results.
musicians and artists. Bear in mind that the figures I Despite these gainst Wilkins said,
While W. C. Handy, the world quote are through Dec. 22 only. "we cannot afford to become sat-
famous composer of the "Saint
Louis Blues" occupies an impor-
tant place' or the program, Wil-
liam Grant Still, whom Leopold
Stokowski called one of America's
greatest composers, will share
the spotlight performance - wise
along with J. Rosamond Johnson,
WM. GRANT STILL
whose works have been heard all
over the world and Edward Mar-
getson, a composer comparative-
ly unknown in this section of the
country.
r The Committee working with
Miss Baham, include Mrs. Lena
McLin, Mrs, Ruth C. Ellis, Mrs.
Della Mae Collins, Mrs. Lois B.
Winrow, Mrs. Olivia B. Galloway,
William Robinson, Sylvester




During the vocal workshop held
at the Jan. 4, meeting of the Chi-
cago Music Association, at Lin-
coln Center, att.( ntior of t h e
group was turned to the all im-
portant phase of music making
interpretation. Discussion, with
demonstrations consumed t h e
time allowed for the workshop
and singers were called on to
sing working rangings from ear-
ly Italian classics, German Lie-
der, arias from oratorio, to Eng-
lish swigs.
The first session of the work
shop was directe by the "resi-
dent, and writer of this column.
Sineers who appeared were Theo-
dore McEwing, Lorenzo Stalling,
baritones; Earnestine Maso n,
Ruth C. Ellis, and Hattye C. Mil-
ler, sopranos.
Eleanor Paschal and Clarice
Saunders, were the accompanists.
Prior to the lively discussion
and demonstration, Piof, a n d
Mrs. J. Wesley Jones were intro-
gave remarks concerning their
recent trip to St. Louis, Mo.,
when, they were giests at the
Mid V. hoard meeting of theNato. ,eiatioa of Negro
dimed --embers and in turn
GOOD FOOD—With more than
7,11115 visitors on hand for Highsoma Senior Das at ..nd T
Oalliege last week, good tasty
Nmml aerve6 at both luncheon
"They include monies which
came to the .iational office only,
not the funds raised and retained
by the branches. The final report
for the entire year will have to
include the receipts and expendi-
tures of Dec. 23 through Dec. 31,
together with certain year-end ad-
justments. But the Dec. 22 figures gation process; curbing of the ()b-
are as follows: buster in the Senate; enactment
"From all sources—$1,017,471.15.1 of additional and stronger civil
"This is broken down as follows: rights legislation; expansion of the
general fund income, $803,434.89; Negro vote throughout the coun-
life memberships, $177,330.27 try; defense of the NAACP against
(net); and bequests, $36,705.99." legislative and other attacks made
Only the general fund monies o.i it; protection of NAACP mem-
are available for regular opera- bers against intimidation and eco-
tions of the Association, Mr. Wilk- nomic reprisals and strengthen- AT HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR
Ins pointed out. "The bequests ing and revitalization of state and DAY — These students attending
go into a reserve fund to be voted local units of the Association. High School Senior Day at A and
out only by Board action. A per- "We enter our Golden Anniver- T College last week had opera-
tentage of the life membership sity 50th year with pride, but also
funds is transferred each year to with determination," Mr. Wilkins
the general fund, but the rest is told the officers and members of
held in reserve, subject to vote the Association, "not resting on
of the Board for emergencies or what we have done, magnificent
special projects, as that is, but full of the convic-
"Of our general fund total," tion that our crusade, because it
the NAACP leader continued, "the
branch memberships accounted
for $347,277 and the branch con-
tributions to the Freedom Fund
accounted for $109,946 or a total
of $457.224. A net total of $88,153
came from members-at-large,
contributors, and fund raising ac-
tivities. The net income from the
sale of Holiday Seals was $60,645. Clarence Mitchell, director of the
The branches sent in $99.735 for Association's Washington bureau;
isfied, or to rest now that victory
seems so close. The final s'ruggle
Is always the hardest and much
of what we have won to date can
be lost if we falter."
Among unfinished business for
the Association, he declared, are:
completion of the school desegre-
subscriptions to our official mag-
azine, THE CRISIS.
"Against this total general fund
Income of $803,434, we spent or
appropriated a total of $829,617,
leaving a deficit of $26,183. How-
ever, during the year $25,000 was
is right, because it is democratic
and because it is American in the
finest sense of that term, must be
crowned with success."
Other staff members submitting
reports to the annual meeting in-
cluded: James Ivy, editor of THE
CRISIS! official NAACP organ;
Herbert Hill, labor secretary;
Rev. Edward J. Odom, jr., church
secretary; Herbert L. Wright,
youth secretary; Robert L. Carter,
general counsel: Gloster B. Cur-
rent, director of branches: and




Saunders reported new members
as McEwing, well known choral
director and baritone soloist, and
Walter Henri Dyett, director of
band music at DuSable High
school, and the Imperial director
of promotion of the Shriners or-
ganization.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Ruth C. Ellis, chairman of the
December program, and the meet-
ing ended with the group being
led in the hymn Bless Be The Tie
That Binds, by Prof. J. Wes-
ley Jones.
THE THIRD ANNUAL All Star
Musical presented by the Illinois
Association of Club Women, will
be held Sunday, Jan. 18, at 4 p.m
at Bethel AME church, 45th St., at
Michigan ave. The program will
be presented by the Jacksonian
Trio, Gertrude Smith Jackson.
Taylor. and the Si. Mark
Methodist church choir, Walter E.
Gossette, director. Mrs, Cather-
ine Johnson, is chairman of the
program and Mrs. Alice M. Foy
is president of the association.
and dinner in record time of I
little more than two hours. The
youngster,. consumed more than
1010 lbs I .urkev. lhs of
barn, 1,500 lbs, of green vege•
Arkansas
The famous Eladiola Garden
club of West Warren entertained
with their annual Christmas par-
ty in the St. James AME church.
Lovely gifts were exchanged, pic-
tures made, games played and
the honored guests were enter- Elder John H. Webb of New Or-
tained with Christmas carols and leans, La., was a recent visitor
were served a complete dinner, in the home of his daughter and
Everyone enjoyed this great occa- son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
BOLIVAR
lions of an Army field telephone
system explained to them by
George Bolden, right, Durham,
a cadet officer in the Army
Tennessee
sion. The president of the club,
Mrs. Ethel Feaster seemed very
pleased with the fine cooperation
given her. She was elected to this
office over five years ago.
All persons who have birthdays
in the months of November, De-
cember and January were enter-
tained in Bethel AME church's
cafeteria New Year's eve befOre
watch meeting service. Honorees
are all members of Bethel.
St. James AME church in West
Warren held its first quarterly
conference last Sunday with Rev.
C. M. Hawkins presiding. Rev. R.
L. Lillie, pastor.
tables. ROO loaves of bread and
10,000 ,ervings of ice I, I ram. hp-
parently pleased with the food
are from left to right: Mary
Sue Daye, Beatrice Carter,
Funeral services for Mrs. Kiz-
zie Harris were held at Oak Hill
Baptist church Rev. J. R.
Grimes delivered t he e u I ogy.
Some of those who attended the
funeral from out of town were
Mrs. Monday and husband; her
grandsons; Zack Harris of Buffa-
lo, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Harris of St. Louis, Esther B.
Harris of St. Petersburg; Mr. and
Mrs. Rodgers and Miss Viola But-
ler.
Mr. Prince A. Saha Is visiting
his family.
Miss Opal Teodman spent the
weekend in Clarksville with Miss
Betty Hampton.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jones spent
the holidays here with their par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Stonewall
Bills, Sr., and Mrs. Laura Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Grady of
Mass., the former Lizzie Spinks,
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Nel-
son spent the holidays with Mr.
and Mrs. Ridley Miller.
* • •
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Compton of 101 Davis St.
Mr. and Mrs. T. V. Avant of
Middleton St., and Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Muskgrove spent the holi-
days in Memphis. Tenn., with
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Moore. Sr.,
of 478 So. Market St., visited re-
cently in the home of their daugh-
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Battle and their son and
daughter-in-law. Mr. and m r s.
James !Moore all in Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Thomps.pn
of Bogalusa. La., were recent
visitors in the home of their sis-
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
James Barbour, Smithfield, N.
C., V e guide; Mice Anderson
and Sony a 510
came from the Pleasant Grove
High School at Burlington, N. C.
Mrs. Frank Compton of 101 Davis
Street.
Grady and Brady Jones, twins
and twice brothers and sons of
Mr. and Mrs. Baby Ruth Jones
of 218 Daugherty St,, are looking
forward to the baseball season of
1959. They belong to the Mound
City team. They play second
base and third base respectively.
Grady's batting average for 1958
was .290 with six doubles and
five triples. Brady played second
base, batting average was .310
with four home runs, two triples
and five doubles. Watch the Jones
boya this year.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gates of
218 Tanyard St., were in Birming-
ham. Ala., last weekend to at-
tend the funeral of Mr. Gates'
mother, Mrs. Lucia Edward. Mrs.
Edward was a school teacher and
had taught for several years.
Mrs. Alice Ingram of Chicago,
Ill., was a visitor recently in the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Moore of 439 Riverside
Drive. Mrs. Ingram also visited
her brothers and sisters here in
Jackson. The Moore family visit-
ed another son and brother, Mr.1
and Mrs. Levi Moore at Ripley,
Tenn.
Mr. General B. BrAks of the
U. S. army was at home on fur-
lough recently visiting his aunt,
Mrs. Mary Phelps. Mr. Brooks is
presently stationed at Fort Can-
non, N. J.
Mrs. Sue Crawley, wife of Mr.
Ben Crawley who has bee hos-
pitalized in Memphis, Tenn., for
the past several months was at
home to visit with her husband,
mother and sister over the holi-
days. Everyone was very glad to
see Mrs. Crawley.
Mrs. Elizabeth Thomas of 491
So. Liberty St., was very sick'
at the timef this writing. Frietad
are hoping for a speedy recove/y.
Beta Omega Sigma of Delta,
Sigma Theta Chapter observed'
Founders' Day activitie sSunday,
Jan. 11 at Lane college. Mrs.
Daisy Bates, president of the Lit-1
tle Rock Chapter of the NAACP
and who was prominently identi-
fied with the school integration
situation in Little Rock, Ark.,
was the guest speaker.
Send all news to C. A. Agnew,
523 So. Liberty St., Jackso n,
Tenn. To all of our customers
and friends, this comes to say,
we have appreciated your patron-
age and we have enjoyed render-




By EDWARD H. BROWN
Rev. and Mrs. W. T Couch en-
tertained the members of their
family at home with an elabor-
ate dinner Christmas Day The
dining table was overlaid with a
que a rrangemnt of pin gar-
land and white reindeer depict-
ing the traditional Christmas spir-
it. Red candles burned brightly
from crystal candelabra.
After dinner, the guests a n d
family retired to the living room
where a gaily lighted tree was
surrounded with gifts, the same
of which was presented to each
member of the family and guests,
by the hostess, Mrs. W. T. Couch.
Christmas carols were sung,
pictures and recordings were
made Mrs. Elizabeth Nichols led
In singing several carols. Mrs.
James Darden presided at the in-
strument, she also gave an inter-
esting travelogue of her trip to
Brussels. Games were presented
i
by Mrs. S. L. Hodgkins. Rela-
tives present were:
John Willie, Mrs Katherine
ROTC Unit. The students, all
from the Albert Harris High
School in Martinsville, Va., are
from left to right: Lemmie
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
Holiday visitors in the home of
Mrs. Georgia Hawkins were
granddaughter, Mrs. Mable Wat-
kins and her two children Sam-
mie and Carol of Los Angeles.
Airs. Lillian White of Detroit,
visited her nieces, Mrs. Margaret
Campbell and Mrs. Serelda Gas-
ton.
C. A. Hawkins, jr., was a re-
cent visitor in the home of Miss
Clytee Trice of Verna, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence White
of Memphis are proud parents of
a baby girl born on Christmas
Day. Mrs. White is the former
Janita Hawkins of Water Valley.
The first quarterly conference
was recently held at Oakgrove
CM E church.
Rev. C. 0. Wilkins, pastor, Rev.
G. D. Reddick, presiding elder,
and Rev. C. A. Hawkins, jr., plan
to make a survey for CME mem-
bers at Grenada.
Mr. and Mrs. Lesley Hawkins
are proud parents of a baby girl.
Please send your news items to




Joe Louis Gunn is visiting his
parents. He is from Jackson,
Miss. •
Eastern Star MB church ad a
wonderful service last we.ek. Rev.
A. R. Pearson is past
• • •
ISOLA
Mrs. Will Ragland is back
home after spending a few weeks
in Chicago visiting -her grandchil-
/dreb.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Jones
spent a few hours in Mound Bay-
ou with Mrs. Jones' godchild.
On the sick list is Isaac Jones
who has been very ill but better
at this writing.
Willie, of Helena, 'Ark.; Mrs.
Belle Parks, Walter Nelson of
Memphis, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Earl J. Willie and Larry of Kan-
napolis, N. C.; guests -present
were: Mr and Mrs. Melvin Nich-
ols, Mrs. Lena Meriwether, Mr.
and Mrs. James Darden, Miss S.
L. Hodgkins, Sgt. Albert and Mrs.
Margaret Williams. Guests arriv-
ing after dinner were Mr and
Mrs. Adam Watkins.
Mrs. H. W Clay, Burt High
school instructor and Rev W i 1-
hoite. pastor of St. Paul A.M.E.
Zion church were united in matri-
mony Dec 22, 1958, in the home
of the bride, by Rev M. Peace,
pastor of St. Peters AME church.
Shut-ins: Julian Foston, Clarks-
ville Memorial hospital and Tom
Watts, Veterans' hospial, Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Recent deaths: George Thom-
as Clardy, who was accidently
killed using a steam boiler to pro-
vide moisture to soften his tobac-
co which he was stripping. Steam
pressure blew up the boiler fatal-
ly injuring Clardy. Mrs. Blossom





Charles Porter, Pig Smith,
Edna Mai and husband Lloyd
Hooper of Indianapolis spent the
holidays here in our city with
relatives and friends.
Floyd Russell of Nashville
spent the holidays here with
friends
A Christmas party was given
in the home of Mrs Mary Cow-
en Another Christmas party was
gis en in the home of Mrs. Chris-
tine Turner.
Moore, Jr., Peggy Foster, Pat-
ricia Eggleston and Lula Mar-
tin.
Mrs. Sarah Taylor spent lb e
'holidays in Chicago with her chil-
dren.
Mrs. White Watson spent th.
holidays with her children.
• • •
BATES VILLE
Andrew Fondren from Arkan-
sas spent a few days here with
his cousin Robert L. Hunt who is
home on furlough from the Navy.
The Saints of Batesville along
with the Saints of East Bates-
ville held watch meeting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Fondren.
The party and business meet-
ing held at San Spring AME was
very nice.
James Henderson along wit ii
Shelby and Michie Fox and sis-
ter Mamie have returned to their




By B. H. VARNADO
Mrs. C. C. Williams was hostess
to the Lucy C. Jefferson Federat-
ed club.
Mrs. R. V. Prichard was host-
ess to the Emma B. Miller Feder-
ated club for the first meeting in
1959. Thirteen members were
present and enjoyed a lovely
meeting. Mrs. Amelia Lloyd re-
ceived the door prize.
The 4-H Club of Madison coun-
ty enjoyed a very nice banquet
at the Tolliver cafe last Tuesday
night.
Mrs. Sallie Lockett was happy
to have her two sons, Dr. Joseph
Alfred, student of Howard univer-
sity and R. J. Alfred of Philadel-
phia, home for Christmas,
Mrs. A. L. Kenard's son, Eu-
gene, jr., of Cleveland was also
home for Christmas.
Miss Gracie L. Jackson of Chi-
cago spent a few days here with
her brother, Paul.
Last rites were said for Mr. W.
, Harvey Conway at Liberty AME
'church. He passed away sudden-
ly in Joliet, Ill., where he made
his home. Mr. Conway leaves to
mourn his passing his wife, two
sons, one brother, three sisters, a
host of nieces, nephews ind oth-




By HENRY. E. CRUMP
Ladies Aid of First Baptist met
Sunday in the lovely home of Mr.
and Mrs. Cleophus Vaughns with
a large group of members. Aft-
er closing of business, the hostess
served a delicious salad plate.
Miss Georgia Woodruff, charm-
ing daughter of Dr. and Mrs R.
E. Woodruff was recently marri-
ed to nanny Thompson of Port
Gibson, Miss. The marriage was
held at the Catholic church with
the vather of (hi church per-
forming the double-ring c e r e-
mony. After the wedding recep-
tion, the bride and groom left for
their honeymoon in New Orleans.
Out of town guests attending the
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Thompson and family of Port
Gibson, Miss.; Mr and Mrs. W.
Ammons of Jackson; Mr. and
'Mrs Earl Ammons and family of
,Grenada; Mr. and Mrs. McNair
of Belzoni'. Mr. and Mrs. Cor-
nelius Ward of Jackson and Mrs.
Theodora Beeks and daughter.
• • •
STARK VILLE
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mrs Mary Annie Pearson, Mrs.
Patti W. Self and Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Larry spent last weekend
in Memphis visitink relatives and
friends.
Mrs. Eris G. Lovely, Mrs. Enid
BATESVILLE
By REV, MA"fTIE WATKINS
Mrs. Jessie Ford entered Grays
hospital for a major operation.
Rev. F. S. Thomas has improv-
ed and is home from the hospit-
al.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St. Clair
attended services at Friendship
Baptist church last Sunday.
Alfred MeHwether and M r a.
Gertrude Brooks and daughter
Velma of South Bend were recent
visitors here with relatives.
Enire Dorty who has been ill
Is recuperating at his daughter's
home.
Will Dawson of West Plain,
Mo., recently visited Mr. and
Mrs. Liff Petty and other rela-
tives.
Watch meeting was held at
Friendship Baptist last Thursday
night. Rev. St. Clair is pastor.
Mr. Meach Brown returned to
his home in Los Angeles after
visiting his father who is ill.
Miss Ella M. Montgomery of
Chicago visited her parents Mr.
and Mrs. Yancy Montgomery dur-
ing the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Logan of Nash-
ville have returned to their horn*
after visiting her father, John
Kandery who is
Mr, and Mrs. McKinnly Corth-
une, Mr. and Mrs. Festus John-
son and Mr. and Mrs. Genipher
Watkins were dinner guests Sun-
day evening in the lovely home
of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Petty.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Waugh, Me-
Kinn)), Williams and Miss Menses
Taylor visited in Little Rock.
Mrs. Virge Brown of St. Louis
returned to her home after visit-
ing her father and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Taylor.
Mrs. Ellen Conely returned to
her home Sunday in Kennitt, Mo.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
attended services in New Ark last
Sunday.
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
Jewell Benton of Los Angeles
and brother, Jimmie of Milwau-
kee were called home due to the
death of their brother, Jessie who
assed away very suddenly. Fu-
neral service was held at Ham-
mon and Son Funeral Home. His
survivors are his two brothers,
and his mother, Mrs. Lucy Ben-
ton and other relatives and
friends. We extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the bereaved family
in their sorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Fisher and
James Fisher of Los Angeles
spent the holidays visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Fisher of Warren.
Faculty members of Bradley
County high held annual Christi,
mas party in the high school ao-
ditorium. They exchanged gifts.
First quarterly conference was
held at Bethel AME in North
Warren with Elder Rev. C. M.
Hawkins presiding. Rev. J.
Watkins, pastor.
S. Ward and their little nephew
Junious Wheat, and Mrs. Willie
B. Alexander spent Christmas io
Chicago. Mrs. Alexander is visit-
ing her daughters, the Cunning.
hams and Wheelers. Mrs. Ward
and Mrs. Lovely are visiting
their sister and niece.
Mr. Turner Pitcher, of Kansas
City, Kan., is spending the Christ-
mas holidays in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. B. L. Robinson. .Sir.
Pitcher is the brother of Mrs.
Robinson.
-Mr. and Mrs. Walter Crump
and children of New York City
spent the Holiday weekend in the
home of Mrs. Crump's father,
Mr. Joe Yeates.
Mrs. Lillie T. Lindsey visited
her brother and other relatives
during the holidays in St. Louis,
Mo.
MISS LEMOYNF, MARCHES
Miss Pearlie C.. Owens begins her
long stroll through Bruce Hall to
the glittering throne where she was
crowned Miss LeMoyne College,
Memohi• Tenn Ronhomnre anal
and an excellent student, she stms-
ceed, Miss Gloria 6ade, a senior.
The colorful and star-studiled core.
natio., at milks, Miss Owens ook
over her reign, was under Ile di •

































































































































































































































LeMoyne Whips Dillard, Xavier:
Melrose Keeps On Winning Path
Last week's prep basketball ac-
etion got off to a bang with theclimaxing game coming on Tues-
day night, Jan 6, in the clash
between Melrose and the Lester
Lions for the prep leadership.
Melrose walked home with all the
marbles as they squeezed by Les-
ter 63-58 to get .a running jump
on the prep championship. Charles
Hussey's 15 points led the sae-
ners and Joe Gilliam em the
same number for Lester. T h e
game was played on Lester's
floor. These two teams are slat-
ed to meet two more times and
who knows, by that time it might
be a different sto.y.
In other, games played around
the circuit, Melrose set up their
showdown with Lester by defeat-
ing Douglass 40-30, oi.
Douglass. Melrose was led to sic-
'ary in this contest by Willie
Gunn, who had nine points and
Lonnie Butler, who pitched in
with eight. The Melrose leaders
were both outscored, however.
by Robert Manning, who flipped0 fo: the losers.
Mt. Pisgah outfought a game
Rosenwald team from II o 11 y
Sort gs, Miss., on Jan. 6, to cap-
ture a 79-71 decision. Bobby Vin-
son took scoring honors for the
winners with 22 points. Thomas
Murray had 31 for the ',piers. In
a girls game played between the
same teams, Rosenwald won 48-
23, with Alice Item's 26 points
leading the way.
LESTER BOUNCES BACK
On Jan. 8, Lester, bouncing
back from the Jan. 6 loss to Mel-
rose, walloped Father Bertrand
71-58. The Lions were led by Wor-
16 points. Stegall got 17 points
for the losers. On the same night
Booker T. Washington, led by
McKinney's 12 points, stopped
Douglass, 50-40. Gibson flipped In
14 points for Douglass. Hamilton
edged by Manassas 31-48 with
three players hitting in double fig-
ures. Manassas came up with
four players hitting the double
mark but the over-all balanced Smith of the Alabama squad,
attack of Hamilton's gained the Johnson followed Bailey in t h •
argin. Hamilton was led by scoring for LeMoyne with 19
,i,b with l points. Bledsoe &AI points.
for Manassas. Sports news elsewhere ...enters
Melrose kept right on rolling around the junior basketball sea-
along with a victory over out- son which will start on Jan. 15,
,4Sed Hamilton 56-46. Hamilton followed by the senior boys on
some consolation out of t h e Jan. 17. On Jan. 19, the senior
ight's play as their B team de- and intermediate boys will begin
•ated the Melrose B squad 33-30. and then, also, the old fellows
lutler of Melrose was the high
point man in the main contest
with 16 points. Purnell for Hamil-
ton also chipped in 16.
In the college loop, LeMoyne,
after hitting for 100 points to de.
mulish Tuskegee by a 33 point
spread, stumbled a little and lost
a thriller to Ft Valley, Ga., 84-83
on Jan. 6. On Jan. 8 the Magici-
ans were outgunned by Dillard of
New Orleans, suffering their fifth
loss, by a score of 75-51. Bailey
took scoring honors in both
games, hitting for 24 in the first
and 14 in the Dillard tilt.
LEMOYNE WINS
On Jan. 9 and 11, the Magici-
ans 'came roaring back to hand
defeats-1o, Xasier and Talladega
respectively. In the first contest
the New Orleans team gave the
teMoyne squad areal scare be.
fore the home team could pull
the contest out by a score of
ship, who popped the .strings for, 68-66. Melvin Bailey led the 'Way
- -






Today's teen-agers will have
snore problems to solve as the
years go by because this is the
beginning of the Jet Age. It is
an age where everything moves
fast. It is an age whose motto is
"Easy Come, Easy Go." . . .
Many of the city's most prom-
inent citizens have made state-
ments to this effect.
IT WOULD BE awful if Mel-
rose dominated basketball in the
same way in which they ruled the
gridiron last football season, and
basketball coach Frank Lewis
became the Big Joe Westbrook of
cage . . . But there doesn't seem
to be much that can be done
about it.
Church Park Boxers
Fighters training for the AAU
olden Gloves tournament to be
eld in Jackson, Tenn., seem to
be superior to the outfit that tried
its luck last year. Coach Tom
Harris is expecting a lot from
lightweight Arron Hockett. Harris
said that most of his fighters
have two or three years of ex-
perience.
The team consists of Welter-
weight Clayton Palmoore, Fly-
weight Charles Chandler, Heavy-
weight Elijah Wallace and Light.
heavy Everett Garrett.
One dour note is that veteran
Willie Herrinton will not be able
to make the trip.
The Club
This week the Countess Social
holds the number one spot along
with the Barons. Miss Eleanor
Addison has been selected Contest
for 1959.
Have you heard of this Club?
It is called SAINTS and SINNERS
Social club. It was organized by
Bobbie L. Collins who is a
sophomore at Booker T. Washing-
ton. She is president of the
sophomore class.
for LeMoyne with 18 points.
LeMoyne was behind by OOP
point at the half in the Talladega
battle and had to surge uphill all
the way before coming through
with a 75-65 victory for their
eighth win in 13 games. LeMoyne
was again led by Bailey, who pol-
ed 22 points. The high point man
for the contest was Leonard
will get a chance to strut their
stuff. The girls basketball and vol-
leyball season opens on Jan. 26
with women's volleyball begin-




t:3 P.M.—Word To Wivcs












5:00 P.M.—Music For Young
People
5:30 P.M.—Living Classroom
6:00 P.M.—High School Chatter
6:05 P.M.—Serenade
7:00 P.M.—Mother Goose Rhymes
7.1; P.M.—Sing Hi, Sing Lo







5:00 P.M. Living Classroom
6:00 P.M.—Serenade
7:00 P.M.—Story Book Princess
7:15 P.M.—Friendly Giant
7:30 P M.—Living Classroom
8:000 P.M—Streamlined Reading







FT. JACKSON, S. C. — (UPI)—
The Army Monday dedicated a
non-commissioned officers acade-
my here, the first school of its
kind for basic training instructors.
Move To Reopen Schools
Closed In Little Rock
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI) — An attorney for Ne-I
gm o students seeking to attend Little Rock's four clos-
ed high schools asked Monday for a three-judge court to
open the schools immediately.
Valley Branton, a Pine Bluff, Ark., attorney filed a
complaint with the federal dis-
trict clerk's office asking Federal
District Judge John E. Miller to
call for a three-judge court to ad-
vance the case on its docket and
to declare two state anti-integra-
tion laws unconstitutional.
spr
It will be up to Chief Justice
chibald Gardner of the Eighth
ircuit Court of Appeals at St.
Louis to name the three-judge
court after the complaint is relay-
ed to him by Judge Miller.
The two laws passed by the leg-
islature last August authorized
Gov. Orval E. Faubus to close
schools faced with integration and
to withhold funds from any school
district where schools are closed.
SET FOR SATURDAY
The complaint will be consid-
ered by Judge Miller next Satur-
day.
The paragraph asking for open-
defendant Little Rock school dis-
trict and each member and de-
fendant Terrell Powell, superin-
tendent of the Little Rock school
district, to reopen, maintain and
operate all public schools in the
Ili
ittle Rock district, t admit plain-ffs to said schools on a non-
egregated basis and to take all
steps necessary to implement the
prior orders of Federe courts re-
quiring the desegregation of
schools maintained by defendant."
Branton said the school district
and other defendants would have
20 days to answer the complaint.
The complaint officially will be-
come part of the record if Judge
Miller accepts it. Normally, a
judge does not turn down such
•legal papers.
log of the school said:
"That this court enter a fine
judgment and decree ordering the
Branton also filed a motion ask-
ing for additional defendants to
be made party to the suit, lie
listed them as members of the
state board of education, the state
education commissioner rand two
members of his staff, the state
'legislative auditor, the state treai.
urer and the state auditor.
The complaint asked that Act 4
and Act 5 of the special session
of the legislature be declared in
Niolation of Amendment 14 to the
United States Constitution.
It also asked for a restraining
order to prevent withholding funds
from the Little Rock school dis-
trict or payment to other schools.
Branton said this applies espe-
cially to Raney High school, a
private, segregated institution set
up after Faubus closed the ppblic
high schools.
The school does not receive state
funds yet. However, if it should
bs accepted by the state educa-
tion department, it would become
eligible for money withheld from
the Little Rock school district.
Baptist Union Holds Confab
The City Sunday Schdol and
Baptist Training Union Congress
held its regular meeting Sunday,
at the St. John Baptist church.
This meeting, which was pre-
viously scheduled for the Ebene-
zer Baptist church, was changed
because of the International Tea
that was being held at Owen col-
lege on the same day. Since many
of the Congress members expres-




The members of the LaRose
Elementary school Girl Scout
Troop No. 202 visited the AV*
Maria home and the Crippled
Children's hospital to cheer the
occupants during the recent holi-
day season.
The girls appeared under the
direction of Mrs. Cleora Neale
and Miss Ira Ramsey, and sung
not only in the assembly rooms,
hut In the halls. The patients
were very happy to have t h •
young singers visit them, and
asked them to return as soon as
possible.
The girls gave the patients as-
sorted novelties and treats which
they made themselves.
Accompanying them at the pi-
ano during the concerts was Mrs.
Josie Flowers, who also drove the
scout station wagon.
the closeness of the St. John
church to Owen college made it
possible for them to attend both.
The March meeting of the
Training Union Congress will be
held at the Ebenezer Baptist
church. Mr. Charles H. Rayan is




dent today in the dike thrown up
by the deep South to ward off a
rising tide of integration pres-
The scenes were Georgia and
Alabama, two of the four Dixie
states that had been holding the
line against school integration.
The Georgia legislature conven-
ed Monday facing a three-fold
crisis: a federal decree striking
down segregation at the college
level, another outlawing segre-
gated seating on Atlanta transit
vehicles, and a strong possibility
that public school Integration
might be ordered before next fall.
In Alabama, the federal Civil
Rights Commission continued ef-
forts to gather information on al-
leged discrimination against Ne-
gro voters. And Negro leaders
have voiced determination to Con-
centrate their fire in coming
months on seperate schools.
STOP REGISTRATION
In Atlanta, the board which,
controls all state • supported
More than 200 ministers will
gather at the Wayman AME
church in Dayon, Ohio, on Jan.
21 and 22 to hear reports and pro-
posed legislation on demonination-
al reform to be presented at the
General Conference of the AME
church in Los (ngelex in 1960.
The urgent meeting was called
by Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, pastor
of St. Andrews AME church here,
and president of the Brotherhood
of the AME church.
The Brotherheod, organized in
Memphis during the assembly of
the Quadrennial Missionary Con-
vention in 1951, was largely re-
sponsible for many of the reform
measures passed when the General
Conference was he • in Miami in
1956.
The headquarters for the Day-
ton meeting will be the Gibson
hotel. Rev. Wallace Wright will
be the host pastor.
TEA TIME AT STATE — Get.
Sing the royal treatment from
Mrs. Alger V. Boswell, wife
of Tennessee A and 1 state
University's vice president,
Dr. A. V. Boswell, during r,
cent trip to Nashville are Dr.
Neal S. C.omon, left president
of Nebraska State college;
land Al Wheeler. center, who
tineii! Association of Interco!.
testate Athletics South Cen-
tral tournament, seen with Dr.
W. S. Davis, president of the
university, who hosted officials
for the elght-team tourna-
inent. (Danzy Photo)
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Fisk Licks Knoxville,
Steams Past Miniuse
NASHVILLE — The high flying /
Fisk university cage team shotl
down Knoxville and Morehouse
on Jan. 9 and 10 to emerge as
one of the SIAC's top cage ag-
gregations. With Knoxville down
by a score of 94-91 and More-
house out of the way 74-65 Fisk
is soaring toward the top of the
heap, with a 7-1 conference rec-
ord.
Alton Washington, a sophomore
guard of Chattanooga, set t h e
pace for the Bulldogs against
Knoxville, pouring in 23 points
with teammate Bobby Gilliam of
Nashville right at his heels with
22.
Glliam, ranked among the to
ten scorers of the nation's small
collegas, lead Fisk against More-
house with 24 points. William
Dixon of Henderson,,Ky., dumped
In 20. The game' S most productive
Georgia, Alabama fight
2 Integration Ru ngs
By AL KUETTNER schools of higher learning, said were discriminatory.
(United Press International) it would allow no further regis. A day earlier, judge Frank
Two growing breaks were evi- trations at any of the 19 units Hopper r I e d unconstitutional 
Atlanta's seperate seating ordan-
judge's demand that it reopen
Little Rock schools.
—The Filibuster, the South's
chief weapon against civil rights Hamilton Edgeslegislation, was still the subject
of debate in the U. S. senate. It
appeared a compromise plan would
be adopted.
—The impasse over mixed Manassas 51-48
until officials had a chance to
study the ruling handed down Sat-
urday by Judge Boyd Sloan who
decreed that grounds for turning
down three Negroes' application to
an Atlanta branch of the system
ance relating to public transpor.
Wm facilities.
Other developments were:
—The U.S. Supreme Court was
meeting after a holiday recess.
One issue was whether to grant
a hearing to Mrs Queen Cohen,
of Savannah, Ga., who attacked
a race issue in public housing.
Six Negroes sentenced to 30 days
In jail for trespassing on a Greens-
boro, N. C., golf course also
sought a high court hearing.
In a move that gained impetus
because of the Atlanta bombing,
New York Sens. Jacob Javits and
Kenneth B. Keating, both Repub-
licans, mapped plans to seek Fed-
eral legislation dealing with ter-
rorist bombings.
—The Little Rock, Ark, school
board was faced with a federal
Chorister Slain In
Hotel; Start Probe
A parolee from a Michigan penitentiary is being held
here in connection with the mysterious death of a prom-
inent W'estside civic leader and churchwoman whom he
claimed was his benefactor and sponsor.
Held is Walter Patterson, 36, a resident of the Garfield
Arms hotel at 3260 W. Maypole at.
The body of Mrs. Ernestine Smith,
45, of 3016 W. Walnut st. w a s
found in his room.
Mrs. Smith, a pianist and choir
director in the Church of God in
Christ, was reported missing from
her home on Sunday by her hus-
band, Curley, after he returned
from work and found theglass
window of the front door broken.
RECEIVES CALL
Smith said that after he called
police, he received a call from Pat-
terson who stated that he knew
where Mrs. Smith was and for
him (Smith) to call the police.
Smith then telephoned the police
again and told them about Patter-
son's statement. Police came to the
Smith home immediately, picked
up Smith and then went searching
for Patterson.
They found him walking along
th -street at Lake and Sacramen-
to and he took them to his hotel
room where they found Mrs. Smith.
She had been stabbed in t h e
chest.
No weapon was found in the
room and Patterson denied know-
ing anything about her death. He
told police that he stopped by the
Smiths' home Sunday and p e r-
suaded Mrs. Smith to accompany
him to his hotel. They quarreled
soon after arriving there, Patter-
son explained, and he left the room
and went to a nearby tavern.
FOUND ON RED
He added that when he returned
about an hour later, he found her
lying on the bed, apparently dead.
He then went out' and telephoned
her husband.
Police plan to give Patterson a
lie detector test. They doubt that
Mrs. Smith accompanied him to
the hotel of her own free will, be-
cause only a nightgown and short
house jacket belonging to her were
found in the room.
A neighbor reported seeing Mrs.
Smith leave the house in what she
thought was her night clothes and
with an overcoat thrown over her
shoulders. An unexplained cut on
Patterson's hand was believed by
police to have been suffered when
he broke into the Smith apart-
ment.
Patterson told officers that he
became acquainted with M r s.
Smith through a Mrs. Fannie Glenn
of Detroit, a cousin of the Smiths.
When he was paroled he needed a
sponsor in order to be permitted to
come to Chicago and Mrs. Smith
through Mrs. Glenn became his
sponsor.
At the time of his arrest Patter-
son had $300 on him, although he
was unemployed. He told police




The "Jubilect," opening attrac-
tion of the Memphis Cotton-Mak-
ers Jubilee, will be presented
here on Feb. 16 in Ellis auditor-
ium.
The theme for this year's Jubl-
lect is "King Cotton Goes to
School," which is the same as
that for the 1959 Jubilee.
Dr. R. Q. Venson, founder and
director of the Jubilee, said that
the purpose of the Jubilect is to
encourage and develop musical,
dancing and dramatic talent
among local high school youth.
Nat D. Williams, of Booker T.
Washington High school, has been






Frank Thompson, jr. (D-N.J.)
said one of the most impressive
things about the new Congress
was the "youth" of its members.
He said a survey showed that
22 of the new congressmen were
in their twenties, 22 in their
forties and 9 in their fifties.
The average age of House




sharp shooter was Marvin Thom-
as of Morehouse with 30 points.
Coach Bus Thompson's Bull-
dogs. hitting from all angles Sat-
urday tught, took-the lead against
Morehouse from the start and the
Tigers were never able to catch
the sizzling Fisk quint. Brilliant
defensive work by big James Mc-
Adoo of Nashville and Dickson
kept Morehouse bottled up.
The Bulldogs entertain Benedict





BY FINLEY A. LANIER
The Manassas Tigers ran over
the Father Bertrand Thunder-
bolts in a recent basketball game
in the Manassas gymnasium U.
47.
Cleophes Owens, a junior, who
plays center, was the high point
man with 15 points. Other Tiger
players in order of their points
were: Willie Hunt, a senior, play-
ing forward, with 11 points; Car-
roll Bledsoe, I senior, playing
forward and Eddie Phillips, a
senior, playing guard-7 points
each and Harry Malone, a junior,
playing guard with 6 points.
Substitutes: Willie Ilarris, 8
points, Walter Laird, 2 points,
and George Wainwright, 2 points.
Manassas won the "B" game
defeating Father Bertrand 37-16.
schooling continued in Virginia,
where the state supreme court of
appeals is scheduled to rule Jan.
19 on the constitutionality of laws





Miss Ruby M. Boyd became the
bride of Sammie J. Ellis here
recently in a ceremony held in
in the presence of the bride's
parents and a few other close
relatives. Officiating at the cere-
mony was Rev. R. G. Murray.
Mrs. Elizabeth Sanders has
joined her husband in San Anton-
io, Texas. Iler son, Michalus, was
not as enthusiastic about the Lone
Star State and is at home with
his grandmother in Henning.
Joe Burns has been dismissed
from the hospital in Dyersburg
where he was confined for sev-
eral days. Mr. Burns broke his
jaw when he fell from a ladder
while at work.
GOES TO OHIO
Mrs. Jeraldine Moody left on
Tuesday for Ohio after having re-
cently undergone surgery at the
Lauderdale County hospital.
Mrs. Ella M. Barbee-Irons was
here for a brief visit last week
as she as en route to Mississippi
to visit some of her in-laws.
Out of town last week to be
present at the funeral of James
Givens were Mr. and Mrs. Gild-
eon Lake, and mother Mrs. Lau-
ra Givins.
HOUSE BURNS
The residence of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Washington, located on Pen-
nington at., was destroyed by
fire on last Monday morning. .
Lauderdale County schools will
be recessed on this Thursday
while teachers attend a regional
meeting at the Palmer Turner
school in Henning. P. B. Brown
is chairman for the region.
DOUBLE FUNERAL
Here recently to attend the
funeral of their mother were
Ralph Caliph and Harold Mit-
chell, along with a grandson,
Leon Mitchell. Mrs. Mitchell, a
member of Holly Grove Baptist
Church, was buried following a
double ceremony for herself and
another member, Miss Columbia
Connor, with the pastor, Rev. A.
Terrell officiating. Graham funer-
al home was in charge of ar-
rangements.
Funeral services for Ernest At-
kins, an eighth grade student at
the Johnson Consolidated school,
were held here recently. Ernest
was accidentlally slain when hunt-
ing dogs knocked down a gun as
he stepped from the car carrying
the dogs and other hunters.
Clarence Daniel Murray has
the mumps.
entertained Rev. and Mrs. A. Ter-
re] and Rev. and Mrs. L. Nelson
with a dinner on New Year's Day.
The Hamilton Wildcats made a
daring defense Thursday night in
a Prep League Basketball Game
by licking the Manassas Tigers
51-48. The game was played on
the Manassas Court.
Carroll Bledsoe, a senior, who
plays forward was the high point
man with 15 points. Other players
in order of their points were:
Willie Hunt, 11 points; Willie
Harris, 12 points; Cleophes Owens,
10 and Harry Malone, 0. Substi-
tutes were: Eddie Phillips, Wal-
ter Laird and George Wainwright
The B. Team won their game
over Hamilton 36-24.
The LeMoyne college Magicians
will play three more home
games before the close of the
basketball season.
The Magicians will tackle the
Lane college five from Jackson,
Tenn., in Bruce hall on the night
of Jan. 30; take on Alabama A&M
on Feb. 6, and then face Fisk
university on Feb. 9.
Coach Jerry C. Johnson takes
his LeMoyne charges to Talladega
college in Alabama on Jan. 16,
then pits them against Philander
Smith in Little Rock on the night
of Jan. 31,
The Magicians will close out
the season on Feb. 14; after hay.
ing invaded the campuses of Too.




School gymnasiums were open.
ed by the Memphis Recreation
department for the basketball sea.
son for Negroes on last Monday,
Jan. 12, and the season for Junior
boys will begin on Thursday, Jan.
15, according to E. T. Hunt, the
director.
Mr. Hunt announced that the
senior boys tournament will be.
gin on Saturday. Jan. 17, and sem
jor and intermediate boys, and
adult men will start the season
on Jan. 19.
Girls basketball and volleyball
season will start on Monday, Jan.
26; and volleyball for women will
open on Jan. 28. This is the first
season that volleyball competition
has been open to women.
All teams desiring to Play in
the league are invited to contact
Mr. Hunt by calling BRoadway
5-2184.
LeMoyne Squad Hits
100 For Third Time
The surprising LeMoyne college
Magicians hit the 100-mark for
the third time this season when
they dumped the rangy and
sharp-shooting Tuskegee institute
basketball team last week by a
score of 100 to 73.
The Magicians broke the 100-
mark twice back in December
when they tripped Tougaloo 118
to 83, and when they lost to
Knoxville 115 to 104. They came
very n ear the century mark
again when they stopped M&I col-
lege in the Chickasaw Holiday
tournament 98 to 87.
Though the local squad is not
considered the top team in the
SIAC, it is the most improved
quint in the conference. The Ma-
gicians have' caught on in Mem-
phis and are being hailed and
praised all over the 13111fi City.
CREDIT NEW COACH
Auch of the credit for the
team's improvement goes to the
new athletic director and basket-
ball coach, Jerry C. Johnson,
who has proved himsolf a mas-
ter at coaching defensive and of-
fensive basketball.
Mr. Johnson came to LeMoyne
last September from North Caro-
line where he had been highly
successful as a high school coach.
Seven players who have been
the backbone of the team thill
season are Melvin Bailey, a for.
ward and a scoring ace; Angus.
tug Johnson and Charles Greg.
ory, two excellent forwards;
Chester Collins, a much improv.
ed center; and Marvin Doggett,
James Cleaves and Curtis Mlle
chell, dependable guards.
Mother Like Daughter
Mrs. Earl Reid, 33, gave birth te
her seventh child, a boy, Sunday
Just 62 hours after her 16-year-old
daughter, Mrs. Raymond G. Brier,
presented her with her first grand.
child, also a boy.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
COUPLE HONORED
Mrs. Robert Smith entertained
last Sunday evening at her home
with a festive "Open House," one
of the loveliest of the holiday sea-
son. Honored were 'her niece and
nephew, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Earl, of Pine Bluff, Ark.
Guests were received by t Is •
honored couple, Mrs. E. Hender.
son, Mrs. Henderson's mother and
the hostess.
The dining table was overlaid
with a beautiful handmade cro-
queted white cloth over green,
and centered with a beautiful ar-
rangement of pink and white
snapdragons. Punch was served
from a crystal bowl by Miss Mae
Otis Washington, niece of the hos-
tess.
Greeting the guests were Miss
Ethel Washington, Miss Mary El-
izabeth Jeffers and Robert Wash-
ington. More than 50 persons call-
ed during the appointed hours
from 4-7 p.m., to congratulate
the Hendersons.
Mrs. Henderson is the former
Miss Virginia Sue Washington,
and a student at Arkansas A&M
where she belongs to Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha sorority. She was a deb-
utante in 1957. Mr. Henderson is
a former student at the college.
NACIREMA CLUB
The Nacirema club held its an-
nual dance last Tuesday night at
the Christ Church Home Econom.
Ica cottage, where members and
their gnests, including a number
from out of town, gathered frons
10 p.nii., until 2 a.m.
Refreshments were served
from a table appointed In tradi.
tional red and green.
The 80 guests and member'
danced to music furnished by
Chester Gyton and his combo.
TRAGEDY STRIKES
We were very much saddened
to learn that Miss Jacqueline
Wise, formerly of this city, had
lost her life in a tragic accident.
For the past six months she had
been living in St. Louis with an
aunt and a sister.
Miss Wise attended Stewart
Elementary and Lincoln Hugs
schools here, and was an ardent
member fo the St. Andrews Pres.
byterian church.
HERE AND THERM
Mrs. Bernice Kirkland Jackson,
of Chicago, Ill., is here visitiag
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Kirkland.
Mrs. Fra .,k Delaney, of Gary.
Ind., has arrived here to make
her home. For a number of years
she was a member of the staff
at Philander Smith college in Lit.
tle Rock and Piney Woods In Mit.
sissippi. She is the mother of T.
R. Delaney,
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Stork Stops
JIM 3, 1959
A son, Michael. to Mr. and
Mrs. Otis Webb of 593 Claiborn.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Sherman of 704 Glanker.
A daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr.
. and Mrs. Earl C. Banks of 902
LeMoyne Mall.
A daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
.Mrs. Columbus Jackson of OS
Mosby.
A son, Harry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Kirkwood of 2178 Brown.
A son, Don, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Walker of 6139 Ash.
A daughter, Annie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Watson of 888 S. Well-
ington.
A son, Anthony, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Brown of 777 Tate.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and'
Mrs. Edmond Banks of 1645 Hand-
over.
A daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Ward of 1214 Tunica.
A son, Raymond. to Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Martin of 1551 Pat-
ton.
A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Branch ci 411 S.
Lauderdale.
Jan. 4, 1959
A son, Paul, to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Jones of 746 Hamilton.
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Newson of 210 Clarksdale.
A daughter, Renetta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Sanders of 1788 Kell-
ner cir.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Biggs of 595 St. Paul.
A daughter, Carolyn. to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Vasser of 621 Ala-
bama.
A daughter, Thelma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Jenkins of 1388 Azalia.
A daughter, Linda. to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugent Bites of 244 Leath.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes of 2430 Zanone.
Jan. 5, 1959
A son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Cox of 1043 H. Tupelo.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Boyd of 1725 W. Shelby dr.
A son, Andre, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thurman Simmons of 361 Baston.
A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wilson of UT Gaby.
A daughter, Elaine, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Crawford of 275 E.
Trigg.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Nash of 285 Hernando.
A daughter, Yolandaa, to Mr.
and Mrs. Will Lacaral of 1054 N.
Claybrook.
A daughter, Catherine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Giden of 2156
Shannon.
A son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Reynolds of 827 Hanley.
A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Mackey of 120 Dove.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Wilkes of 2770 Spotts-
wood
A daughter, Betty, to Mr. and
Mrs. Emmitt Mayor of 2143 Sto-
vall.
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
Buster Berry of 1187 Fairview.
Jan. 6, 1959
A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. Emanuel Rosenberg of 515
Hernando.
A daughter, Norma, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Bell of 1170 Keating.
A son, Broderick, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Fox of 1590 %.1cirris.
A daughter, Bobbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Atkins of 2235 Ball.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Collins of 1578 McMillan.
A daughter, Fannie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Shipp of 745 Austin.
A son, Benjamin, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo Carter of 748 Farris.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Grady of 401 apt. F. Well-
ington.
Jan. 7. 1959 .
A daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Boyd of 802
Lewis,
A daughter, Dorothy, to Mr. andl
Mrs. Albert Taylor of 1400 Brit-
ton.
A daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Airoods of 3026
Autumn.
A son, Demetrius, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Killebreir of 936 S.
Mansfield.
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Harris of 1970 Sparks.
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Rune Bedford of 1099 N.
Pearce.
A son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Gladney of 1374 Richmond.
Jan. 8, 1959.
A daughter, Lois, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ed. Smith of 1611 Barton. '
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Thompson of 19 Beans al.
ley.
A daughter, Vasanta, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbert Doss of 1151
Bammell.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Anderson of 1437 Kimball.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ned Booker of 1376 N. Bellevue.
A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Foster of 161 N. Decatur.
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest McCloud of 110 Keel apt.
10.
A daughter, Anita. to Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Thomas of 1611 War-
ford.
A daughter, Vanesser, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Clark of 1457 Pil-
low.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Franklin of 219 Tillman apt. B.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lucky Dowery of 234; Doug-
las.
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Burnett of 284 Cambridge.
Jan. 9, 1959
A daughter, Mary to Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Wilson of 3112 Demo-
crat.
A son, Frank, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Ford of 283 Central (R).
A daughter, Rose, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Spears of 2502 Win-
none.
A daughter, Vanessa, to Mr.
and Mrs. Clinton Galan of 199
Amity.
A daughter, Marla, to Mr. and
Mrs. Augusta Jenkins of 2148
Farmer.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Blocker of 1305 N. Willett.
A son, Joe, to Mr. and Sirs.
Johnny Williams of 225t; Eldridge.
A daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Hollowell of 856
Tate.
A son, Milton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Brown of 335 Dixie mall.
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The Emancipation program
'sponsored by the directors of the
GiVespie Kindergarten, Jan. 4,
was enjoyed by all who attended.
The mammoth choir composed of
'members of Morning Star Baptist
'church, St. James Baptist church,
Lane Chapel CNIE church of
flumboldt and First Baptist of
Brownsville, Tenn. along with the
youth choirs of the churches, un-
der the direction of Mrs. Louise
Cooper, with Mesdames Carolyn
Garret at the piano and Willie
Bell Rawls at the organ, sang
beautifully.
The program opened with Mrs.
L. C. Roberts giving a 15 minute
song service of ,Gospel music, fol-
lowed by the processional of the
choir. Rev. L. C. Roberts con-
ducted the Devotion. •
The highlight of the program
was the powerful address given
by the Rev. Eddie L. Currie, pas-
tor of the First Baptist church o
Brownsville, Tenn. Rev. Currie
Used Freedom-St. John 836 - Ye
M. H. Burnett and his good Mem
hers for opening the doors of Lail*
Chapel for this program. We are
grateful to Mesdames Cooper and
Garrett for directing the great
chor. to all the chor members
of all the churches for cooper-
ating and singing so beautifully,
and to every one who made the
program a success.
CLUBS MEET
TOP STUDENTS — Among
the 12 students at Tennessee
A and I State university nam-
ed recently to appear in the
1959 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students In American
Colleges and Universities" are
these five from the Volunteer
state looking through a stack
of college annuals. From left




students are among the 32 from
10 states who were named recent-
ly for this year's edition of "Who's
Who Among Students in Ameri-
can Colleges and Universities" at
Tennessee A and I State Univer-
sity.
West Tennesseans who made
the list on the basis of scholar-
ship, leadership and cooperation
in educational and extra-curricul-
ar activities, general citizenship
and promise of future usefulness
were Dorothy Gardner, of Mem-
phis; Will Ann Mays, of Wynn-
burg.
Those from Middle Tennessee
named to the list were Henri
Alice Lowerey, Saltillo; Christine
Simmons, Pulaski; Phil Petrie,
Clarksville; and Nashvillians
Bryant, Marvin Cousin, Meharry
Lewis, Hazel M. Mitchell, Ruby
McNairy, Grace Robertson, Eliza-
Shute and Meharry Lewis, of
Nashville; Christine Simmons,
of Pulaski; and Will Ann
Mays, of Wynnburg.
(Danny Photo)




It's a little late to say it, but
hello and a Happy New Year to
you. 1959 will not be a new year
because of what it brings to us,
but it will be a new year by
what we ourselves bring to it.
STUDENT COUNCIL
Our Student Council, the steer-
ing body for the students, closed
out 1958 by holding election of of-
ficers with the municipal voting
machines.
The new officers are Foster
Adams, president; William Hig-
gins, first vice president; Bobby
Collins, second vice president;
Elizabeth Lacy, recording secre-
tary; Geraldine Gray, financial
secretary; and Elizabeth Prudent,
corresponding secretary.
Also Larry Webster, treasurer;
Samuel Lusk, chaplain; Markhum
"The Ole Buddy" Stansbury, bus-
iness manager; Juanita Ogilvie,
Parliamentarian; Paul Kelly, ser-
geant - at • arms; Felton Earls,
commissioner of sell(' I activities;
Harold Brooks, commissioner of
publicity; and Elena Presley, Com-
missioner of health and safely.
OPEN LETTER
Dear Students,
I give my wholehearted and
sincere thanks to you for the pow-
er you have entrusted in me asThe Dunbar school is making 
progress in getting facilities for 
cpirsident of your Student Coun-ie
the school and its students. Two  
new gas stoves, new cabinets and
a sink have been added to t Is e. 
Home economics room with in.
decorations, under the in-
eruction of Mrs. A. T. Smith, that
beautify the class room. T h e
elementary department has been
decorated as well.
The Lonely home of Mr. and In the commercial room type-
Mrs. L. G. Bonds on Craddocki writers have been placed, to give
at. was the setting where the more students an opportunity to
Music, Literary. Art and Social I learn to type, under the instruc-
club held its first meeting for Don of Mrs. Grigg. C. E. Drapesthe year on Jan. 3, at 3 p. m. The is the Dunbar principal.
, Miss Joan Johnigarn and Miss
Clara Barr have returned to
ANI&N college after spending the
holidays with parents and other
relatives.
Mrs. Francis of the New Earle
subdivision has lost her home,
which was burned down.
Sick
Mrs. Mary Sweet White a n d
daughter, just returned home
house was beautifully decorated
with arrangements of Pink Car-
nations and other flowers. Upon
arrival the members were greet-
ed by the hostess, alrs.Bonds.
Each member brought a covered
dish which was placed on the at-
tractive dining table overlaid
with an antique white lace cloth.
The business session was pre-
sided over by Mrs. A. T. Pull-
EARLE, ARK.
You have entrusted me with the
responsibility of coping with the
grave challenging problems of
your Student council. I accept
this challenge with great pride
and humility and to my utmost
ability.
I pledge to uphold and to carry
carry the duties of this office. I
intend to make this Student Coun-
cil the best in the history 'of Book-
er T. Washington High school.
Extending my sincere thanks
further to my friends who helped
me win the election, again I say
thanks a million.
FOSTER ADAMS, PRESIDENT.
STUDENT OF THE WEEK
Selected as the student of the
week' for our first column in 1959
is Floyd Bass, a 16- year - old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bass,
sr., of 841 Walker ave.
The well-known student was re-
cently named "Mr. Chemistry,"
and is a member of the basket-
ball team, Student Council, De-
bate and Science clubs, president
of his homeroom, and has been
on the high 'honor roll ever since
he entered high school.
Mr. Bass is undecided about
the college he will attend when
he finishes Booker T. Washington,
but it will be one of the top ten.




For a quick lunch or supper
— one, two, three — you'll like
Hamburger-Topped Griddlecakes.
They're an exciting new idea in
Griddlecake eating.
One, mix the batter and bake
in your electric griddle or on the
range. Keep the finished griddle-
cakes hot in a slow oven. Two,
brown ground beef in a frying
pan and season with salt and pep-
We find ourselves still under the in serving. When you're making griddle-
Up'sto, us as an intelligent race met in the home of Mrs. Lucy Seek 5 Teens 
cakes for breakfast, lunch or sup-
per, you may find that you save 
Serve immediately If yiu use en-
riched flour add 1-1-2 teaspoons
'Arndage ,of want, fear and it is Gloxinia Art and Garden club
baking powder and 1 teaspoon
to entirely free ourselves. Lee, Tuesday night Nan. 6, with
We must prepare ourselves that Cooper hostess. The business se-we 
must work to become free. Mesdames Lucy Lee and Louise wh B - 3o eatmie,ht he able to demand our session was presided over by Mr. • -
from the idea of wanting. Want trell Thomas welcomed and pre. college Youths
freedom. We need to get away Jemie Vance, president. Mrs. Cot-
not; but do the things we ask sented the new members who an- Police Sunday hunted for fiveother people to do for us and Mesdames Addie C. Rawls, Ear- teen-agers accused of curbing aeliminate the habit of wanting. line Croom, Annie B. Bryson, car with three college youths andUntil we use our minds, health Lena B. Reid, Jewel It. Ridley, beating two of three into uncon-and strength that God has endow- Dorothy Roberts, Carolyn Garrett sciousness.ed within us to free ourselves Eva Johnson and Elmore Armour. The three, returning from a citywe shall never enjoy all t h e Other members present were ales- junior college's fraternity initiarights of freedom. dames 0. V. Baskerville, M. L. lion, were first sideswiped by the 1 1-1 cups sifted enrichedThe slaves toiled in fields from Lacey, Enid Sims, Ora Gentry, tee"-sun up until after sun down, pray- Lila Northcross, Dorothy McKin-ing as they toiled for the free- !icy and Drucilla Tuggle. Plansdom of their physical bodies from were made to raise funds. Re-under the unbelievable lashes. of freshments were served by thewhips given by their masters. hostsses.They prayed for the return of SORORITV MEETStheir loved ones who had been The Jackson Alumni chapter ofcarried away and sold at auction Delta Sigma Theta Sorority metThey worked, sang and prayed Saturday, in the home of Mr. andtogether until finally the beginning Mrs. George Cooper, with Sororsof our freedom came. They did Louise Cooper, Dorothy McKin-a marvelous ioh' at accepting our ney and Cottrell Thomas hosteses.first step to freedom. The sicning Soror Mildred Hays, presidentof the Emancipation Proclama-
tion was the beginning of the
answers to their prayers. They
came from under bondage com-
posing songs, preaching the gos-
pel, erecting insitutions of learn-
1 egg, beaten
1 1.3 cups milk
3 tablespoons melted butter
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
1 pound ground beef, lightly
browned
Sift together lour and sugar.
Combine egg and milk. Add to
flour mixture, stirring until mix-
ture is smooth. Add butter and
blend well. Bake on ungreased hot
Students were asked the ques-
tion, "What would you like to see
the Student Council do in 1959?"
Ppilowing are some of the an-
swers:
"I think the Student Council
should have more activities," said
Derese Brown.
"This year i would like to see
the Student Council organize the
various denominational services,
such as the Baptist Student Or-
ganization and others," comment-
ed Myrtle Greer.
Said Charles Yates: "I would
like to see a public address sys-
tem installed on the second floor,
with sound boxes on all floors and
buildings to help with the devo-
tional services."
"I would like to see the SC
have the auditorium stage floor
sanded and waxed," was Bernice
Smith's suggestion.
Vic Wertz Signs
Shall know the truth and t h e tam, president. Six new members: from the alissour: Pacific hospi-truth shall make you free." were elected and will be present tal in Little Rock and are recup-' "If the . Son therefore shall at the next monthly meeting.; erating. per. Three, add grated cheese, griddle. Keep pancakes warm in
slow oven until serving tinte. To
'snake you free, ye shall be free Fund raising projects were dis- Mr. Eddie Moire is doing fine sliced black olives and seasonings 
brush pancakes with pre-
indeed." cussed. At the close of the busi- at home after his illness, to a can of condensed tomato serve, 
.
Tite singing of the Emancipa- ness session gift were exchanged. Mrs. Arthur Sims has purchas- soup. Heat until the cheese melts, 
pared mustard Then on individualHon Proclamation did not en- The hostess invited the members c' a new ambulance for prompter 
and pour this easy tomato sauce serving plates, make pancake
sandwiches" by alternating lay-
tirely free the Negro. It was only to the dining room to be served, service for Earle and the vicini- 
over the Hamburger-Topped Grid-
,
dlecakes. ers of pancakes and ground beef.
the beginning of our Freedom. Mrs. W. H. Baskerville assisted 1Y. 
Spoon Tomato Sauce over all.
tie Rock. Ark.. will be the guestbig and it is up to us as we speaker. After the business thestep from the shoulders of our sorors exchanged gifts and enjoy.'mentors to continue striving for ed a delicious Turkey dinner.our freedoms. 0' Mr. and Mrs, Ceaser Jones andWc shall long remember this
powerful address. The Board of
Directors are grateful to Rev,
time by using enriched self-rising
fl— You won't have to meas-
ure and sift either baking pow-
der or salt because these two
ingredients have already been ad-
ded to the flour.
Serve refreshing milk with your
griddlecakes for an extra bounty
in taste and good nutrition. If
the day is cold and raw make it
hot chocolate milk for a warming
glow.
HAMBURGER TOPPED
self.rising flourInjured were Bruce Larson, 20, 2 tablespoons sugarand John Harper, 19, both suffer-ing possible skull fractures. The
third college youth, Gerald Kauf-mann, 19, suffered only cuts. Allare from Chicago.
Harper was driving the car, re-
turning from initiation of pledg-es of Phi Sigma Phi fraternity ina west suburban forest area.
The three said the teen-agersfirst challenged them to a race,then pulled in front of them and
presided over the business set- parked. Larsen said he started to
sion. Final plans were made 
get
 nutof the car and was hitover the head with a beer bottle.for the observance of Founder's __—Day. Sunday, Jan. II, at Lane ---
college. Mrs. Daisy Bates of Lit- St. Mary's hospital. Mothers and
babies are doing fine.
Mrs. Annie L. Fly is a patient
also at St. Mary's but is improved
at this writing. Mrs. Nannie Pear-
son and Mrs. Emma Donald areMr. and Mrs. Fred Moore, jr., recuperating at their homes Weare the proud parents of baby wish for all the sick a speedy re-boys. The babies were born at covery.
salt and proceed with recipe.
TOMATO SAUCE
1 can condensed tomato soup, un-
diluted
1-4 cup graded Cheddar Cheese
1-4 teaspoon chili powder
1-4 teaspoon Tabasco
1-2 cup sliced ripe olives
Milk or cream
Heat -soup and cheese, stirring
constantly until cheese melts. Add
chili powder, Tabasco and ripe
olives. Heat thoroughly. Thin
sauce with milk or you may use
cream if you desire.
Makes 4 servings.
Boston Contract
BOSTON — (UPI) — First
baseman Vic Wertz is the first Bos-
ton Red Sox player to return his
signed contract, Red Sox General
Manager Joe Cronin announced.
The 33-year-old Wertz was ob-
tained from the Cleveland Indians
six weeks ago along with outfield-
er Gary Geiger in exchange for
veteran outfielder Jimmy Pier-
gall.
Wertz, a long-hitting left handed
batter, missed all but the last
month of the 1958 campaign be-
cause of a broken leg. He got into
25 games in September. batted
.279 and drove in 12 runs.
Rosenwald
High News
The interior color of our school
is being changed. Painters start-
ed work during the holiday break,
and changed the time worn green
to a mono-chromatic color scheme
of ivory and beige.
After returning from the Christ-
mas holiday, classes, were held in
the new wing.
Mrs. Hollis S. Jordon Is back
after a two day absence. Dur-
ing her absence. Mr. E. Barnett
took over her department. Mr.
Barnett took over her department.
Mr. Barnett is a Rosenwald-.alum-
na and has just completed four
years of Industrial Arts studies
at the A & I university. He also
replaced Mrs. G. D. Burnett
while she was at her sick moth-
ers* bedside.
The semester examinations
starts January 7. Each student is
studing diligently to prepare hill-
self.
Our anticipation met face to
face with the new band instuc-
tor Mr. Howell T. Jones Jr. Mr.
Jones is a native of Toledo, Ohio.
He attended college at Virginia
State College where he cecived
his 19.. S. Degree. Mr. Jones fur-
thered his musical training at the
University of Michigan. During
his attendance he procured a
Master of Music. His major in-
strument is the Violin. Mr. Jones
has a broad view on todays cur-
rent trend in music, but he is a
classical fan. Good luck to .you
Mr. Jones for we feel that from
you great things are going to take
place in the Rosenwald Band,
The Bears and Bearetts won
over Lincoln High players Tues-




Mrs. Allie Taylor spent 10 days
in Little Rock visiting * friend.
Mrs. Minnie Jiles spent a week
in Jackson, Miss., 'visiting rela-
Wes and friends.
Reverend Norfleet, the pastor
of Bates Chapel CME church and
M1. Olive church delivered a soul
stirring sermon on last Sunday.
Rev. T. J. Ale delivered a
wonderful message on First Sun-
day. at Edward Chape AME
Church and MI, Olive church de-
livered a soul stirring sermen on
last Sunday.
Rey. T. J. Jile delivered a won-
derful messaze on First Sunday.
at Edward Chapel AME church,
of which he is the pastor.
beth Shute and Gaston P. San.
ders.
EAST TENNESSEANS
Barbara Jean Perry, of Knox-
ville, and Marvin Glass, of Dyer
burg, were also named for
honor.
Alabamans on the list included
Louise Fitts, James L. Green,
Laura M. Townsend and Eunice
Williams.
Four students from Florida
were also named, and they in-
cluded Benjamin F. Butler, Eliz-
abeth K. Daniels, William F.
Greer and Cupid Poe.
FROM OTHER STATES
Kentuckians Paul Conn, Will-
iam C. Mitchell and Stovall
Moore were listed for the honor
along with Ohioans Williams S.
McCain and Wilbur Suesbei y.
Others were Annette Jones,
Georgia; Beverly Chiles, Illinois;




By Finley A. Lanier
QUILL and SCROLL INSTALLED
The Quill and Scroll, an interns-
finial society of high school jour-
alists, has granted the Manassas
Chapted with a charter. Twenty
youn men and women took oaths,
receiving their pins and member-
ship cards in a recent installation
program hel din the school's audi- 1
torium. It was named in honor Of
Manassas's principal, Louis 13.1
Hobson.
The chapter's officers are: Doro-
thy Jackson, a senior president;
"Yours Truly," a senior vice presi-
dent; Marilyn Polk, a senior sec-
retary: Mary Vanzant, a senior ,
corresponding secretary; Goldie
Parks, a senior assistant secre-
tisy; Curtis Montgomery, a senior
ti:asurer; Arms Jean Holmes, a
senior parliamentarian; Leatrice
Allen, a senior reporter and Ben-
jamin Lanier, a junior, chaplain.
Other members include: Geor-
gette McKinney, a senior; Roset-
ta Proctor, a senior; Countess
Johnson, a senior; Bobbie Hayes,
Ernest Withers jr., juniors; Doro-
thy Holliday, Catherine Reid,
Henri Sanders, seniors; Albert
Thompson, Magnolia Clark,
juniors, and Geraldine Ward, a
senior.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Honorary members of the-ergazti-
ation who are all English instruc-
tors at Manassas are: Mesdames
'Etta D. Boyd, Henrietta Craigen,
Bebe Fingal, Gladys M. Greene,
Georgia V. Harvey, Ozie J. Hodge,
Patricia G. Holmes, Miss Nora
Morgan, Noble Owens, Mesdames
Ethel J. Perkins, Hilda Smith and -
Marjorie I. Ulen.
The scrollers must have done
some superior work with the
school publication, the Manassas
Newsette, or have contributed
something of great value to the
field of journalism.
Congratulations to this newly
formed organization and may con-
tinued success be yours in your
endeavors.
TOP FELLOWS
1. Jeff Brown 2. Samuel Eubanks
3. James Holmes and Louis Glass
4. James Letcher 5. Curtis Mont-
gomery 6. Ernest Wither. a n d
Clinton Taylor 7. John Harris I.
Albert Thompson and Charlie Har-
ris 9. Earlis Bernard 10. Arveater
and Thurman Hughes.
TOP COEDS
1. Dorothy Jackson 2. Mary Van-
zant and Rosetta Proctor 3. Geor-
gette McKinney and Barbara Cas-
tle 4. Billie Mack 5. Edna Madison
and Mattlam McKinney 6. Cath-
erine Reid 7. Henri Sa iders and I
Dorothy Pool 8. Marilyn Pork IL
Bobbie Hayes 10. Nellie Criglar.
SPOTLIGHT
Our first series of spotlights
turns to James Letcher jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Letcher sr.,
who reside at 274 North Decat
at. He is a very popular-stude
and is classified as a senior.
fie is a member of the Ole
Timer's Club, the Operator's Club,
St dent Council and the Manassas
High School Band lie is drum
major of the band and has done
a superb job this year. Incidental-
ly, he is the first drum major
ever to lead the band and this
position is quite a great honors
In social life, he is a member
of the Eastern Star Baptist church
where he sings in the Junior Choir.
He is quite an asset in his church
and serves in whatever capacity
its is chosen.
Upon graduating from Manassas,
he plans to attend Grambling col-
lege where he plans to major in
music and industrial arts.
Congratulations to this grand
personality. May you have suc-




By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER
Two telephone numbers loomed
as important and incriminating
evidence against Woodlawn vice
crusader, Joseph R. Smith, who
was indicted by a Cook County
Grand Jury on a charge of crime
against nature.
The numbers, both of telephones
at the Waldorf hotel, 6139 S. Ellis,
were reportedly given to Detec•
tive Richard Disteldorf, of the
Woodlawn station, by Smith, Oct.
ninth.
This infqrmation was disclosed
during a two-hour interview with
Disteldorf who said that was the
date he first met Smith while they
both were attending a hearing in
narcotics court.
Disteldorf, who has since been
removed as head of the vice squad
at Woodlawn district said the num-
bers: PLaza 2-5010 and PLaza 2-
9184, were given by Smith who
said they belonged to a prostitute
living at the hotel. Distcldorf said
Smith discribed the girl as being
light complexioned, with two gold
teeth in front.
Disteldorf said he and his part-
ner, Justine McCarthy, went to
the hotel and inquired of the desk
clerk whether the girl (this sup-
posedly being the description al
Shirley Nelson) lived there. The
desk clerk reported he had seen
the girl, the officer stated.
On different occasions Distal-
dorf and McCarthy said they
tried to call the,girl at the burn-
hers given, but she was not ln
It W15 00 tha night of Oct. 9
that Sol Unto, owner of the chli
ver Bar, called him, the deice-
live continued, stating that Miss
Nelson was in the bar and wanted
to tell him about Smith whom she
said had just publicly called her
a prostitute.
Asked if it was not obvious that
Smith appeared to be doing a good
job helping to clear his communi-
ty of vice by supplying police with
tips on vice girls, Disteldorf said
he thought this, too, and at this
time had no reason to doubt
Smith's sencerity or his intentions.
Asserting the unusualness of
Smith's actions, the detective
said, "it is the hardest thing in
the world to get anyene to help
put the finger on girls in crime
That's why we considered it
lucky day when Joe Smith turn-ed up", he added.
After Miss Nelson made hercharges against Smith on Oct. 10,
Disteldorf said Smith was asked
to come into the station to clear
himself, but he failed to show up.
It was the following day thathe (Disteldorf) signed a warrant
for Smith's arrest which was later
augmented by the signed state-
ment of Miss Nelson.
Both Miss Nelson and Smith are
charged with the same offense
and are out on bond.
LeMoyne Prexy In KC
Dr. lion's F. Price. presidentof LeMoyne College, was in Kan-
sas City Mo. recently to attend
























































































































































































































BY FINLEY A. LANIER
Mrs. Donzaleigh Patterson, dc-
- partmental head of business et
Owen college spoke to the busi-
ness education Club at Manassas
High in a brief but informative
reception in the Home Economics
Department recently.
The main factors stressed by
the speaker were that persons en-
tering the field of business should .
seek and acquire a college edit- .
cation, that the world is now cal-
ling for skilled and professional'
workers, that graduating seniors'
interested in business as a career
should seek admission to accreda!
ted colleges with a curriculum or
business conrses which will lead
r to a degree and to prepare one's
'sell for the world ahead.
The club Is composed of busi-
ness majors and office assistants
, and Mrs Martha L. Graham and
Mrs. Marjorie I. hen are the.
club advisors.
Officers of the club are: Mildred
Winfrey-president: Finley A. La-
nier, vice ' president; Maurice
Young,secretary, Vera Henderson,
corresponding secretary; Edna
Madison, treasurer; Barbara Cas-
tit chaplain, Doris Bell, mile-
mentsrian; Leatrice Allen and
Alma Richards, reporters. and




' With the passing of Christmas
and New Year, normalcy has
been restored, such as we have
In this Atomic Age. We really
aren't able to have the peace and
quiet we had before' the launching
of the Satellite and the race for
outer space. We dare not become
too complacent, lest we find our-
selves soaring around in spaces
unknown or desirous to be known
about.
This is the season when one be-
comes figure conscious. Yes, both
kinds of figures body ane in-
come tax. With this after-holiday
lull one might be wise to start
working on both.
America is Polio conscious also.
Don't forget to join the March of
Dimes. You just can't be satis-
fied with the contribution your
children make at school, impor-
/latent as it is, but make your owncontribution in order that medi-
cal science can soon lick this
dreaded disease and work on
other ailments.
With the Pastor being ill regu-
lar services were shortened at
Dyer CME church on Sunday last,
but the Masonic lodge of the city
made up for it. At three p. m.
they began their St. John's Day
services with the Worshipful Mass.
ter E. L. Nolan in charge. After
all the ceremonial Rites were
finished an impromptu address
was given by Tiro Nolen follow-
ed by testimonial speeches by
various members of the Lodge.
' Mr. and Mrs. Ell Ivie were
hosts to all their children that
live in the city at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. James Will-
iams and Mr. Williams., Sunday
for dinner. Others enjoying the
delicious dinner that included ev-
ery known vegetable in this
area, meats of many varieties,
salads and finally a dessert of
erry tarts. Those enjoying the
family tete a tete were Mr...and
Mrs. E. L. Nolan, Messrs.
George and Walter Lee Nolan,
Mrs. Sallie Webb, Mr. and Mrs.
Sylveeter Burns, Wallace Burns,
Sallie B. Burns, Mr. W. C. York
and Mrs.Imagine Burnett*. Too
bad for you, Rev. Rogers, you
missed it.
Hospitals are claiming many 9f
our Tri-Citans. We find in Madi-
son county general. Mrs. Emma
Simpson, mother of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond %impson.
Many of her relatives are talc-
ing turns staying with her, since
he* condition is rated as almost
critical. Our beloved Supervisor,
Mrs. Carrie Seats is a patient
there also. Mrs. Seat is reported
as being much improved at this
writing.
Mrs. A. C. Jaycocks is a patina
in St. Mary's hospital in Hum-
boldt, and at Kennedy general we
find Messrs. Will Whitlock and
Gaither YancY.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wit.
ie Norman burned in Rutherford
Monday night. Mrs. Lou Feather-
ston had Mrs. Willie Phillips, her
daughter, , and Mrs. Erma Wynn
her grandaughter for dinner on
Jan. 6. better known as "Old
Christmas". The Missionary So-
siety of the Dyer CME church
surprised their President, Mrs.
Luca Overall with an after Christ-
mas Party in the home of Mrs.
Willie Phillips last Friday. Mrs.
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Overall was presented a lovely
gift and a beautiful citation. Mrs.
E. L. Wynn was chairman of
these activities.
IN AND OUT
Mr. William Newhouse of Chi-
cago was home for the New Year's
celebration. Mr. Franklin T. Smith
a student of A k I State uni-
vehity spent the weekend with
his parents and grandmother. Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Smith sane. Mr!
Will Witlock. Mr. H. S. Barbour
of Helena, Ark., was a week-end
guest of Dr. J. T. Seat.
Dr. and Mrs. 0. W. Boush re-
turned from Washington where
they spent the holiday season
with his mother and many friends,
and enjoyed the festivities of D.
C. society. Prof. Russell MeLin
of Erin, Tenn, where he is High
school principal, spent the week
with with his mother, Mrs. Lizzie
McLin. Mrs. Grace Ball recently
returned home from a visit with
her mother who lives in Pope,
Tenn.
Miss Dorothy Wynn and sister
Erma Jean, of Gary, Ind., re-
cently returned home after an
extended visit here with relatives
and friends.
THIS AND THAT
This is moving season with
many of our friends, especially
the sharecroppers. We find Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Simpson min
ed to Humboldt. Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Scates and family have
moved to Trezevant and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Jones and family
have moved to Humboldt.
Mr. Griffin Williams and Mrs.
Maori James were married re-
cently in a quiet ceremony. Mrs.
Maynola Wynne of Cairo , Ill.
visited her son Mr. and Mrs. Mer-
vin Anderson & family.
Many Gibson county teachers
and friends enjoyed the wonderful
Soiree given by the Jackson city
teachers at Merry high school on
Friday night last.
Rev. and Mrs., Joe Miller of
Humboldt were guests of 'the
Jamisons last Friday night. Mrs.
Miller is a sister of Mr. Jamison.
Basketball is in full sway all
over, now and I am sure you are
enjoying this clean high school
sport with the team of your
choice. With teachers of various
towns teaching in various schools
of the county our interest is all
over. Anyway. Read Rosenwald





"Building for a Better Tomor-
row" will be the theme of a for-
um to be held during the annual
meeting of the Memphis Urban
Laague at LeMoyne college on
Fri. Jan. 16, beginning at 8:00
p. m., and leaders in the fields
of sociology and industrial rela-
t'ens will be among the panelists.
The visiting panel members
will be Dr. Whitney M. Young,
a sociologists, who is dean of the
Atlanta university School of So-
cial Work; and J. A. Thomas, a
national leader in the field of in-
dustrial relathiter, with offices in
New York City and Atlanta.
Serving as moderator for the
panel will be Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president of LeMoyne, and a
member of the board of the Ur-
ban League.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel, the ex-
esutive director, said that t I, e
league is seeking to improve race
relations. Other goals include fact
finding for sound community ac-
tion; better job opportunities for
qualified Negro workers; vocation-
al counseling for Negro youth and
adults; increased housing, and the
resolving of problems in family




Atty. Ira H. Murphy. of 1004
Stafford at., was recently appoint-
ed deputy chairman of the Fi-
nance committee of the Chicka-
saw Council of the Boy Scouts,
according to F. T. Thayer, presi-
dent of the council.
A graduate OF Tennessee A and
I State university and the New
York university School of Law,
he has his office at SIM Vance
ave.
ON NEW CARRIER — Among
the 3,500 man crew assigned
Li the attack aircraft car-
rier. USS Independence, corn•
mlasioned Is Brooklyn last
week are these three Teases'scans, from left. Seaman
Donald R. Holt, of Dickson;
Steward Fleet Class Jarrett
L. Janet, of Nashville: and
Steward Apprentice Leon
Townes, of Huntingdon. Sea-
man Holt Ls the son of Mr.
awl Mrs. Roy Holt, of Dick.
son, and the husband of the
former Miss Barbara J. Mc-
Cleb. of Robins, Ili. Steward
Jarrett's wife is the former
Need For Law Staff
Shown In LR Battle
It was during the days of the
Little Rock school case that the
value of maintaining a highly
specialized corps of lawyers was
demonstrated, according to a re-
port made recently by the NAACP
Legal Defense and Educational
Fund, inc.
'On a half-dozen occasions since
early in the summer of 1958,
briefs and motions were dispatch-
act in the supreme Coui'. and the
Court of Appeals on one or two
days' notice, involving not only
cansinutional principles
with which everyone is familiar,"
the repgrt stated, "but procedural
refinements which rarely arise in
the courts and on which substan-
tive rights stand or fall,"
Th re were two outstanding le-
gal issues which the NAACP at-
torneys faced in 1958, and both
involved states rights versus the
Federal Government, or interposi-
tion. In both instanceS, as a re-
sult of the work of NAACP law-
yers, backed up by the organize-
tion't Legal Defense and Educa-
tional Fund.
OUT MANEUVERED
In the Little Rock case the U.
S. Supreme Court ruled that ''The
Constitutional rights of children
not to be discriminated against
in school admissions on the
grounds of race or color. . .can
neither be nuilified openly and
directly by state legislators or
state executive or judicial officers,
nor nullified directly by them
through evasive schemes for seg-
regation whether attempted 'in-
geniously or ingenously."
Another instance of this nature
was the efforts at many Southern
states to crush organizations en-
gaged in gaining civil rights, and
cut off Negroes' access to the
Federal courts.
A telling blow was dealt to
this attempted strategy, the report
stated, when it three-judge district
court in Virginia vindicated the
right of the NAACP Legal De-
fense Fund to support civil rights
cases in court.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
At present the battle is shap-
ing up on the right of the states
to turn over schools to private
organizations when ordered to de-
segregate.
"In reality no such system of
private education is feasible with-
out heavy state aid, which then
belies the characterization of pri-
vate. Of course. once such state
Amendment clearly forbids segre-
gation." the NAACP said.
At present the Legal Defense
and Educational Fund is involved
In Cesegregating schools, college,
local transportation, interstate tra-
vel, housing, recreation and other ATLANTA — (UPI) — Georgeaspects of life. Bright, charged with mastermind-PENDING CASES ing the bombing of a Jewish tern-Elementary and high school ple here last Oct. 12, went on
cases are presently pending In trial again Monday. This time
Arkansas, Delaware, Florida, with a new judge, a new defenseGeorgia. Kentucky, Louisiana. attorney and a lesser charge.
Maryland, North Carolina, Okla- Bright's first trial was halted
horns, Tennessee, Texas and Vit. Dec. 10, when Judge Durwood
ginla. Pye ordered a mistrial after theIt was as a result of a legal jury could not reach a verdict.
suit conducted by the Fund's Since then, the state brought a
lawyers that the University of charge of bombing a building
Florida joined the ranks of de-
segregated schools last year.
The right of the Federal Pub-
lic Housing Administration to sup-
port segregated public housing is
now at stake in Savannah, Ga.
HOSPITAL SUITS
The organization is involved In
a suit in Wilmington, N. C.,
which, if won, wll result n the
full admission of Negro physicians
to publicly aided hospitals from
which they are barred solely on
the basis of race.
"It is the function of the Legal
Defense Fund to provide legal
aid to secure the civil rights of
any Negro in any state and we
are ready willing and able to
fulfill that function," the report
stated. ,
ne111111111111111111111101111111111eietetelnliniteln1111111Arkansas Spends Cops Object To
Less Per Pupil
•
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Ar-, The most money for educationkansas spends less per pupil to I Was spent by Oregon, $365 per pu-
educate its children than any of pi], or more than twice ae much
the other 31 states which finance as Arkansas, California spent $355
schools through school districts, aid Wyoming 3.347 for each child.
the Census Bureau has reported. The report did not include Wash-
The bureau said in a report on ington, D. C., and the 16 states
school district spending in 1957 where all or some of the schoolsthat Arkansas provided a total of are supported by some means$69,636.000 for its 388,000 school other than school districts. Thesechildren, or $154 for each student.
include New York and the southThe next five lowest ranked
areas all were southern or border ern states of Mississippi, Virginia,
North Carolina and Tennessee.states: South Carolina sms per
student, Alabama $177, Kentucky The Census Bureau said the 32
$185, Georgia $192, and West Vir- states with school districts spent
ginia $205. a total of $9,600,000,000 for educe-
'Beer Bust' With
Stolen Beer
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — (UPI) —
Charles E. Reed. 21, wanted to
throw a "beer bust" for some
friends, but police didn't think
t h e reason justified Reed 's
wheeling it cases of beer out of
a locked warehouse.
Municipal Judge John Brennan
agreed and sentenced the laborer
to 160 days in jail.
101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111a
lion in 1957. California spent the
most, $996.051,000. and Wyoming
the least, $23,9n5,000.
Without giving a breakdown by
states the bureau said Washing-
ton and the other 16 states spent
$2,600,000 for schools.
ard Townes is the son of Mrs.
Miss Flora A. Barnes, of Lex-
ington Park, Md., and Stew.
Anna Townes of Huntingdon.
after Its commissioning on
Jan. 10, tbe independence went
on a sea trial preparation




In Ads, Find They
Don't Always Pay
MAIDSTONE, England—(UPI)
—Arthur King. 27, and Jonah
Morris, 46, have been jailed for
30 months for burglary because
they believed its advertieing.
Police were tipped off to the
two men's operations by a
painted business sign reading:
"King and Morris, burglars in-
corporated, all kinds of e ork
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BBB Services, 20,090 Calls For
Info And Complaints During Year
More than 20,000 persons avill-1
ed themselves of the valuable
services offered by the Better
Businss Bureau of Memphis dur-
ing 1958 according to a year-end
summary released by the Bureau
last week.
Of the 20,090 "instances of ser-
vices" recorded, BBB statistics
show that only 2,111 persona reg-
istered complaints against busi-
ness, or slightly over 10 per cent
while 17,979 persona called, wrote
or visited the Better Business Bu-
reau to obtain factual information
about business firms. service
companies or investment propo-
sitions with whom they were con-
templating doing business.
The volume of services render-
ed by the non-profit organiza-
tion, which is supported entirely
by local business, constituted an
all-time record in the 10 year his-
tory of the Memphis Bureau, and
a 23 per cent increase over the
services rendered the public dur-
ing 1957, according to the Bureau,
to t RATIO
"We are encouraged by the
fact that Memphis business has
resulted in so few complaints,
proportionately," George V. Mor-
se, Jr., BBB Manger, commented.
"The nine-to-one ration of inqui-
ries to complaints compares fa-
vorably with the national BBB
average which last year was a
six-to-one ratio of inquires to
complaints. However, we are
somewhat concerned by the fact
that this is the first year our
complaint total has exceeded two
thousand. Perhaps the 26 per
cent increase in customer com-
plaints can be blamed on the re-
cession. Our experience has ben
that whenever business falls off,
customer complaints tend to in-
crease, as some stores and deal-
ers lower their ethical standards
in the intensifying competition for
the consumer dollar."
The business category resulting
in the most inquiries and com-
plaints to the Bureau was Insur-
ance, with 2603 instances of ser-
vice, of which 211 were com-
plaints. 145 of these were involv-
ing accident and health and hos-
pitalization insurance. •
LARGEST COMPLAINT
However, the largest complaint
category was the field of Home
Improvement di Maintenance,
which brought 477 customer com-
plaints, the highest total ever re.
corded in any field in the Bu-
reau's history. In 1957, there were
265 complaints in this field, ac-
cording to BBB statistics.
"The bulk orhome improvement
and maintenance complaints were
lodged against companies engag-
ed in remodeling, add•a•room,
and similar horns improvements,"
Morse noted. ''We also had a big
,pscrease in complaints against iti-
nerant, hit- and- run roof, chim-
mney and gutter repair racket-
eers, who specialized in victimi-
zing older people. Too often, per-
sons would not realize they had
been victimized until the next
time it rained, when they found
leaks had not been stopped. By
then, the repair 'expert' was long
gone, and his guarantee a worth-
less scrap of paper."
Some 900 leading Memphis
firms support the Better Business
Bureau. The Memphis Bureau is
the only BB in the trastate
area, and in addition to handling
inquiries and complaints from
residents of Memphis and Shel-
by County, has seen a large in-
crease in requests for service
from counties in East Arkansas
and North Mississippi, as well as
West Tennessee, according to Mr.
Morse. There is one other bus
reau in Tennessee, at Knoxville,
which was started during 1958.
Both Bureaus are affiliated with
the Association of Better Business
Bureaus Inc., composed of 112 Bu-
reaus in the United States and
Canada.
Bombing Suspect Goes' Old Miss. Capitol To
On Trial 2nd Time
They are free on bond.
The early Sunday blast of the
temple in October set off a na-
tion-wide appeal for a federal
statute allowing the FBI to enter
a bombing case immediately. It
also brought demands from some
legislators that a federal anti.
bombing law such as the anti.
kidnap Lindbergh Law be present-
ed to Congress.
No one was injured in the blast.
Bright has denied any know-
which carries a penalty of one to ledge of the bombing.
20 years, if convicted. The penal-
ty of life imprisonment.
The foreman at Bright's first Singerse ComingAGAINST PENALTYtrial said the jury was deadlock-
ed at 9-3 for conviction, but was Is St n
The case presented by V





the state rested solely on circum-
stantial evidence. The Stewards of St. AdrewsJudge Jeptha Tanksley will pre- AME church will present the Mc.aide over Bright's second trial,
Stien- Wilke singers in a programand Atty. Reuben Garland, one of
the South's most colorful trial at the church on Sunday after-
lawyers, has taken over as de- noon, Jan. 18, beginning at 3:30
fense counsel. Bright's father p m., and the public is invitedmade the switch in attorneys,
Garland said, to be prresent.
Other singing groups are alsoFour other non are charged
with participatitg in the bombing, scheduled to participate on the
program in the church, located
at 246 E. Calhoun ave.
George Anderson is vice chair-
man: Dr. H. Ralph Jackson pastor
of the . church; and Mrs. Mary
Gray reporter.
SAILOR HOME —
Machinist mate third class, Joe
White, U. S. Navy is home for
a 30-day leave from his ship, the
U. S. S. Hopewell, which has
just returned to this country after
a seven-month extended tour of
the A F1a95r4 East.
graduate of Booker T.
Washington High school, Mr.
White is the husband of tsars Nor-
ma Jean White, of 1498 Gaby st.
The sailor is also vtsiting his
mother and grandmother, who
live here. He is scheduled to re-
turn to San Diego, Calif. later
this month.
Joseph D. Hardy, Negro Marketing Research Consut..tant
Appointed by Cosmetic Firm
Joseph D. Hardy, Chairman of Practical Arts at Jackson Col-
lege, Jackson, Mississippi, was recently appointed Market
Research Consultant for J. Strickland and Company of Mem-
phis. Tennessee, manufacturers of Royal Crown Bair Prepa-
rations,
Professor Hardy, an Associate Professor of Economics, is
perhaps the only Negro in America serving a Multi-Million
$ $ $ Manufacturer in this highly skilled position. Hardy,
always a keen student, had settled4 
his whole life around ia variety of
activities involving teaching and
being consultant to numerous or-
utilizations and business,* in and
around Jackson. Until a few
months ago, he was serenely sat-
isfied with this pleasant routine
then the unexpected happened.
Radio Station WOKJ in Jackson
retained Hardy and his staff to
conduct a non-biased study at the
Jackson Negro Market. The study
was designed to supply WOKJ
with vital information on the buy-
ing habits of Negro consumer* In
the market; thus supplying their
sales staff with a valuable selling
tool.
Hardy and his staff plunged
Into the job with real enthusiasm
and completed the survey in a
matter of weeks. The radio sta-
tion, eager to sell the Jackson
Market to National Advertisers.
mailed hundreds of copies of the
completed survey to agencies and
consumer goods' manufacturers
throughout America.
The immediate results were
astounding. Several agencies re-
sponded with letters to the station
expreasing interest In the growing
Market, as a result of the study.
The J. Strickland Company was
snore than just impressed. They
sent their Rimiearca Director
Lawrence Ashby flying to Jack-
son for talks with tke mild-man-
nered Professor. After several
meetings which followed, Joseph
D. Hardy found himself with a
new title. Special Research Con-
sultant to .1 Strickland and Com-
pany.
Hardy's duties are not confined
to Jackson alone, he is constantly
directing teams of researchers in
important market areas through-
out the country and working with
professors of colleges throughout
the country for Strickland. He Is
now constantly turning up facts
and data that is required by a
company the size of Strickland,
in order to do a really effective
job of selling Jts numerous prod-
ucts in the feat moving and highly
important Negro Market_
He hag eery definite ideas on
this subject. "Research theories
corn, and reaearch theories go,"
says Professor Hardy, "but today,
more than ever before, Market
Research is the key to successful
selling. When a major company
such as J. Strickland & Company
goes out into the market and
spends the time and money to find
out what people really want, the
consumer can ke assured of re•
s1,„,
new products booing consumer teshd. Left to rissfd: Professor Hardy; 11 W.ceiving a better product at the Director of Distribution; Prod Skull, N•tienel Wes Manag•r; Gaylenlowest poulb 
E
le price." Preelueek letm sesgery aci Leiesord C. Tokio. Tee/irked Geoeulteet,
Joseph D. Hardy frequently burns sim evislineld el checking, sod re-
thocting, quest,onnaires. Professor Hardy, • man of boundless energy, offers
warts fourfa•n hours • day esenferring with bit staff, working In the field
and preparing essignments.
Profane, Medi regularly Bios Ce thiesehl, to join eernessy offIcials in As
development of new marketing plans end dm analysis of survey results ion
Be Replaced By Museum
By Edgar "'. Stewart
A Museunn is to be made out of
the old c. pilot building in Mis-
sissippi. The job will cost ap-
proximately a million dollars.
It was in this building that the
American Negro was started on
his now highest plane in politics.
The 118 year old building sets
on a hill facing Capitol at. as the
main thoroughfare in Mississip-
pi. The rear overlooks Pearl
Rivet, not very far from t I •
place where General William T.
Sherman made his famous re-
mark, "War Is Hell."
It was here also, that A. K.
Davis, a Negro Lt. Governor act-
ed as Governor when the gover-
nor was out of town. James Hill
was secretary of state, T. W.
Cardoza was state superintendent
of education and John R. Lynch
was speaker of the house. All
GOODWILL MANOR GUESTS
get royal treatment from Ten-
nessee State university's Mrs.
Alger V. Roswell, wife of unl-
verslty's vice president. Mrs.
Boswell pours tea for Dr.
Neal S. Gomon, Nebraska
State college president w h o
visited Tennessee State for Ns-
tional Association of Intercol-
legiate Athletics tourney. Also
on band for meet was Al
Wheeler (2nd from right) past
NAL% president. Dr. W. S.
were Negroes.
Lynch later went to the nation-
al House of Representatives in
Washington and H. R. Reyna and
It K. Brice went to the J. 3.
Senate. They were the 'Illy ele•
groes to serve in that madly.
Bruce was Once suggested far
vice-president of the United
States, and it is said, could have
easily gotten the office had he
not married. It is said that Wash-
ington society was not ready to
accept a Negro woman in such
a high social position as the Mtn
of the vice-president would hold.
The Republicans chose Chester
A. Arthur instead of Bruce. Tbes
Garfield-Arthur ticket won a n d
James A. Garfield, was later as-
sassinated. Arthur became pres-
ident. Had Bruce not married he
would have been the first Negro
president of the United States.
CLASSIFIEDS
otrimf calm for your R01/1111 or age*am notes — Dar ER. 7-2552.
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YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A. GYPSY
TIde Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at laat she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yes
In had health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are Your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. Sh•
will read We to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success. If you have
failed In the rest tome see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 61 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando iler home Is 2 blocks below
alters she used to stay right aside th• DeSote Motel. Bo sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times iShe never had an office in West Miemphie.)
Caleb yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Tine and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY SE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours S a.m. fanO p.m.
Readings Daily Open es Sundays
I don't make any home ealls or answer say letters. Be sere
ti leek for the right sign and the right name.
 z-mrateMellIMMI
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A dele-
gation including six Methodist bi-
shops presented to the U. S. Sen-
ate on Jail. 6 the signatures of
21,000 persons asking for a curb
on filibusters. Such a curb would
snake it easier to pass civil right
legislation, social welfare mea-
sures. and other laws benefiting
laboring people.
The signatures were on petitions
from 45 states and the District of
Columbia, with two thirds from
the Southern states. They were
collected through the Southern
Conference Educational Fund.
J Spokesmen for the delegation,
which included white and Negro
men and women from 11 states
and the District of Columbia, in-
cluding nine Southern states, were
Bishop Frank Madison Reid, Kit-
tr 1, N. C., president of t h e
Council of Bishops and Aubrey
W. Williams, Montgomery, Ala.,
publisher and president of the
SCEF.
Among other members of the
delegation were the Rev. Fred L.
Shuttlesworth, leadei of the Bir-
mingham bus protest and the Rev.
William B. Abbot, Norfolk, Va.,
at leader in the movement to in-
tegrate schools in that state.
' HAMPTON, Va. — Dr. Alonzo
G. Moron, president of Hampton
Institute, left here last week en
route to India by plane where
be is to make a two-month lec-
ture and discussion tour of the
Asian republic as a representa-
tive of the U. S. State Depart-
rent.
Dr. Moron is slated to remain
In the New Delhi area from Jan.
to Jan. 22 on the first leg of
his journey, and while there he
Will be a guest of the American
'Ambassador to India, Ellsworth
Bunker.
! From there the Hampton presi-
dent will go to Bombay, Madras,
Calcutta and other cities where
be will speak to groups of schol- 1
'ars, educators, government and
business leaders and other groups.
He will leave India on March 4.
Two of Hampton institute's fie-
silty members are currently in In-
dia, one with the Indian Coopera-I
tive league, and another with the i
ICA. During the past 10 years
Hampton has employed three fac-
ulty members from India.
Dr. Moron made his last trip
abroad in 1956 as co-chairmaii of
an eight-week study tour of Europe
and the Middle East,
Exam Time Nearing
' Students at LeMoyne College'
this week have but a single
thought in mind — the approach.








—Students at Melrose High
school got a thrill of their
lives last Tuesday when a Ten.
nesee Highway Patrol heli-
copter, "Flagship Visibility",
swooped down on the spacious
campus lawn. The visit of the
whirly-bird to the school was
a phase of the traffic safety
educational program sponsor-
ed by the Tennessee Highway
Mysteries Aplenty This
Week On Channel Three
7:00 to 8:00 PURSUIT. "Epi-
taph for a Golden girl:" A p '-
vete eye investigates mysterious
disappearance of apparently hap-
pily married movie actress.
8:00 to 8:30 MILLIONAIRE.
Fourth anniversary of show sees
man losing million dollar check
later found by street cleaner
who has difficult time making
recipeint believe its genuine.
9:00 to 10:00 U. S. STEEL
HOUR. "Dangerous Interlude:"
Woman leaves her home in Eng-
land after being acquitted for
supposedly murdering her hus-
band only to find prosecutor trail-
ing her in Africa. Stars Viveca
Lindfors and Torin Thatcher.
THURSDAY EVENING, JAN. 15
6:00 to 6:30 AMOS 'N' ANDY.
Kingfish receives a birthday card
from unknow, admirer which
evokes jealousy of Sapphire.
8:00 to 8.30 ZANE GREY THE-
ATRE, "Hang the Heart High:"
Wife of wealthy rancher hides bad
man from lynch mob and falls
in love with him.
8:30 to 10:00 PLAYHOUSE 90.
"The Blue Men." Compelling
drama about a police detective
whose career and personal integ-
rity are put on block by politi-
cal expediency and vindictive
public.
FRIDAY, JAN. 16
8:00 to 8:30 PHIL SILVERS
SHOW. "The Court Marshal:"
Sgt. Bilko talks the Army into
accepting monkey on enlistment
basis.
9:30 to 10:00 PERSON TO PER-
SON. Ed Murrotv visits heir to
A&P fortune, Huntington Hart-
-ford, and his actress wife, Mar-
joire Steele; also band leader
Meyer David.
10:00 to 10:30 U. S. MARSHAL.
Prisoners escape from jail on
second try, and John Bromfield,
as the marshal has hard time
finding them.
SATURDAY, JAN. 17
7:30 to 8:00 WANTED DEAD
OR ALIVE. Steve McQueen keeps
looking for bank robber he is
trailing despite rumor that the
man has been murdered by a
beautiful seamstress.
8:30 to 9:00 HAVE GUN, WILL
TRAVEL.
9:00 to 9:30 GUNSMOKE. The
marshal attempts to find cattle-
men who haue slaughtered sheep
and injured shepherd, but gets lit-
tle cooperation from victim who
believes in non-violence.
9:30 to 10:00 SILENT SERVICE.
USS BARD. gets orders to blow
up train, and landing party does
job with scuttling charges. Sub-
marine commander gets Medal
of Honor for feat.
10:00 to 10:30 NEW YORK
CONFIDENTIAL. '.'Body on the
Couch:" Phone call confirms
young girl's suspicion that her
father committed suicide because
he knew she hated him.
10:30 to 12:00 MILLION DOL-
LAR PLAYHOUSE. "Forever and
a Day:" Romantic drama of sev-
eral generations of a family in
peace and war, starring Ray Mil-




High school teachers of science,
and mathematics who want to
apply for !Upends for the Tus-
kegee Academic Year Institute
for High School Science and
- - - —
. Sport Coats . Slacks
. Topcoats . Suits
Allen-Edmonds
Taylor-Made
Ma ssa ic • SHOES
to 50% Off
Entire Stock Not Included
lily Rosen s





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
E MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
E- MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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patrol, with headquarters in
Nashville. A dramitic display
of various types of automo-
bile accidents was on view in
the school library. The follow.
ing slogans were illustrated:
STAMFORD, Conn. — (UPI)—
At least two men were happy




Cpl. Henry Hooper, jr., of the
U. S. Mrine Corps, stationed at
Cherry Point, N. C., Vag home
to visit his mother, Mrs. Ida Mae
Cooper, of 251-D. Decatur st., and
other members of his family dur-
ing the New Year weekend.
A graduate of Booker T. Wash-
ington High school, where he was
Mathematics Teachers will have
to hurry if they want to receive
consideration this year. The dead-
line for applications is Jan. 15.
Approximately 50 stipends of
53.000 plus travel and tuition, and
9300 for each dependent are avail-
able. Application blanks, a pam-
phlet describing the Tuskegee
program, and a brochure are
available at the Tuskegee Insti-
tute office of the College of Arts ,
and Sciences.
"Generally, stilsends will be
awarded to teachers in sciences
and mathematics who do not
have advance training in these
subject matter areas," Dr. W.
Edward Belton, director of the
Institute said.
OUTSTANDING LECTURERS
"We will offer courses especial-
ly designed for the high stbool
science teacher in biology, them.
nifty. physics and mathematics.,
In addition, a lecture series tea.
turing outstanding people in these
areas will be available to parti-
cipants," he said.
Housing will be provided or
the campus in residence halls,
and meals can be obtained on
the campus. There is limited
housing for participants and their
families in the Tuskegee com-
munity.
The Academic Year Institute
for High School Teachers of
Chemistry, held for the past two
years, and sponsored by the
National Science Foundation, will
be held again this summer.
RUPP ON FACULTY
WATERVILLE, Me. — (ITPI)
Adolph Rupp, coach of the Uni-
versity of Kentucky's top-rated
basketball team, has been named
to the faculty of the Colby College
Coaching school, to be held In
Waterville june 17-19. Rinsp dee'
"Slow Down and Live," "Go
Easy, Travel Safely," and
"Murder on the Highway."
In photo at left Principal
Floyd M. Campbell is shown
seated in the helicopter just
nipping this part of the country.
They were trainmen H. J. Mof-
fitt, of Newark, N. J., and
Mit had l Halchak, of Hempstead,
N. Y., who were shivering in an
unheated Pennsylvania Railroad
coach that was "deadheading" on
the end of New Haven train No.
95.
' "It's too cold in here," Moffitt
said as the combination mail and
passenger train slowed for the
Stamford station this morning.
"Let's run up ahead and get into
a heated car."
They left the unheated coach
and were moving toward the front
of the 16-car train when there
was a crash and the -asp of splint-
ering wood and grinding metal.
Moffitt and Halchak looked back
and blanched. The last few cars
of train 95 had disappeared. Down
the trackside embankment they
saw the coach they had just left,
dangling off the edge of the em-
bankment. There was a smashed
freight car on top of it.
HENRY HOOPER, JR.
a member of the basketball team
and the glee club, Cpl. Hooper
enlisted in the Marine Corps after
having finished the school with the
class of 1956.
The Marine corporal returned
to this country from Japan last
October. Active in sports, he was
a member of the football and
basketball teams at the Atsugi
Naval Air station which captured
the All-Navy Far East titles.
Transferred later to Iwakuni,
Japan, Cpl. Hooper joined the box-
ing team and won the Interserv-
ice middleweight championship
of Japan, and was undefeated in
the Far East.
A jet aircraft mechanic at Cher-
ry Point, Cpl. Hooper is the










760 Union - JA 7-2631
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union JA 7-2631
2263 Pork Ave. - FA 3-8507
Ow Nights Cr.. Parkin,
lectured at the school in 1949. 1111111111111.11.1111111111r
All members of the Booker T.
Washington High school class of
1944 are invited to attend a meet-
ing in the teachers' lounge of the
school on Wednesday evening, Jan.
14, at 8:00 p.m.
after the pilot, Lt B.. Nicks,
took him on a flight over the
city. Looking on, left to right,
are Capt. Joe Patterson and
Lt. W. E. Smith. Capt. Pat.




NEW YORK — (UPI) — A
Brooklyn psychology professor,
who had charged that his 4-year-
old daughter would suffer social
ostracism because of her mother's
remarriage to a Chinese psychol-
ogist, withdrew his court action
to gain custody of the child over
the week end.
The custody battle involved Dr.
David Raab, 38, his former wife,
Madlyn, 35, of Belmont, Mass.,
and their daughter Pamela Raab.
The Raabs were divorced in
1957. Under terms of a separation
agreement, the father got custody
of another daughter, Deborah,
now 8, and the mother kept Pam-
ela.
Mrs. Raab wag later married
to Dr. Nelson Kiang.29, a mem-
ber of the Harvard Medical School
faculty, and also 'a member of
the research laboratory of elec-
tronics at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.
A NATIONALIST
His father is Yi-Seng Kiang, di-
rector of information for the Min-
istry of Foreigi Affairs for the
Chinese Nationalist government
on Formosa.
Raab brought suit in state su-
preme court for custody of Pam-
ela on the grounds that the mixed
marriage would subject the child
to internal and external unhappi-
ness.
But Raab Saturday asked Judge
gave brief talks about traffic
safety and the use of the hel-
icopter to both elementary
and high school students. In
photo at right a group of
Melrose students are shown
getting a close-up view of the
whirly-bird. Melrose was one
of several schools visited here
by the traffic safety unit.
LeMoyne Girls To Be
Seen In Wartime Drama
"Cry Havoc," a play in three
parts by Allan R. Kenward, will
be presented by students of Le-
Moyne college in Bruce 'Hall on
Friday night, Jan. 16, beginning
at 8:15 p.m.
Thirteen girls have the roles in
the play, which has been des-
cribed as a female "journey's
end." and it concerns the story
of the nurses on Bataan in the
opening days of World War II.
The -characters in the play are
shbwn in a dugout, as they are
subjected to gunfire and they
emerge as a sort of collective
reaction to war.
FIND A SPY
During the play, the girls get
on one another's nerves, arrest
the wrong person as a spy and
finally confront the real traitor.
At the end they are rescued
from the buried dugout only to
face the firing squad.
Among the leading characters
in the drama are a strong mind-
ed doctor; her poised assistant.1
Henry Martuscello during a hear.!
jog in Brooklyn to drop the pro-
ceedings. ,
Martuscello,did so with the com-
ment: "miscegenation is neither
illega4 nor Is it contrarw.to public!
policy. You can't deprive her of
her rights." •
The child will return with her,
mother to Massachusetts. All the
participants were present at the!
hearing except Klang.
a Southern girl, who might as
well be in the Civil War; a cou-
ple of timid aesthetes who he-
lieve the war is a religious con-
flict; an ex-burlesque girl, a big
strapping girl from a lumber
camp, and the inevitable spy.
The students in the' playare
Sarah Lewis, Thelma Pickett,
Linda Haralson, Gladys Dortch,
Ruthie Hurt, Eleanor Johnson,
Fannie Taylor, Jeannete Davis
Morris, Mamie McCulley, Mary
Dell Robinson, Helen Griffin,
Clarissa Washington and Virginia
Wilson.
The play will be directed by
Miss Elsie E. Van Ness, assistant
professor of English and drama.
Search For
Design Students
PROVIDENCE, R. T. (UPI)—
Two girl students of the Rhode
Island school of design still were Ai
missing almost 24 hours after 111/
they were reported absent front
their domitory, police said.
Joan Beaulac, 19-year-old daug-
hter of U. S. Ambassador to Argen-
tina Willard Beaulae, and Linda
Talbot. 17, of Woodstock, N. H.
.were reported absent at the 1-00
A.M. bed check Saturday police
said.
You can't vote
if you're not registered
Here's the real "Social Register" of America—and
there's a place in it reserved for you.
You have the right to be listed in it—but nobody
can do it for you. You have to get your name in this
book yourself. And, unless you do, the polls are closed
to you on Election Day.
So get your name in the book. Most of your friends
and neighbors are already there. If you know of one
who isn't, take him with you when you go to register.
There's a big election coming up—and you're part of
it when you register, then vote.
TIME: Each Week day Monday thru Friday
8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Place: County Courthouse, Ground floor entrance
corner of 3rd Street and Adams.
Citizens Non-Partisan Registration Campaign Committee
Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr., Campaign Chairman
Rev. W. L. Varnado, Committee Chairman
Mr. Jesse H. Turner, Chairman, Finance Committee
Mr. Frank Kilpatrick, Coordinator
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